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How to research the
worldS most powerful cihr
at the speed of light.
I
.

What happens in Washington, D.C. each day affects
people, organizations and governments In every corner of
the world.
And nowhere in the world
are these important events
reported more thoroughly and
accurately than in The
Washington Post.
That's why, as a researcher, you w ~ lbe
l mterested
in our new Washington information data base, The Electronic
Washington Post.
Because, in the time it
takes you to read this ad,,you
could search every word In
today's Washington Post.
And every word of every

*

Postof the last six ears!
(Depending on w IC computer
vendor you choose).
Not only would you be
able to access information at
the speed of I~ght,but you'd be
connected to one of the most
extensive computerized newspaper files in the world.
Over 400,000 items. And
rowing by 1,200 each week.
Etories. columns, sections, and
reports, as far back a
January 1,1977.
What's more,
you can search
through Pulitzer
Prize-winning
material word-byword. Subject-by-

subject. Day-by-day.
The Electronic Washington Post can feed you Post
stories published on any topic.
And every report is retrievable
in its entirety or in summary
form.
Imagine how much more
thorough your research would
be if you could do in a minute
what is humanly impossible to
do in a month!
Write for more
information today.
Address your
requests to
The Electronic
Washington Post,
Washington, D.C.
20071-7850.
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Structures, Parameters, and Transmirrior
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R e p r i d with permission. @ 1980 IEEE

How much doesUfree"cost?
About $30 in the case of an avem e interlibrary loan
transaction.* Recent studies break !own the costs of
obtaining a journal article in the following way:
Cost of borrowing $18
Cost of lending
Total cost
$31
While this includes direct costs-such as photocopying and postage-it rimaril reflects the costs
of your staff's time and lagor. (It Joes not include the
rice of the article, althou h a growing number of li&orin now charge up to !IS to mess a ban.)
An article supplied by the U&I Article Clearinghouse,on the other hand, costs a total of $4 to $8.
That's right. You'll never ay more than $8 er article
when you p l a c e r or&r online through &ALOG*S
Dialorder, OCL s ILL Subsystem, OnTyme, or I l l
Dialcom which offers a gatewa to ALANET. Price
mriation depends on ur metKod of payment, not
on the article length. (&line system char es are not
included and w r y from vendor to vend03
Your bi gest savings, however, is in time. Online
ordering is &st; amilability of more than 8,000 titles

>
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from 1978 forward is guaranteed; and your article is
on the way to you within 48 hours or you don't pay
anything at all.
If "free" interlibrary loans are costing you mom
than you bargained for, then it's time you started saving
your money and your valuable time, by using the UMI
Article Clearinghouse.
For mom informationand a copy of our current
title catalog, call us toll-free at 1-800-732-0616.
In Michigan, Alaska, and Hawaii, call collect at
313-761-4700.

V

Universit Microfilms International

A ~ a r o xZompan
300 ~ o r t h b &ad

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

The MARQUIS WHO'S WHO Database (File 234 on
DIALOG) was rated the best source of informcrtion
on company management and individuals'backgrounds by Washington Researchers, Ltd.We're
proud of this rating-which was based on a recent
poll of their Company Intelligence Seminar participants-and we're pleased that so many experienced
searchers have found the MARQUIS WHO'S WHO
Database to b e the source for biographical
information.
But we're not resting on our laurels. The MARQUIS
WHO'S WHO Database is growing. We've added
13,000new biographies of notable individuals whose
achievements have earned them a place in the 43rd
edition of the highly respected Who'sWho in America.
Added to the 75,000individuals from the 42nd edition
and the 14,000biographies from the 1st edition of
Who'sWho in Frontier Science and Wchnology,the
MARQUIS WHO'S WHO Database now gives you
access to more than 100,000outstanding achievers
across a broad range of fields.
And that access is virtually limitless in its potential.
You can search by name alone - or use the database to
its fullest capacity to pinpoint the individuals a n d
groups who meet your specific needs.
We're growing in other ways, too. Coming soon is our
new file,the MARQUIS PRO-files (File 235 on DIALOG)
-your link to the professionals in the online industry
Through our Who's Who Information Service,we
provide custom search services.
Thanks for the vote of confidence! For more information on Marquis Who's Who data products and services, write us or call toll free: 1-800-621-9669(In
Illinois, call 312-787-2008).Our search experts will b e
happy to help you.

Marquis Who'sWho, hc.Data Products Department
200 East Ohio Street Chicago,Illinois 60611
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IS TO MAKE
YOUR JOB
All EBSCO systems are designed with one
major goal in mind: to simplify your serials
transactions. No matter how big your library is,
how small, or how specialized, we can provide
the professional services you expect.

CONTACT EBSCO-LET'S

TALK SERVICE.

SUBSCRIPTION SERVlCES

P.O. Box 1943, Birmingham, AL 35201, (205) 991-6600
winter 1985
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The Goldsmiths'-Kress Library
of Economic Literature.
The Goldsmithsi-Kress Library collection is rich in political, social,
business, and economic history.
Included in the micropublishing are pre-1850 monographs and
pre-1906 serials from these two eminent libraries. Supplemented by
materials from Columbia and Yale Universities' libraries, it emerges as
the most complete collection of its kind, a major resource for social
scientists and historians as well as scholars of business and economics.
To facilitate acquisition, the collection has been restructured and
divided into 80 subscription units.
Standing Order
Unit Price
$1,850.00

Individual
Unit Price
$2,200.00
Outside North and South America
P.O. Box 45
Reading, RG18HF England
TEL: 0734-583247
TELEX: 848336 NADL G

Research Publications
12 Lunar DriveIDrawer AB
Woodbridge, CT 06525
(203) 397-2600
TWX: 710-465-6345
FAX. 203-397-3893

research publications@

r------------------------------ 1

Demand
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-Forward more information on the Goldsmiths1-Kress Library of
Economic Literature.
Name
Title
Institution
Address
City

I

I
I
I
State

Zip

I
I
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Document Deliverv
fast, effient service
$4.50 plus 1% per page
orders accepted by phonelmail
DIALORDER and SDC Electronic Mail Drop
literature searches/current awareness

I

106 Henderson St. Chujwl Hill, .YC 7 5 1 4

(919) 929-4870

Computer Literature Index
No library reference section, however small, should be without this
subject/author index to current computer literature.

..

(,ompurer

b

----

<
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Covers over 175 perlodlcals plus book and repom
Publ~shedquarterly with annual cumulation
Over 360 subject classlflcat~ons
Fully annotated
User or~ented
T~mely
Applied Computer Research. P.O.Dax 9280. Phoenix. AZ 85068
C] Please enter my trial subscr~ptionto the COMPUTER LITERATURE
INDEX and send me the fwst month's issue FREE. If Iwish to keep the
INDEX comtng for the next year I will honor your $125 invoice.

Send me more information about the INDEX

Company
Addrew
CALL COLLECT
(602) 995-5929
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Phone
1IQt

HOW LONG

No more t~me-consum~ng
lnqulrles to lndlvldual
companies

Now just one phone call to UMI can put you
In touch w~thfull-text annual reports for
leadlng corporat~ons
from 40 countr~es,
6 contlnents, and 26 Industry groups
Choose the complete 3,000-reports set
or a custom~zed
collect~onBeglnnlng
w~thflscal year 1983 For as low as $1 00
per company w~tha charter subscr~pt~onIn convenient m~crof~che
And all the text IS completely legible
or your money back
Why wa~t?
All ~ttakes IS one
hone call

TELEX: 023-55-69

oms

INTERNATIONAL ANN
Flnanclal lnformatlon Servlce From
Unwers~tyM~crof~lms
lnternatlonal (313) 761-4700
3 0 0 North Zeeb Road Ann Arbor Mchigan 48106 USA
Published In cooperation w~thThe Center for lnternatlonal
Flnanc~alAnalys~sand Research Inc
Princeton New Jersey 05840 USA
A

a

%
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The 1984-85 Hlghsmlth Catalog IS
again blgger and better than ever. w ~ t h
thousands of items to fit tradltlonal llbrary
needs, as well as exciting new Ilbrary,
audiov~sualand microcomputer products.
New expanded catalog sections include:

Contemporary book displays, featuring the Mar-Line Collection.
Microcomputer equipment and supplies, from software t o furniture.
N e w library skills materials-games,
puzzles, electronics and morel
Library furniture, including a handsome selection of imported Swedish
furniture.

BE ,
,
=e;.mr+g =-.
-=sz=
--

-q7

-=
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$100 Savings on our New
All-Weather Book Return1
Stylish design and exceptional durability.
Choose either a curbside or sidewalk
model, light beige or chocolate brown.
Includes an equally durable coordinating
book truck. See page 245 of the 1984-85
Highsmith Catalog for complete product
descript~on.

* Dluount valld on orders
received before April 1. 1985.

Call or write today for a free copy of our
1984-85 Catalog or for more information
on the special S 100 savings on our
All-Weather Book Return.
The Hlghsmlth Co.. Inc.
P.O. Box 800SL
Fort Atklnron, WI 53538
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TolCFree Ordcrlng:

In Wlsconsln:

1-800558-21 10

1-800-558-3313

Customer Service:

In AK and HI:

1-800-55a-3899

1414-563-9571
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Bigger
& Better
The~Mamgement
Contents Database
The Database for Business and Management

Thesaurus&
Dictionary
New1 SubJectHierarchy
L~stsall 4,000 Index terms In hrerarch~calformat.

Newl Alphabetlul Hierarchy
L~stscontrolled vocabulary w ~ t h
sublistlngs of Broader
Terms, Narrower Terms, and RelatedTerms

Newl Command Charts, Record
Descrlptions, a+ kmple,karches
Comprehensive information and d~rectlons
for search~ng
The "new" Management Contents Database.

Newl Dictionary
Deflnlt~onsof all 4,000 terms. Revised, updated, expanded.

Plus:
Ou~ckReference Sect~on.Journal Sectlon. Speclal
Management Contents Serv~cesSection.

Order yours now1 $120
Major charge cards accepted
5th EDITION
10 New and Updated Sectlons for
The "new" Management Contents Database

Information
k c e # C~mpay
(Nowjolning forces wlth ManagementContents)

l l D a m Drlve, Belrnont.Cahfornla 94002
Toll free 8001227-8431 (In Californ~a4151591-2333)
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E o n has been bringing publishers and libraries closer together
for more than 100 years. Today our online links facilitate an information exchange that affords you current, accurate subscription
management.
Our latest online services are PUBLINX and INFOSERV. PUBLINX
provides publishers with the power to access and update information on their serial titles, and to receive claims and orders online. With INFOSERV, libraries can search for new titles, request
additional information and sample copies, and order
subscriptions.
Our electronic edge is making the distance between library and
publisher shorter every day. And we're only a phone call away.
800 225-6055 or 617 329-3350 collect

hml

ON THE FRONTIER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The Faxon Company. lnc
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15 Southwest Park

Westwood. MA 02090

ECONOMIC
PUBLICATIONS
WORLD ECONOMIC SURVEY 1984
Current trends in the World Economy. Gives the growth in the world
economy and current policy stances, international trade and payments,
adjustment and international capital flows to developing countries.

E.84.II.C.1

Catalogue of our
International Publications
available free upon request

$12.00

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SURVEY O F ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
Contains the survey of world economy, major constraints on regional
progress, the economic and social survey of South Asia, South-east Asia,
South Pacific island countries, China, Iran, Hong Kong, the Republic of
Korea and Japan.

E.84.II.F.1

$18.00

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF LATIN AMERICA
This publication views trends in the Latin American economy such as
inflation, trade, output, external finance and foreign trade, plus the economic
evolution of the individual countries.

E.83.II.G.2
UNITED NATIONS
PUBLICATIONS
Room DC2-853,
New York, N.Y 10017
Palais aes Nations,
1211 Geneva 10,
Switzerland

$42.00

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF EUROPE (Issued annually since 1948)
The Survey is an internationally recognised economic report. It ranks among
the most highly regarded analyses of economic trends and provides an outlook
for the future.
Covering a wide range of research, it records the changing patterns of trade
and output in Europe and North America.

E.84.II.E.l

$35.00

American Library Association

-

ALA databases, including: A1.A Washington
Newsline Conference schedules ALA News
bulletin Online forms for orders, interlibrary loans '
network bulletin hoard and much more!
additional databases: Official Airlines Guide
UMI Article (;learinghouse ARIIINFORM
Electronic News
electronic mail: instant, powerful communication
among hundreds of libraries, librarians, asociations,
suppliers, and with ALA Headquarters
accessibility via Telenet, .Tymnet, Uninet, Datapac
((:anada) and overseas using almost any computer

I 2A

terminal discounts o n terminals and microcomputer hardware and software available to
suhscribers
ALANET is: competitively priced responsive
flexible t o meet your needs open to both
individual and institutional subscribers

join the fast-growing network of ALANET users.
(:ontactJoel M. Lee, ALANET System Manager.
.41.A Headquarten Library 9)E, Huron St..
(:hiago. 11- 60611 (512) 944-6780
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New Databases from Bowker
AssociationJ Publications in Print

-

Here is an invaluable source for information on 100,000
pamphlets, journals, newsletters, bulletins, books, and
other printed materials published by national, state, regional, local and trade associations in the United States and
Canada. This database is the perfect complement to the
Books in Print database, as some 80°/o of the data provided
does not fall within the scope of Books in Print. lnformation
can be retrieved by title, alternate title, subject, publisher,
association, status, frequency, country, format, special features, and circulation.

Available Via BRS
e

Publishers, Distributors, and Wholesalers
This new online database is a continuously updated source
of information representing virtually the entlre U.S. publisher, distributor, and wholesaler marketplace. Each
nameladdress entry provides full ordering and editorial access complete with Standard Address Number (SAN) and
ISBN prefix. Input data is derived from information provided
directly by more than 47,000 active U S . publishers, distributors, and wholesalers, some 19,000 U.S. and Canadian associations, 6,100 legal publishers, 10,000 international
museums, more than 7,100 software producers and others.
lnformation can be retrieved by company name, geographical location, ISBN prefix, and SAN.

Available Via BRS

Available via BRS and Dialog-

* Books in Print
UlrichTs International Periodicals
Directory (Including Irregular Serials
and Annuals)
American Men and Women of Science
To subscribe through BRS (Bibliographic Retrieval Services) call
(800) 553-5566 in New York State, or (800) 833-4707, toll-free, elsewhere. To subscribe through Dialog lnformation Services, call (800)
982-5838 in California, or (800) 227-1960 elsewhere. For additional
information (US. & Canada), contact Debra K. Brown, Manager,
Online and Database Services, R.R. Bowker Co., 205 E. 42 St., New
York, NY 10017. Telephone in New York State: (212) 916-1758. Outside
New York State call (800) 323-3288. 'Customized Search Service:
These databases can also be searched by special request for those
customers who are seeking information but do not have direct online
access in their organization. For further information, contact Debra
K. Brown at the address above.
--
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Put The World of
American Business
t Your Fingertips.
Electronic
THE IARGEST
ONLINE
BUSINESS
DATABASE
When the search is for information about
American business, the source to turn to is
the Electronic Yellow Pages. Files 500-510
on DIALOG.
It's more than a phone directory of the
Nation's 10 million business a n d
professional firms. It's a powerful reference
tool that can:
generate lists for direct mailings a n d
telemarketing.
help you locate out-of-town resources
0 identify companies by SIC Code.
provide statistics for industry studies
even create listings of key prospects by
territory for your sales staff.
In short, the Electronic Yellow Pages has
the kind of information that your people
in Research, Marketing. Sales. Planning.
Purchasing a n d other departments a r e
looking for.

WHAT GOES INTO IT
In addition to all 4800 U.S.Yellow Pages
directories, the Electronic Yellow Pages
contains data from:
industry a n d government directories
annual reports
custom list compilations
association rosters
telephone a n d mail surveys..
All in a comprehensive online database
that is searchable from several access
points for maximum flexibility.

LOGON TODAY
If you'd like to put the power of the
largest database of American business
to work for your firm. call TOLL-FREE
1-800-243-5538a n d ask for the Electronic
Yellow Pages Department. Or complete
a n d mail the coupon below.
We will send you a starter kit of user aids
that will make searching easier a n d more
cost efficient.
Why not d o it now. a n d put the world of
American business at your fingertips.

c---

-~

To: Market Data Retrieval
ElectronicYellow Pages Dept.
P.O.Box510
West~ort.CT 06881
Send me more information about the
ElectronicYellow Pages

1
1

Name
T~tle
FirdOrg
Address

-

I
I
1
I
I
I
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A n editorial
In 1981 I was the manager of a university retrospective conversion project.
It was not an easy time, as we were changing from the OCLC database to
RLIN. Our work lives, beleaguered by problems large and small, were hampered further by the persistent annoyance of static electricity around the
terminals. We called OCLC. The OCLC people suggested plants. Honest.
So we potted philodendrons and geraniums and hung and set them around
the workstations-not where they would be knocked over or cause difficulties in watering-and the problem ceased.
That simple, homely solution to a technological problem is an example of
one direction we hope to see in this journal. In my career I have dealt with
three automated cataloging systems and two automated circulation systems.
I am just beginning to pluck the editorial fruits of word processing, and so
I bow to no one in my devotion to technology. Indeed, technology can be
seductive and even charming.
But that is not all there is. Librarianship is surely one of the most humane
of disciplines, a conduit between the person and the fact, the matrix of
communication and the last best hope of those who wish to keep in touch
with everything. I would like to hear that particular voice. I would like some
philosophical leavening in the proliferation of high-tech articles. Ethical
issues are weighed every day: how do you balance them? Librarians must
make hard choices: what do you use for guidance?
One of SLA's great strengths is the richness of its diversity. To make this
journal more reflective of that diversity, I would especially like to hear more
from the smaller sections. Sometimes the narrower focus of a subject area
can make a clearer picture for us all.
I want to hear a great deal more about social concerns and political realities.
Librarians supply information, and one can hardly get closer to the heart of
social concerns than that. Politics, according to my dictionary, is the total
complex of interacting and usually conflicting relations among people in
society. Let us talk to each other about that.
I believe that our future lies in the wedding of technology and the renaissance spirit. Let me know what you think.
GraceAnne A. DeCandido

winter 1985

Network
Issues
Participation for Corporate
Librarians
Linda L. Hill
Cities Service Oil and Gas Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Review of the benefits and problems of network
participation, specifically OCLC participation, by libraries within profit-making, tax-paying organizations.
Many of the problems of corporate libraries are really
"small library" problems while others result from the
profit-making status of the organization and the corporate structure. The time seems to be right for corporate libraries to join networks in greater numbers.
Or will they opt for simply shopping for products and
services?

N

ETWORK refers specifically to
the OCLC regional network
systems. There are other computer-based networks and there are
groups that are called networks but are
not formalized, computer-based organizations. I am not addressing them at all.
Also, I am not specifically addressing the
non-OCLC services of the regional networks. However, this article has general
applicability to corporate libraries in
other network situations.
Corporate librarians are those librarians who work in library operations
within profit-making, tax-paying organizations. However, some of the issues
discussed here also affect library operations in non-profit corporations as well
as other special libraries.
This paper is adapted from a talk presented
at the 1 9 8 4 SLA Conference in New York.

2

The distinction between network participation by profit or non-profit libraries
is an important consideration, because we
are talking about networks that are themselves either non-profit cooperative entities with staff, income and expenses, and
assets or that are departments of state
government.
In acknowledgement of the IRS 501(c)
(3) requirements for non-profit organizations, many networks have bylaws
statements that require that they have a
majority of non-profit members or no
more than a certain percentage of forprofit members. If the network is a state
agency, it has state funding that subsidizes network services and products, and
so may not be able to offer services and
products to for-profit organizations
through regular channels.
Corporate libraries are different in
ways that are significant for attracting
them into networking in the first place,
special libraries

primarily in funding and management.
With corporate libraries we are not dealing with federal or state funding but with
an annual budget for information or library services. The management hierarchy directing corporate libraries does
not com~rehendOCLC. MARC. and ILL.
Rather, management is familiar with cost
centers, overhead, contribution to income, and support of research or marketing or manufacturing activity.
OCLC estimates that 8.8 percent of its
holding codes are full participants from
corporate libraries. For every two corporate libraries. there are 23 other libraries, mostly academic and public.
Corporate libraries account for an estimated 2.5 Dercent of OCLC's billable activity: thisAisless than three cents on the
dollar. Individual networks, according to
OCLC, may include up to 23 percent forprofit OCLC members billing up to 12
Dercent in dollar volume. Estimates received from fourteen out of seventeen
network directors differed from OCLC's
figures, because they offer services other
than OCLC and therefore have more
members than are counted by OCLC.
These estimates were therefore lower
than those estimated by OCLC.

Corporate libraries have not
joined OCLC as a matter of
course.
We would have to do a more careful
analysis to have a firm set of figures here.
Differences in interpretation of what
constitutes a "corporate library" and the
existence of consortia or subgroups of libraries hide the actual number of corporate libraries from the network's usual
counting methods. It is clear that the income now derived from the for-profit
sector is minimal.
Corporate libraries have not joined
OCLC as a matter of course. We can surmise that there are many who simply
cannot participate because they do not
have even the minimum management
support for such a step. But there are
many corporate librarians who could join
winter 1985

networks but choose not to do so. They
fit into the following categories:
(1) Not yet using automation, this librarian is still waiting for the right system to come along and make it easy or
is still not convinced that automation is
worth the effort and expense.
(2) Short on knowledge of how to go
about automating, this librarian is at a
loss as to where to begin.
(3) The reinventing-the-wheel enthusiast, with inhouse programming and
home-grown record formats that require
direct entry for all titles, is so busy that
he or she has no time to investigate networks.
(4) The before-his-or-her-time librarian,
who started automation so long ago and
has so much invested in the present system, believes that converting it to another
system would be a wrenching and expensive move.
(5) The under-the-thumb
librarian,
whose automated life is controlled by the
Data Processing Department which has
all library problems under control-if
they can ever get around to it and if the
librarians would quit insisting on variable element sizes in a variable number of
variably sized records that somehow have
to be nested together.
( 6 ) The corporate espionage scenarist,
who in a highly competitive company
fears that any public knowledge of book
purchasing might tip his or her hand to
the competition.

The Specter of I R S 501(c)(3)
There is another group of corporate libraries that would like to take advantage
of the products and services that networks and OCLC have to offer but run
into another sort of barrier, which can be
labeled the IRS 501(c)(3) specter. This
section of the tax code is very worrisome
to tax-exempt organizations, and it is all
the more worrisome because it is vague.
There is a history of widely varying rulings as it applies to library networks.

Paul Schrank, Vice President for Membership and Corporate Relations for
OCLC, stated:
We have been told that there is no problem
with the IRS so long as our for-profit business is de minimus, but no one has defined
de minimus for us. SOLINET and MIDLNET
obtained somewhat more specific rulings
that said that, as I remember, in the case
of SOLINET, 6 percent was the limit;
MIDLNET was given a 15 percent limit.
But in neither case could we determine
whether the percentage referred to number
of members or proportion of revenue or
net income. We continue to work with the
vague de minimus and hope it refers to revenue, rather than number of members.

OCLC and the networks have been engaged in developing a new core contract
to set the business relationship between
OCLC and each network. This stormy
process started with several drafts of the
new contract developed by OCLC, which
were countered by a draft prepared by
legal counsel engaged by the networks,
and finally resolved into intensive negotiations between the two groups.
The earlier drafts said that libraries in
for-profit organizations could become
participants in OCLC only with OCLC's
specific approval. Corporate libraries
were the only group so limited. Some of
the other categories of participants (such
as library schools, consortia, and tape
loading members) also caused some concern, but only the for-profit institutions
were told, "You ask us and we'll tell you
whether or not you can join."
The network directors' counter draft
proposed that the signing of participants
be totally their concern, in conformance
with limits or parameters set by OCLC
in consultation with the networks. They,
as a whole, saw no reason to discriminate
against corporate libraries in this contract.
It appears that negotiations are moving
in this direction. OCLC would design and
modify the categories of participants; the
definition of a category could include a
limit on the number of members. Modifications or changes in categories would
be discussed with the network directors
4

but would be the unilateral prerogative
of OCLC.
The IRS 501(c)(3) definition has been
variously interpreted to those networks
that have sought an opinion. For example, for-profit members can generate no
more than 15 percent of revenue; they
can represent no more than 5 percent of
total membership and no more than 10
percent of voting membership.
At least one network does not admit
corporate library members as voting
members. They cannot vote for board
members or fee schedules; they cannot
hold office. Supposedly, this is for IRS
purposes. But other networks do take
corporate members as regular voting
members or at least involve them in advisory committees that have some control
over their destinies. One network even
has a specific corporate library seat on its
advisory board, and another has a permanent special library seat on its board.
De minimus must be defined as to
whether it refers to revenue or members.
At the same time, OCLC and the networks must avoid jeopardizing their
non-profit status by maintaining their
membership or cooperative basis instead
of operating like vendors.
Dominance of Academic and
Public Libraries

An intrinsic barrier of sorts that will
take time and effort to balance is the
dominance of networking by academic
and public libraries. They started these
networks, they dominate them today,
they provide the major funding, and they
will see to it that the networks function
as they need them to function. It is up
to special librarians to promote our value
and to prove by our participation that we
can contribute significantly to the network. If we can do our part in sharing
the burden-financial, labor, and participation in governance-we
will be
worth attracting into the network. We
must take an interest in networking, particularly in our own network. We must
make our needs known and share our
special libraries

expertise and resources as much as possible. Beyond this, we need to keep the
cataloging of large libraries flowing into
OCLC and keep their commitment to it.
It won't do us any good if we join and
they go off to some other system.
The final section of the NCLIS/SLA
Task Force report (11th draft, "The Role
of the Special Library in Networks and
Cooperatives") talks about the "invisibility" of special libraries, which tend to
take on the "coloration" of their parent
institution rather than become visible
and vocal elements in library organizations. I have a slightly different view of
this. Special librarians, especially corporate librarians, are closer to their users
perhaps than other types of librarians.
We tend to identify with our users and
consider ourselves primarily part of their
team. We can bring this point of view to
networking. Certainly the world of information provision and use is shifting
to the end user. Special librarians need
to be active in networks, promoting our
user-oriented point of view.

other level of training over and above the
basics of OCLC. The new M300 OCLC
terminal will change this limitation, since
it can function both as a dedicated terminal for OCLC processes and as a local
terminal and microcomputer.

Corporate Library/Small Library
Problems

The problem strikes first in original
cataloging: "We have had great problems
in maintaining enough proficiency in cataloging to input original cataloging for
the use of others. The vast array of OCLC
formats and cataloging standards has
been intimidating. [My network's] suggestion that we keep up by reading (and
perhaps annotating) LC's Cataloging Service Bulletin seems quaint and ignorant
of our eternally understaffed situation."
Another point of view was stated as
follows: "I have not found learning the
nuances of OCLC or the application of
AACRZ standards to have been a major
problem. Since the volume of work
which can be accomplished has increased
so measurably, more time can be afforded
to individual titles to create cataloging
records which conform to higher standards. This also permits the addition of
many uncommon records to the database
for titles which otherwise might never be

Many of the problems corporate libraries face when participating in networks are really "small library"
problems. They are shared by any library
with a small staff:

Cataloging: The ability to do original
cataloging often rests with one person on
a small staff. If that person leaves, a retraining process usually must be gone
through after a replacement is found. In
the interim, original cataloging just
doesn't get done.
Dial access: Low volume makes it hard
to justify a dedicated terminal, so many
small libraries use dial access. This is time
consuming, awkward, and requires anwinter 1985

Limited staff: Joe Ford, Executive Director of CAPCON, notes: "The issue of
small staff. . . is one of the best arguments for using OCLC that I know." Several librarians agree that they are able to
accomplish more in a more timely fashion
and at a higher quality than they could
ever hope to do without OCLC. But network participation does require an expediture of time and effort to keep up
with the system and the standards. This
requires a certain critical mass of staff.
Some librarians recommend that a library have at least the equivalent of a
full time person (50 percent professional
and 50 percent clerical) devoted to OCLC
processes to participate in cataloging and
ILL. Even at this level, the "volume of
documentation is horrendous," to quote
one. Another librarian comments that she
had learned enough since starting to use
OCLC to earn at least one Ph.D.

cataloged." I suspect the difference between these two statements can be traced
to the size of the two staffs.
In addition to the system documentation, there are membership obligations
such as participating in elections, budget
hearings, and meetings. Attending membership meetings and training sessions is
very important but almost impossible if
staff support is not available to the library.
Explaining Networking to
Management

To quote one corporate librarian: "A
proposal to use OCLC was not required
by [my company]. This was most fortunate, as I would have found it difficult
to describe OCLC's services and advantages in terms management could understand. Even if I had been able to
communicate the nature of OCLC, I have
found that bibliographic functions are
in general underappreciated-cataloging,
classification and document delivery
seem simple to those who have not
worked in those fields."
Says a network director: "The management commitment is clearly one of the
critical steps in automation, and we've
found that, more and more, corporate
managers are willing to listen to a discussion of automated support for their
libraries and information centers. One of
the most effective arguments for networks is the extension of available resources. We've found that our corporate
librarians who have a prominent place in
the corporate structure have little trouble
persuading their management of the
value of extended resources.
"It is a truism that the thrust of information handling, whether library,
bank, or petroleum engineering, is toward increasing automation. The inventory in many libraries is high-cost,
high-value, and too frequently, low-use.
We sell OCLC as a file-building service,
one which will prepare the library for the
next round of automation."
Some librarians do not have to justify
the use of OCLC beyond stating that it
~
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will help the library or information center
do its job better. These are the ones in
"prominent places," to use the network
director's phrase.
Many of us justify OCLC participation
to ourselves and to our management almost solely on the product basis: it will
buy us machine-readable catalog records
or cards and interlibrary loans. This argument is a mistake, because it contributes to the tendency of OCLC and
networks to think of themselves as vendors and not as cooperative ventures. We
must sell ourselves and our management
on other as~ectsof OCLC and network
activities as well. We are contributing to
a shared database that benefits everyone.
Proprietary Materials

There is no requirement to add proprietary materials to OCLC. The present
working definition of "all current cataloging" for OCLC excludes proprietary
material and material to which a library
customarily gives less than minimum
level cataloging. OCLC participants are
required to do all current cataloging if
they are cataloging participants on
OCLC, but the company reports, government documents, and special collections that get an indexing treatment
instead of being fully cataloged do not
have to go on OCLC. If, however, OCLC
were to decide to require members to obtain formal approval to exclude a set of
materials, problems would arise. This
was discussed as a possibility during the
negotiations.
There is another internal problem connected with these various types of material, only some of which get full
cataloging. How does one decide what
gets full MARC cataloging and what
doesn't? How can one integrate access to
the MARC/OCLC cataloged items and
the other material? If you have or are
planning to have an online catalog, can
it accommodate different record types?
The existence of this "other material"
that requires inhouse treatment (e.g. indexing) means that there is even less
work time available for cataloging.

special libraries

This concern with proprietary material
and the fear that OCLC will be used for
spying on the competition is farfetched.
Access to records is limited to search
keys; there is no retrieval by holding
code. However, OCLC is in the process
of completing contractual arrangements
with BRS to mount a subset of the Online
Union Catalog on BRS for searching. This
will give subject access to the database,
and there are some legitimate concerns
about this. The records mounted on BRS
will not include holdings codes. However, OCLC plans to develop subject access to the Online Union Cataloe.
eventually. Subject access might encourage fishing expeditions to find who is
collectiner in a certain field.
~ n o t h i current
r
development in which
special librarians should be involved, or
at least consulted, is the development of
standards for less-than-full cataloging
(that is, below level K) by a task force
of the Research Libraries Advisory Committee (RLAC), an OCLC group, and
other groups. This format is being developed, cautiously, for ephemeral and
difficult to catalog items. How and when
it could be used is under discussion. Such
a format might be very useful to special
libraries.

-

Branch Offices
Corporate libraries often participate in
OCLC through their parent companies.
Often the headquarters office is located
in a different geographic area-in another network's service area. This arrangement confuses training and support
and obtaining dedicated terminals.
There may be a problem for network
directors in dealing with special libraries
in this regard, because librarians within
a company do not necessarily communicate with one another but instead go
to the network as independent operations. This is another indication that we
think of OCLC and networks as vendors
rather than as resource-sharing networks.
winter 1985

Contractual Aareements
Contractual agreements between network and library are sometimes a problem. Corporate legal officers may require
significant changes in the basic agreement because they see the network
purely as a vendor rather than as a cobperative organization.
With the development of the new contracts between OCLC and the networks,
it will probably be necessary for existing
agreements between networks and members to be rewritten or amended. If this
requires another trip through the legal
department, which it probably will, it
will be a headache for all concerned. The
ownership of records and the "Code of
Responsible Use" will be part of the contract, which will raise many legitimate
questions all around.
ILL Use Only
Some corporate libraries want access to
the ILL system and see no need to do any
cataloging, particularly if their collections
are small and loosely organized. OCLC
recently made this an option, but the cost
is dear. As a contributor, I approve of this
high price for partial users, assuming that
the income will keep my costs down.
However, we do not loan freely to noncontributing libraries. It is not acceptable
to us to have other corporate librariesparticularly other petroleum company libraries-benefit from our OCLC cataloging while their own collections are
kept off the system.
This "always a borrower but never a
lender" attitude also contributes to the
undesirable reputation of special libraries
for not doing our part in sharing resources. I would like to convince all corporate librarians that they can lend and
provide photocopies without compromising their own internal services.
Special Problems
Interfacing wi/h local software: Interfacing
the OCLC system with local inhouse

computer facilities is an area where many
corporate libraries turn to the network
office to provide assistance, sometimes
with disappointing results. This sort of
need is spreading now to other types of
libraries, but corporate libraries have a
greater variety of situations and have had
them longer. Often the software available is atypical in the library world and
the network office has no experience
with it.

Dtsappearing libraries: Mergers and closings plague corporate libraries in particular. As more corporate libraries join
OCLC and other networks, this will be
an increasingly difficult problem. How
do you remove or transfer holdings information when the library ceases to exist?
Special subject heading schemes: The need to
edit and modify the records found on
OCLC exists for all participants, but special libraries often have unique subject
headings that must be added to meet local access needs or to match schemes already in place. LC subject headings were
not designed with our in-depth special
collections in mind. For libraries without
an online catalog and free text access,
almost every record will have to have
subject headings added or modified.
Of course, libraries can modify the records. As we have found in automation in
general, modification increases our capabilities to control the action, with a cost
in time, effort, and money.
Start-up delays: There is a substantial lag
between joining and being able to use
OCLC. To quote one new participant:
"So far, we have been quite frustrated.
The time lag between joining the network and being able to use OCLC is unreasonable. The fact that the network
buries us in documentation hinders
rather than helps matters." This lag is
caused by profiling and scheduling the
installation of the terminal. Typically,
corporate libraries want to get on with it
after they have finally made the decision
and signed all the papers.
Cost: A couple of network directors cite
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cost as a significant barrier; others say
that corporate libraries are good members
because they have the ability to pay. Cost
is a barrier only when the benefits can't
be identified. In other words, businesses
are used to paying for what they need to
get their business done. The cost of networking will be too high if corporations
don't see its value or if they have a
cheaper alternative that does the job.
That alternative does not really exist, in
my opinion, but a local solution might
appear to be doing the job.
One network director notes that corporate libraries are the worst group by
far in terms of paying their bills. Maybe
there is a problem here that makes us less
than ideal network participants. To quote
another network director: "Most requests
for information, especially for OCLC, do
not result in contracts. Corporate librarians in particular feel cataloging data
should be free; [they] seek technological
means to acquire OCLC information
without charge. Not so for database
searching, which they perceive as worth
paying for!"
As a minority group, our reputations
are easily damaged by the misdeeds of
one or two.

Benefits of Network Participation
Interlibrary loan is the most frequently
and enthusiastically cited benefit. It
makes very efficient and successful document delivery possible at a much lower
cost than using document delivery services. Says one corporate library member:
"The value of OCLC's ILL network is
immeasurable for me. It has really broadened my resources for the people I serve.
When I do a literature search, I don't
worry about where I'm going to find all
the sources that result from the search."
Verification of partially remembered or
cited items is possible even with the limitation of search keys rather than fulltext access.
Participation in the regional network and
OCLC permits libraries to enjoy the
benefits of OCLC's and the network's
special libraries

leadership and their research and development in library automation. Corporate
librarians can often take advantage of the
computer power and expertise within
their corporations, but typically there
will not be any knowledge of library automation. Network participation brings a
library to the forefront of library automation and makes the efforts of OCLC
and the network available. Such areas as
retrospective conversion options, microcomputer applications, MARC tape processing, COM catalogs, and local systems
are the daily fare of network staffs. They
can advise, refer, direct, or even provide
these things to you.

Reference value: One librarian called
OCLC a "fantastic reference tool." If
there are other libraries with similar collections on OCLC, especially the major
libraries in your subject field, OCLC becomes a specialized resource of even
greater value.
Cafaloging value: Another librarian reports: "The proportions of materials already online, which need only be edited
for compliance with our needs and standards, permits us to employ a clerical assistant for record retrieval and data input
and utilize a professional librarian to
compose new records and approve editing for others. Manual cataloging of the
same detail could employ easily two
professionals, and that would be their
major effort. Automation of this one aspect of technical services permits one
professional to oversee interlibrary loan,
serials control, and acquisitions as well,
which entails the supervision of as many
clerical assistants. Therefore, essentially
the employment of OCLC has a major
impact on departmental productivity."
Issues for Future Action

Just as the time seems right for corporate libraries to join networking in
greater numbers, the situation is changing. The trend toward shared cataloging
and processes is breaking up (or breaking
down, perhaps) into the micro or mini
computer-based local systems. We all
winter 7985

want to do our own thing, perchance to
save money and to get a home-tailored
product. We want to get cheaper cataloging records and to load them inhouse.
There is movement toward forming
smaller consortia and sharing records
within that group.
We must provide for a shared catalog
somehow in the face of these trends. And
small libraries, including corporate libraries, that need to depend on the cataloging of others and need to extend their
resources through ILL are the ones that
are going to suffer the most if the shared
database is not encouraged to grow
through the contribution of current cataloging by OCLC participants. We can
apply our weight to the side that seeks
to maintain and continue building the
shared catalog.
Another development of concern to
special libraries is OCLC's attempt,
through the new contract, to turn our
networks into brokers with no rights to
provide services of their own based on
our OCLC records. OCLC would like to
control the use of OCLC records verv
closely. They have registered a copyright
on the compilation of the database, and
they intend to control through contract
what we can and cannot do with our
records. When that control extends to
telling us that we cannot undertake cooperative resource-sharing projects based
on our records through our networks
without their express approval (and
probably an additional charge), then our
networks are no longer our cooperative
institutions through which we develop
automation products and services of
value to us. And our records are not to
be used as we wish for resource-sharing
purposes. OCLC wants to prevent competition, but should OCLC control all developments based on our records?
Possible Solutions

To end this discussion of corporate libraries and networking, let's look at possible solutions to some of these problems
and ways to deal with the issues.
The NCLIS / SLA Taskforce recom-

mended thirteen actions which were reviewed by NCLIS and SLA and NAC.
Recommendation 7a was for the SLA
staff and legal counsel to be available to
consult with any non-profit network or
cooperative which needs assistance in
obtaining IRS clarification concerning the
appropriate percentage of for-profit
member libraries in the network. The
SLA Board rejected this recommendation,
and the NAC Subcommittee rejected it
as not practical.
This issue should be put to rest. It must
be done carefully, for we do not want to
jeopardize the non-profit status of the
networks or SLA. Even so, I urge SLA to
take whatever steps it can: we need our
association to take a leadership role here.
SLA should call for the holding of sessions in each network area, addressing
what special libraries need from their
networks. These sessions would be
planned and implemented by the network offices and the SLA chapters in
their regions. A model session could be
developed and held in one region to start,
with the proceedings and methods made
available to all other network groups. As
the sessions are held, the proceedings
would be distributed so that subsequent
sessions could benefit from previous sessions.
The results of each session could be a
planning document to feed into the planning process of each network. Topics
such as those discussed here would be
addressed, with local application including but not limited to OCLC services. The
actual topics discussed would be developed by the networks and their governing bodies and the chapter officers,
including the network liaison officers.
The expected outcomes, besides the
planning document, would be: (1) Increased awareness of special library needs
and service opportunities by network

staff and OCLC; (2) Increased awareness
of network capabilities in helping special
librarians do their jobs and prepare for
the future; (3) Modification of network
structure and plans, if necessary, to acknowledge needs of the SLA community;
and (4) A set of proceedings and recommendations that would be eventually
published by SLA.
Among the possibilities that could be
explored at these meetings are cataloging
services to help staff-poor libraries; consortia formation so that equipment could
be shared and costs minimized; retrospective conversion options; micro and
mini computer options; and future directions for OCLC. Accurate analysis of participation and non-participation in
networking could be obtained with this
approach by including SLA Networking
Committee members in the planning and
implementation of the sessions. Additionally, through its publications and
programming, SLA should continue to
promote continuing education in the
technical aspects of cataloging on a
shared database; to promote good citizenship in networking; and to encourage
members to take leadership roles in network decision-making.
We are in the midst of an explosion in
the information world-an explosion in
slow motion. We are moving and changing while none of the other elements in
our environment is standing still. We can
only seek to understand and plan for the
future. Perhaps the central question to be
answered by special librarians is whether
we will participate in networking organizations and influence the shape and options of the future or simply shop for
products and services.
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Low Cost Organization
M e n t a l Retardation Facility
Staff Library
Ed Payne
North Mississippi Retardation Center
Oxford, Mississippi
-

- - - -

A mental retardation facility staff library of 700
volumes required complete organization. T w o restraining factors were l a c k ~ o fpersonnel and limited funds.
A plan w a s developed t o classify titles according t o
Library of Congress, w i t h the subject heading catalog
predominantly based on Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH). A cataloging service was located which produced custom card sets and book labels from CATLINE
and MARC computer databases. Where necessary,
MARC records were edited t o alter LC subject headings
t o MeSH terminology. Organization was accomplished
a t an average cost per title of less than 51.50.

T

HE Staff Development library of
the North Mississippi Retardation Center is typical of smaller
institutional libraries. It presently houses
approximately 700 volumes, and in recent years has been growing at a rate of
50 to 75 volumes per year. Eighty percent
of the collection deals with topics related
to developmental disabilities and special
education. Unfortunately, the size and
rate of utilization of the library are not
sufficient to justify a full-time staff librarian. For this reason, the status of the
library three years ago could be described
as one of benign neglect.
Over a seven-year period during which
the library collection had been developing, rudimentary attempts at a classifiwinter 1985

cation system had been made. The
system which evolved placed books in
any of nine locations. Because books had
been placed in general areas rather than
in any specific shelf order, locating a title
required scanning the shelves. Staff making regular use of the library resorted to
searching out books according to the
color of the binding. The card catalog
consisted of an incomplete title file, with
no author or subject access to the collection. User frustration with this lack of
organization resulted in under-utilization
of the collection, since few staff had the
time or patience it took to browse around
for a volume that might suit their needs.
The decision to undertake a complete
organization of the collection was made

with some trepidation. Although the author has a graduate degree in library science, his primary job function is
audiovisual production and training.
Even with assistance from other staff
members, the time which could be devoted to the organizational effort was
limited. A further restraint was funding:
outlay for library organization would
come out of the department's normal operating budget. The money available for
the project had to be measured in
hundreds rather than thousands of dollars. It was also apparent that we had to
find an outside library support service
which could produce our catalog cards
and book labels. Whether such services
were available within the limitations of
our budget was an open question.

Organization Plan
The two fundamental keys to effective
organization of any library are a unified
classification system and the development of a complete card catalog. Of particular importance to us was an effective
subiect card index to the collection. As
with most libraries, the majority of our
users' requests are subject-related rather
than requests for a specific title or author.
The first task we set was to determine
what the best system for our collection
would be. At the outset we did not want
to limit ourselves with self-imposed ideas
about what we might or might not be
able to do. It was felt that if we later
found our plans were not practical, necessary compromises could be made.
The question of a classification scheme
was easiest to resolve. The North Mississippi Retardation Center is located in
Oxford, which is also the home of the
University of Mississippi. There is a great
deal of interaction between the university and our facility. Students from the
university take part in practica at our
center, and many of our professional staff
either teach or attend classes at the university. This link made Library of Congress our prime candidate for a
classification scheme. We wanted a classification system with which most of our
12

staff would be familiar. Since the university library uses Library of Congress
classification, it was a natural choice.
Unfortunately, adopting Library of
Congress subject headings posed real
problems, given the specialized nature of
our collection. Other writers have noted
the deficiencies of LC subject headings
when applied to collections specializing
in the areas of public health and developmental disabilities. It is unreasonable
to expect a subject heading list designed
for general use to be able to cover these
specialized fields with completely satisfactory results. To cite one obvious shortcoming, we estimated that if LC subject
headings were used, nearly 30 percent of
our collection would fall under the single
broad heading of "Mentally Handicappedu-a term out of favor in our field
for many years.

Subject Heading List
We wanted a subject headings list
which offered greater specificity and
made use of terminology current in the
field of mental retardation. Efforts to locate such a list took several months. We
began by checking various thesauri and
searching for any subject heading lists
that might deal with developmental disabilities. This produced no satisfactory
results. Several librarians workinn with
larger institutional libraries in the area of
developmental disabilities responded to
our
by recommending the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) of the National Library of Medicine (NLM). We
had initially rejected MeSH as being too
technical, which was an overhasty judgment. An examination of several volumes
in our collection which had MeSH subject headings listed as part of their cataloging-in-publication data revealed that
the terminology related to developmental
disabilities was very consistent with that
used by our professional staff. A close
examination of the Medical Subject Headings
Annofated Alphabetic List confirmed this.
But MeSH could not solve all our subject heading needs. Although the majority of our collection deals with the area

-
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of develo~mentaldisabilities, there is a
significant amount of material which
falls outside the scope of MeSH, including works dealing with special education,
arts instruction, and personnel management. In these areas LC subject headings
offered adequate coverage for our needs.
Drawing on two sources would require
us to have some type of subject heading
review procedure if consistency was to
be maintained. This was a major goal,
even though we were unsure whether it
could be practically implemented.
At the end of the planning process, we
had determined what we felt was the best
possible approach for the organization of
our materials:
The collection would be organized by
Library of Congress classification.
All volumes dealing with subject matter
within the scope of MeSH (all areas of
developmental disabilities, communicative disorders, behavior therapy, and
medical reference) would draw subject
headings from that source.
Volumes with subject matter outside the
domain of MeSH (general education,
special education, management, recreation, music, and arts and crafts) would
use LC subject headings.

Cataloging Services

The next task was to try to locate a
card cataloging service which had the capability and willingness to work with us
on our organizational plan. We use several reference sources, including Bowker's Library Resources Market Place. Letters
were sent to over one dozen companies
outlining what we sought to do. Most
responded that they could provide services to meet our requirements. Price
quotations, however, ranged from $3.50
to $5.50 per title, a level of cost that was
beyond our means unless we were willing
to spread the organizational effort over
several years. Fortunately, one serviceMarcive, Inc. of San Antonio, Texasoffered us a less expensive alternative.
Marcive suggested that if we were willing
to do the work of dividing the collection
into NLM and non-NLM cataloged titles,
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they could produce custom card sets and
book labels to our specifications for less
than $1.50 per title.
Marcive, as its name suggests, makes
use of the MARC computer records of
the LC catalog. Marcive is also able to
access the CATLINE database of NLM
cataloged titles. Each library working
with Marcive fills out its own profile
sheet indicating the format desired for
catalog cards and book labels. These
cards and labels are custom printed from
information contained in the computer
databases. Because the records of each
library's acquisitions are maintained in a
separate database, they can be edited according to specific needs. This means that
customers willing to provide editing instructions in the proper form have the
flexibility of assigning their own subject
headings.
It was decided that the best procedure
for our library would be to develop two
separate profiles. One would cover titles
cataloged by the National Library of
Medicine. We were to supply the NLM
number and the LC classification for the
titles. A separate profile would be developed for books not cataloged by NLM.
We would supply either the LC card
number or International Standard Book
Number (ISBN). Marcive would run
these against the MARC database and
send us a computer printout of the results. This printout would allow us to
examine the LC subject headings and, if
necessary, edit them to conform to
MeSH. Because of the flexibility of the
computer program, all subject heading
changes would be reflected in the card
tracings as well.
The first task was to determine how
much of the material in our collection
was in fact NLM cataloged. This would
be the material easiest to catalog, since
the appropriate MeSH headings for each
title would already exist in the CATLINE
database. We purchased from Marcive
the NLM CATLINE database on microfiche. The University of Mississippi Library allowed us to borrow a microfiche
reader during their Christmas break.
Over a two-week period six hundred ti-

tles were compared with the NLM database. Approximately 60 percent of our
collection appeared in the database. The
microfiche supplied us with the necessary NLM number for each title. The next
task was to provide Marcive with LC
classification for the NLM titles. More
recent volumes in our collection contained this information as part of their
cataloging-in-publication data.
The University of Mississippi Law Library made it possible for us to obtain
LC classification for the remainder of the
collection by providing guest access to
their OCLC terminal. In March 1983 our
first batch of 322 NLM cataloged titles
was sent for processing. Within a month
cards and labels were back. As specified
in our profile, the catalog cards were in
file order. In one operation we had an
author/ title, subject, and shelflist index,
and 60 percent of our collection on the
shelves in LC classification order. The
cost to complete this first major step in
organizing our library was less than $400.
Non-NLM Materials
The remaining 40 percent of our collection required more complex handling.
These were titles which were not cataloged by NLM. Our profile with Marcive
called for batches of these titles to be
searched against MARC records according to the LC card number or ISBN. Printouts of the resultant "hits" were returned
to us. We had sixty days to examine the
printout of each set of records and determine what changes we wanted made
in the subject headings. The deadline was
because these records had to be held in
temporary storage on the Marcive computer until the edit changes were made.
A large portion of this remaining material, although not cataloged by NLM,
still fell within the subject areas covered
by MeSH. Edit lists were drawn up to
conform subject headings for these titles
to MeSH terminology. To do this required learning how to code our changes
for entry by a keypunch operator. An
example of a list of such changes is
shown in Figure 1. Because of the dead14
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line, we limited the number of titles in
any one batch to from thirty to fifty. The
subject heading changes were sent to
Marcive. which made the alterations to
the recoids in our database. Card sets and
labels were then printed and shipped
back to us.
A third category of books were those
for which no MARC record could be
found. Many of these are books which
were never cataloged by the Library of
Congress. This group of materials comprised about 15 percent of our collection.
When an LC classification could be located for these titles, they were processed
through Marcive's original cataloging
system. Compared to the other processes,
filling out an-original cataloging form requires a much greater amount of time,
ten to thirty minutes per title. For this
reason each title that was a candidate for
original cataloging was carefully scrutinized to determine if it deserved Dermanent inclusion in the collection. Some
outdated materials were discarded, but
the majority were cataloged.
Out of our total original collection,
only about forty titles remain uncataloged. These are titles not found in either
the NLM or LC databases and for which
no LC classification could be obtained.
As time allows, we plan to supply our
own LC classification to these titles and
process them through original cataloging.
Conclusions
It took a year of preplanning before
organization of our collection could begin. Much of this time was spent searchspecial libraries

Figure 2. BOOK PROCESSING FLOW CHART FOR STAFF LIBRARY AT
NORTH MISSISSIPPI RETARDATION CENTER.
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MARCIVE for record
alternation and
processing.

1

1. Fill out original
cataloging form.
2. Assign subject headings from MeSH or LC
as appropriate.

3. Send original cataloging form t o
Marcive for processing.

ing out possibilities and pursuing more
than a few dead ends. The project would
never have gotten past the planning stage
without the willingness of librarians
across the country to respond to our
queries and, in the case of the University
of Mississippi Library, share resources.
Once our goals were finalized and our
contact with Marcive established, another year and a half was required to
complete the organizational effort. During this period, about 10 percent of the
author's total work time has been devoted to the project.
The per title cost of generating catalog
card sets and book labels for LC and
NLM materials has been less than $1.25;
materials processed through original cataloging average about $1.70 per title.
Costs have totaled just under $1,000.
Staff utilization of the library has increased significantly and, as a result,
funds for book purchases have been increased. As new books arrive they are
processed in the same manner applied to
the original collection. (This procedure is
outlined in Figure 2.)
Our experience proves that, with persistence, a smaller specialized collection

can be organized to professional standards, even when time and funds are limited. We have achieved all of our original
goals, including a high level of consistency in our subject catalog. This was possible only through careful preplanning
and close cooperation with an outside
cataloging service. The staff library of the
North Mississippi Retardation Center
represents a total outlay well in excess of
$10,000. For less than a tenth of that
amount, we have been able to provide
effective access to the collection. Seen in
this light, the money and time expended
on our organizational effort have been
modest compared to the benefits derived.
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Microcomputer Software
Collections
Samuel Demas
Albert R. Mann Library
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
-- - -

An overview of the special considerations in developing collections of microcomputer software, a review
of recent developments i n standardizing cataloging
practices and a discussion of the problems of selection
and acquisitions of software. Policies governing loan
procedures for microcomputer software must take into
account four different bodies of law applied t o software: patent, trade secret, contract and copyright.
Each type of copy protection is briefly treated and suggested loan policies are outlined which are consistent
w i t h intellectual property law and which have proven
effective i n microcomputer centers.
IBRARIES have crossed the barrier
of formats based on the printed
word and have begun collecting as
well as accessing information in electromanetic form. The special problems related to selecting, acquiring, cataloging
and loaning microcomputer software
present a new challenge.
The Albert R. Mann Librarv at Cornell
University recently opened a microcomputer center with 32 micros for student
and faculty use. We are developing a
sizeable collection of microcomputer
software to support both our own
instructional programs for faculty and
students and general research and instruction needs. The literature did not
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provide a complete overview of the basic
issues in developing collections of microcomputer software. In reviewing what
was available, we managed to piece together a picture of the state of the art in
several specific areas. By consulting colleagues across the country as questions
and problems arose, we came to an understanding of the major problems and
issues librarians face in developing collections of software.
Although there is enormous interest in
collecting software in libraries, most librarians are not sure how to get started
and where to turn for guidance. While
we do not have all the answers, our experience in establishing a microcomputer
center and software collection provided
us with an overview of the special considerations in developing software collections.

Selection and Acquisitions

The first challenge, and perhaps the
most difficult, is deciding what software
to buv. The demand for software of all
types is enormous, and thousands of entrepreneurs are claiming their share of the
market. Software quality and prices are
uneven. The publishing industry is producing a great deal of software. But the
majority of programs are generated and
marketed by the computer industry per
st, and there are no real industry standards. Acquisitions procedures and pricing structures for the library market are
still evolving. Prices are high and libraries
find it difficult to determine the quality
of the programs available.
The reviewing media for microcomputer software are undergoing rapid
growth and change. Although the library
media do not yet review a significant
amount of software, this will certainly
change as the software industry matures
and library demand increases. A relatively new periodical, Library Sofhuare Review, has appeared and Booklist reviews
some software. But most software reviews are published from within the microcomputer industry itself, with
publications like InfoWorld setting the
standard for good critical and comparative reviewing.
In general, the reviews published in the
popular computer magazines are far more
descriptive than evaluative and consequently are of limited value to the selector. However, comparative reviews are
increasingly popular and appear in
periodicals such as PC and Byfe and in
book-length treatments like The Ratings
Book-IBM PC Spreadsheet Programs, published by Software Digest. But librarians
still must scan many different journals to
determine the best reviewing sources for
their selection purposes.
Identifying software to purchase for a
particular application is becoming easier
as many microcomputer software directories are being published annually.
Some directories are devoted to software
which runs on a particular machine (such
as the Book of IBM Sofhuare published by
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Addison-Wesley) while others (like the
Direcfory of Microcomputer Software by Datapro) cover many types of hardware and
offer user ratings and warranty information in addition to descriptive entries
and the usual acquisitions information.
Patrick R. Dewey recently compiled a
checklist of software directories which
provides a good starting point for selectors.
Most producers will not permit previewing of their software packages. So,
in addition to reviews and directories, selectors must rely heavily on the recommendations of patrons who have actually
used the programs. Ironically, software
libraries are becoming popular with individuals who want to try a variety of
programs before they select one to purchase. Thus software libraries may become an important marketing device for
software producers.
As a library begins to build a software
collection, it is important to have a clear
statement of collection scope and policy.
A collection development policy helps to
focus the coverage of the collection and
serves as a guide in spending limited resources on expensive materials. Some
considerations in software collection policy are programming languages supported, multiple copies, collecting locally
produced and/or public domain software, and hardware compatibility with
other units in the organization. Limiting
the number of kinds of hardware you
support is a critical factor in maximizing
the purchasing power of software acquisitions funds.
Software prices are negotiable, and
some vendors will supply programs to
libraries at a large discount in recognition
of the visibility it gives their products.
Negotiating separate deals for each item
acquired is inefficient for both vendors
and buyers, and standardization of pricing structures and acquisitions practices
is probably inevitable. Acquiring programs will become easier as major library
bookdealers, such as Blackwell North
America and Baker and Taylor, begin to
supply software.
Libraries, publishers and dealers will
special libraries

all benefit by efforts of a subcommittee
of the National Information Standards
Organization to develop a Standard
Computer Software Number (SCSN).
Like the ISBN, this system for numbering
software packages will facilitate inventory control, ordering, royalty payments
and sales tracking. This standard, which
should be adopted by NISO late in 1984,
is just the beginning of a long process of
integrating software into the library and
information market.
Cataloging

Special librarians have recognized the
need to gain bibliographic and management control over corporate inventories
of software. In a 1973 article in Special
Libraries, Karl M. Pearson described a cataloging system developed for the Systems Development Corporation and
outlined the objectives of a software catalog: "to provide an adequate description
of each program so the user could decide
. . . whether or not the program might fit
his requirements; and to furnish an array
of access points to the collection so that
the user would be able to select alternative search strategies. . ." (Pearson p.
546).
These are essentially the same objectives we have in developing card catalogs,
but the nature of microcomputer software presents a challenge t o the ingenuity of catalog librarians. For example,
does a new "version," "level" or "release" of a program constitute a new edition? Or, how do you describe a software
package with several data files or several
program files on the same diskette? What
access points do you provide, and how
do you indicate programming languages
and compatible hardware?
The point of departure for standardization efforts is Chapter 9 of AACR2,
which covers the description of machinereadable files of all types and their accompanying documentation.
Since the rules in Chapter 9 have
proven inadequate for the cataloging of
microcomputer software, ALA's Re-
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sources and Technical Services Division
(RSTD) Committee on Cataloging Description and Access established a task
force last year to address problems in applying AACR2. The task force's recommendations,
"Guidelines
for
the
Descriptive Cataloging of Microcomputer Software," were approved in January
1984 and will be published later this year.
These guidelines are an interpretation of
Chapter 9 and are designed to assist librarians in the application of AACR2 in
descriptive cataloging of microcomputer
software. They do not address questions
of choice and form of headings, nor do
they cover subject cataloging or classification.
A subcommiteee of the RTSD Subject
Analysis Committee was established in
January 1984, with Joan Mitchell of
AT&T Bell Labs as chair, to examine
problems of providing subject access to
microcomputer software.
In addition to these efforts at developing accepted interpretations of
AACR2, several cataloging manuals are
available. Sue A. Dodd's publication Cafaloging Machine-Readable Data Files: A n Znterpretive Manual (ALA, 1982) will be
followed in the next year with Microcomputer Programs: A Cataloger 2 Handbook which
Dodd is writing with Ann M. Fox of the
Library of Congress.
Another important guidepost is the
MARC format for machine-readable data
files, which was approved by MARBI
(Machine-Readable Form of Bibliographic Information Commiteee) in January 1982. All the networks intend to
support this MARC format, but at this
time only UTLAS has implemented a file
for online shared cataloging of computer
programs. OCLC hopes to bring up its
file in the fall of 1984 and reports considerable demand for the service, particularly from libraries with COM or online
catalogs that are no longer manually cataloged. And there is talk at the Library
of Congress about including the cataloging of software in the CIP program.
Many libraries which have software
collections are not waiting for these national standardization efforts to bear
19

fruit. A number of school and community
college libraries have developed their
own cataloging and classification systems. Some special libraries, such as the
Bechtel Data Processing Library, have
developed their own methods and procedures to catalog machine-readable formats. Since our constituents are
clamoring to use the software we own,
we must make these disks available to
the public in a timely and equitable manner. Even before we solve the problems
of bibliographic access, we must face the
challenge of providing physical access to
software collections.
Copyright and Loan Policies
In formulating policies and procedures
for loaning software, we must strike a
balance between providing effective access for users and reasonable protection
to the owners of intellectual property.
The legal questions surrounding copyright and other forms of copy protection
for software are complex and have not
yet been refined through a body of case
law. Rather than attempt to address the
legal intricacies, what follows is an overview of the copy protection laws applied
to computer programs and an outline of
some typical loan policies that take these
factors into account.
The primary source of revenue for the
computer industry has shifted from
hardware to software. It has been estimated that the proportion of computer
expenditures world wide is rapidly approaching 90 percent for software and
personnel and 10 percent for hardware.
Indeed, some predict that access to mainframe computing time will eventually be
provided free of charge with the purchase
of software programs. At any rate, it is
costly to produce high quality software
programs, and producers are concerned
about protecting their investments.
Software differs from other types of
library materials in that copyright is not
the only or necessarily the most effective
means by which software authors and
publishers can protect their rights of
ownership. Four different bodies of law

are potentially applicable: patent, trade
secret, contract and copyright. Since the
U.S. Patent Office has been reluctant to
grant patent rights on software so far, this
form of protection is not currently of
great significance to libraries. Copyright
and contract law are the most commonly
used methods of copy protection for software.
Librarians and ~ublishers have an
enormous stake in the copyright laws and
their interpretation, so it is not surprising
that more has been written on this asDect
of software than any other consider& in
this paper. Laura N. Gasaway's recent article, "Nonprint Works and Copyright in
Special Libraries," provides an excellent
overview of copyright law and detailed
treatment of its application to computer
programs, databases and electronic publishing.

Although the owner of a disk
does not have the right to
make copies to give or sell to
anyone else, there is nothing
in the copyright law which
prohibits a library (or an individual) from lending a program.
The Copyright Act of 1976 did not specifically address computer programs and
was subsequently amended with the introduction of Section 117, the "Computer
Software Copyright Act of 1980." Although it is not entirely clear how the
concept of "fair use" in Section 107 of
the Copyright Act applies to software, it
seems that making multiple copies for
educational use is not permitted. The
"fair use" doctrine of Section 107 prohibits copying substantial portions of a
copyrighted work, and most computer
programs are virtually useless unless the
entire program is copied. Section 117
clarified the situation somewhat by giving the owner of a program the right to
special libraries

make as many copies as are needed to
use the program or to store it for archival
purposes.
Although the owner of a disk does not
have the right to make copies to give or
sell to anyone else, there is nothing in
the copyright law which prohibits a library (or an individual) from lending a
program. In fact, commercial rental libraries are springing up which offer the
opportunity to preview a program for a
fee. Software producers rankle at the
rental concept, but libraries are in a good
position since we do not charge a loan
fee and our purpose is educational. As
long as we make a good faith effort to
prevent illegal copying (e.g., by displaying copyright notices), we are protected
from liability by Section 504(c) of the
Copyright Act.
The situation is complicated by the fact
that many software publishers are not
satisfied with the copyright law and seek
protection of their software under trade
secret or contract law. In such cases one
is, legally speaking, leasing rather than
purchasing software programs and use is
restricted bv the terms of the license accompanying the disk. This is a new legal
arena for librarians and is particularly
problematic since the laws are not uniform from state to state.
In insisting, as many vendors do in
their licenses, that one can only use a
specific copy of a software package on a
specific machine, software producers are
taking a hard line in protecting their
property rights. Not surprisingly, a survey of software producers by David
Walch of California Polytechnic Universitv revealed that 45 percent are not in
favor of libraries circulating software.
However, the same survey indicated that
41 percent provide for multiple copy licensing. In another survey, 82.5 percent
of educational software ~roducerssurveyed said they were willing to negotiate
special prices for purchase of multiple
copies.
This flux and reliance on individual
negotiations will settle out as both sides
gain more experience, as industry standards develop, and as the laws are interwinter 1985

preted in the courts. But meanwhile it is
extremely time-consuming to negotiate
price and loan agreements for each specific software package when you are
trying to build a sizable software collection.
It is critical that librarians be closelv
involved in the development of these
agreements, for the stakes are high. As
Jennifer Daryl Slack points out in her
1981 article, "Programming Protection:
The Problem of Software," patterns of
power, control, dependency, and domination are being forged right now in the
establishment of institutional structures
to accommodate the transfer and control
of computer hardware and software.
Slack goes on to emphasize the importance of these decisions concerning information transfer in a dramatic and
compelling analogy:
The question of who owns the softwareif indeed it is to be owned at all-is as
crucial as who owns the hardware. Just as
Marx saw the question of the ownership
of capital as the primary factor in the dynamics of the emerging industrial society
of the nineteenth century, the question of
the ownership of software which controls
the information communicated by computers may well be a decisive factor in
defining the dynamics of the emerging information society of the late twentieth
century. The industrial revolution of the
nineteenth century was born and shaped
quietly not only in the small shops and
factories of England, but in its courts of
common law. In a similar fashion, the birth
and shaping of the information age may
be taking place not only in the research
laboratories, but in the complex legal arrangements that are quietly defining new
concepts, structures, and tools for the control and exploitation of information resources. (Slack p. 161)

Where does this leave us regarding
loan policies for software collections?
Software producers want to sell or lease
to libraries-it gives their products excellent exposure-but they are fearful of
illegal copying and of borrowing as a substitute for buying. Librarians must convince this emerging branch of the
publishing industry that we are sensitive

to intellectual property concerns and that
our loan policies are designed to enforce
compliance with copy protection laws.
This will strengthen the case of libraries
in negotiating site licenses and influencing industry standards in relation to libraries. At the same time we must not
hesitate to use our full rights under the
law. Each library should establish a procedure for reviewing contracts and site
licenses to assure that the library does
not agree to unnecessarily restrictive
terms.
In setting loan policies, we must strive
to protect rights of publishers while making software readily available to our constituents. The following loan policies and
procedures are consistent with copy protection laws and have proven effective in
several microcomputer centers:
1. In general the library will not purchase
for loan purposes any program for
which it cannot negotiate an exemption
from the provision that a particular
copy of a program may only be used
with a particular machine.
2. Software is only loaned for use in the
microcomputer center, though printed
documentation may be borrowed for
use outside the library.
3. Patrons must acknowledge a statement
on copy protection when borrowing
software.
4. Copyright warning notices are posted
at every work station.
5. The original diskette is stored as a
backup and a working copy is loaned;
unless a special arrangement is made
with a vendor, there is an original in
storage for every circulating copy.
6. The use of programs designed to unscramble copy protection codes on disks
is not permitted in the center.
These straightforward procedures
seem acceptable to software publishers
and reassure them that illegal copying is
minimized in microcomputer centers.
The only way to eliminate unauthorized
copying is through innovations in the
hardware and disk technology. Until this
occurs, we will continue to build on these
basic procedures to assure access to the
collections while protecting copy rights.

Conclusion
School and special libraries were the
first to begin collecting software, but libraries of all types will soon include microcomputer software in their collections
along with books and audiovisual materials. The special problems attendant to
developing software collections are eminently solvable, and the profession is already hard at work on the task.
The standards and procedures for software marketing, distribution, pricing, reviewing, storage, cataloging, control and
access are now being determined in a variety of forums. Active, informed involvement in shaping the patterns of
information transfer through microcomputer software is both an opportunity
and a professional obligation for librarians. Educational institutions, corporations and governmental bodies are
looking to their libraries for assistance in
developing rational and affordable plans
for acquiring, storing and disseminating
information in machine-readable form.
This presents us with both a challenge
to build on our traditional skills and experience as librarians and an opportunity
to incorporate them in our new role as
information managers.
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The Online Revolution and
the Reference Desk: the
Australian Experience
Ray Choate
The Borchardt Library
La Trobe University
Bundoora, Victoria, Australia
Libraries in Australia, as they attempt to come to
terms with computers and related technology, must
also deal with "the tyranny of distance," their physical
isolation from the rest of the world. Various Australian
networks and databases are discussed, as well as their
interaction with foreign online networks.

G

EOFFREY BLAINEY, professor
of history at the University of
Melbourne, wrote in 1966 a history of Australia entitled The Tyranny of
Distance, in which he attributed part of
the special Australian character and development to our geographical isolation
from the rest of the world. Even today,
in spite of technological advances, we are
physically at the "end of the run," and
most aspects of commerce, industry, and
life must take the distance factor into
account. A further aspect of this "tyranny of distance" is also domestic isolation. Our two major cities, Melbourne
and Sydney, are over 700 kilometers
apart, and Sydney, on the eastern seaboard, is over 3,200 kilometers from
Perth on the west coast.
This paper is adapted from a talk given a t
the 1984 SLA Conference in New York.

Over the two centuries since settlement, however, there has been a steady
erosion of the distance factor. The completion of the overland telegraph line in
1872 between the populated east coast
and Darwin on the north coast put the
majority of Australians in fairly close
contact with the rest of the world, especially as Darwin was linked to Europe
by cable. While messages were not instantaneous and had to be forwarded by
repeater stations through the interior of
the continent, Australian business leaders could have information on commodity prices and other information only a
few hours old. Another notable advance
was the telephone, and local systems
were in overation in the late 1870s. Today, thanks to satellites, we can be in
nearly instant touch with the "outside"
world. We are able to link our computer
terminals by telephone directly with
those in the United States and Europe,
special libraries

which has been a great boon to the business community and to libraries.
The principal objective of this paper is
to survey the impact of computers and
related technology on reference work in
Australia. Most observations will be
based on the situation as it applies to
reference sections in university libraries,
and to some extent to other major research libraries.
There are nineteen universities in Australia, all federally funded. All but five
are in capital cities-Melbourne
and
Sydney have three each. There are about
sixty tertiary colleges, many of which are
degree granting institutions, but most
with a bias to vocational training. Each
state has its state library, some of which
have great and valuable research collections, not only in Australians. The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization (CSIRO) has a
complex system of over seventy divisional and field station collections (libraries) scattered throughout the nation,
with the central library and union catalog
of holdings in Melbourne. The CSIRO
library system has the largest holdings of
science material in Australia.
The National Library of Australia
(NLA) is located in Canberra, the national capital, and serves all sections of
the library community. It is fairly catholic in its collecting areas and is developing
many
important
research
collections. The National Library is also
instrumental in several bibliographical
publishing efforts, including the Australian National Bibliography (ANB) and the
Australian Public Affairs Information Service
( A P A I . , the latter being the national social sciences and humanities index. The
NLA also co-ordinates the Australian
Bibliographic Network (ABN) and the
MEDLINE database.

Online Information Retrieval
Computerization first began to have its
impact on Australian reference services
in the early 1970s, when the NLA and
the CSIRO began to offer offline bibliographic current awareness services to the
winter 7985

library community. Although somewhat
awkward, this searching by remote control was fairly popular and the advantages of selective dissemination of
information were appreciated. Only
MEDLARS at that stage offered retrospective searches. (The offline services,
now both SDI and retrospective, are still
being used, mainly by institutions and
indiiduals without access to a terminal.)
The databases covered included major
American ones, for example, ERIC, CA
CONDENSATES, INSPEC, MEDLARS
and BIOSIS. By the mid-1970s, the number of databases which could be accessed
had increased, and both retrospective and
current awareness search facilities were
available.
The National Library made MEDLINE
available online to libraries in 1976, and
at about the same time interest in online
access to other databases was growing.
In 1977, the Australian Information Network (AUSINET) was founded by a consortium consisting of the National
Library, several universities, and a business corporation, Australian Consolidated Industries (ACI), all of whom were
willing to assist with the financial support of such an enterprise. Although most
of its online databases were of U.S. origin
( e g ERIC, COMPENDEX, CA CONDENSATES, INSPEC, SCI, SSCI), they
were available in Australia from a local
supplier. At one time, ISI's Arts and Humanities Index was also available online.
AUSINET was grafted onto the computer
network of ACI, which has branch offices
and computer access in most major cities.
STAIRS was selected as the search language.
From the beginning, there was interest
in and experimentation with locally produced databases. The NLA soon mounted
its Australian National Bibliography and
APAIS, and the CSIRO put up its Australian Science Index. Other institutions began to submit data files of Australian
material, many based on inhouse computerized files designed for publications
or for information control.
In 1979 the Australian Overseas Telecommunications Commission (OTC)

provided access to the large information
systems overseas via MIDAS (Multimode
International Data Acquisition Service),
which uses satellite and domestic tollfree telephone links. Costs, now based
on volume rather than distance, were reduced substantially. It became not only
easier but relatively inexpensive to interrogate databases in the DIALOG, ESA
and other systems. It was at this time that
most of the overseas databases were removed from AUSINET, leaving it largely
with Australian-content databases.
As of January 1984 there were twentyfour databases (with 448,640 records) on
the network, mostly bibliographic, although the Australian Bureau of Statistics has mounted some of its major time
series. Subject coverage of Australian
material has increased through the years
with databases on education, transportation, earth sciences, agriculture, theses,
business, art and several others. There is
an increasing number of highly specialized databases being mounted on AUSINET, for example data on oil well
drilling and exploration within Australia.
The original AUSINET consortium
ended in 1980, and AUSINET is now
firmly within the private enterprise sector as a subsidiary of the host corporation, Australian Consolidated Industries.
At the same time, it relies heavily upon
publicly-funded
institutions;
NLA,
CSIRO and several colleges and universities, for some of its major databases.
While the subject coverage of Australian material within AUSINET has
broadened, that has not always been the
case. Most contain bibliographic references only since 1978 (the ANB covers
material since 1972) and, regrettably,
there are not enough financial resources
within most parent institutions to add
retrospectively to their databases. Tragically, the Ausfralian Science Index ceased
only this past year for financial reasons.
However, it is hoped that some similar
index (and database) can be established
to take its place in the coverage of the
sciences.
Many of the databases are really a labour of love and are heavily subsidized
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by the parent organization. In the case of
recently mounted Australian Arf Index,
from the Australian National Gallery
(ANG), the indexing is done by art librarians throughout Australia with quality control at the ANG Library. Such
cooperative exercises do much to bring
the users/contributors together and to
ease the burdens on a single institution.
There have been several attempts to create a national newspaper index, but as
vet all efforts have been abortive.
We certainly are proud of our national
network, and many of us strive to increase its usage and to promote it. With
time, as the breadth and depth of its databases increase, its value will be even
more appreciated by the local community
and, one hopes, by librarians from outside Australia. AUSINET can be accessed
from overseas by using TYMNET,
TELENET, or the equivalent. Alternatively, overseas users can arrange to have
an Australian information broker perform the searching for them.
Australian Material Online

Many Australian librarians are concerned about the coverage of Australian
material, both in local databases and
overseas. A colleague, Alex Byrne ( I )of
James Cook University of North Queensland, recently undertook a study published in the journal Database on
Australian content of some major American databases. The results, from an Australian point of view, are not encouraging
and serve as an impetus for us to demand
even more activity on the local scene.
Byrne compiled two lists of major Australian journals, one for the sciences and
one for the social sciences. These lists
were matched against the serials lists of
major U.S. databases. The coverage
ranged from a maximum of 50 percent in
one science database (BIOSIS) to a maximum of 15 percent in a social science
database (SSCI); the usual coverage is
much less.
Even more worrying is the Australian
content in these overseas databases.
Byrne analysed the results of some repspecial libraries

resentative searches, which showed only
about 2 percent of the citations of general
searches related to Australia. Search topics which were more specifically Australian, e.g. marsupials, had results up to 13
percent. Such results indicate the need
for more Australian content overseas and
more local coverage at home. Steps are
being taken by the CSIRO and other organizations to increase the Australian
content in overseas databases by inputting more material. The sooner that our
local databases have more current as well
as more retrospective coverage, the more
valuable they will be for Australian and
for overseas researchers.
Late in 1982, several Australian database producers and users organized the
Australian Database Development Association (ADDA) as an independent organization with the objective "to
represent and promote the interest of organizations and individuals concerned
with the development, production and
provision of access to public Australian
databases." This association, still a fledgling, has the difficult and delicate task of
working between the public and private
sectors concerning the development of
national databases. If ADDA succeeds,
the result should be better coverage of
national bibliographic resources.
The Australian Libraries and Information Council (ALIC) instituted a dialogue in 1983 on a national information
policy. Many individuals and organizations, such as ADDA, have responded.
One hopes that a result of this dialogue
will be a national information policy
which will make one of its concerns the
provision of Australian material online.
The use of overseas databases continues to grow, but no nationwide records
or statistics are maintained encompassing
all sectors of the library community. An
annual survey of university use and practice was introduced in 1982 at the Australian National University. (2) All
university libraries access overseas databases, and DIALOG received the most
use in 1982 with 1,445 hours. The total
would be much higher if the use was
known at special, public and college liwinter 1985

braries. At least ten other overseas systems are in use.
Peter Judge, ( 3 ) a senior executive of
the CSIRO, speaking to the V.A.L.A.
conference in 1981, produced interesting
data which may give some idea of the
usage of online bibliographic retrieval in
Australia. Judge suggested there were at
that time an estimated 160,000 online
searches performed annually in Australia
(on MEDLINE, AUSINET and from the
U S A . via MIDAS), which compared to
an estimated 125,000 in the U.K. and
about four million in the U.S. He further
noted that MEDLINE usage in Australia
grew from 1,000 connect hours in 1977
to approximately 15,000 in 1981. Further,
in 1981 1,000 users registered to use
MIDAS, and at least half of them were
using it for information retrieval. It is
unlikely that the present day figures are
less than those reported by Judge in 1981;
the rate of growth is, however, probably
less spectacular.

Most of our books and journals are carried by seamail.
That means most print information is six weeks to three
months old when it is received in Australia.
Although there has been some attempt
to use online order facilities, the experience to date has not encouraged much
use, at least in the tertiary sector, because
of the cost. There also does not appear
to be an appreciable savings in time over
normal interlibrary loan by airmail or
Telex. Australian special librarians tend
to use online ordering more, especially in
libraries without budgetary constraints.
Unless we are prepared to pay expensive surcharges for airmail or air freight,
most of our books and journals are carried by seamail. That means most print
information is six weeks to three months
old when it is received in Australia. We
look forward to full-text transmission, if
we can afford it (the present charges for
satellite transmission are twenty cents

per minute and sixty cents per thousand
characters).
The Australian Bibliographic
Network (ABN)

In the early 1980s the ANL established
the Australian Bibliographic Network.
Based on the Washington Library Network (WLN) from the US., the network
serves as a cataloging tool. With the increasing number of participants, its holding records are also becoming a valuable
resource for ILL activities. The bibliographic file, as of March 1984, contains
over three million records, and there are
over 1.75 million holdings statements.
Dial-up access is now available, and several reference departments are using this
facility to complement normal reference
services in a way similar to RLIN users
in America. As more entries are added,
ABN will eventually replace, to a large
extent, the microform version of the National Union Catalogue.
ABN is slowly expanding; the union
lists of serials, heretofore inprint or microfiche format, are gradually being
added to ABN as NUCOS (the National
Union Catalogue of Serials). The ANL is
also entering records for its pictorial collection with the intention that it should
serve as a database for the nation's pictorial resources if and when other art galleries and libraries add their pictorial
holdings.
A research project is being undertaken
at the present time to ascertain the feasibility of an ILL software package to be
built into the network. Such a package
would have a dramatic effect on ILL practices. At present, several libraries have
experimented with downloading records
and sending them, complete with classification number, to lending libraries by
electronic mail.
Electronic Mail

An electronic mail system, called ACIMAIL, has been introduced by ACI; it is
based on the Hewlett Packard HPMAIL
system in the U.S. In late 1982, fifteen

of the nineteen Australian university libraries participated in a two-month trial
of the ACIMAIL system. During that
time it was mainly used for ILL, although
other messages were sent as part of the
trial. Telex is used extensively by Australian university libraries because Telex
charges are distance based. Electronic
mail is less expensive over great distances, although its financial advantage
decreases over shorter distances. The
greatest handicap to electronic mail (especially compared to Telex) is the need
to have an operator to read incoming
messages.
Five of the universities have continued
with the ACIMAIL electronic mail system, including two of the more remote
ones, the University of Tasmania and the
University of Queensland. The National
Library and the CSIRO Central Library
have joined the system, as have several
college and special libraries. Electronic
mail. as we now know it. is still in its
early stages, and its use is likely to grow.
Australian Consortium for Social
and Political Research
Incorporated (ACSPRI) and Social
Science Data Archives

ACSPRI was founded in 1976, and
there are now twenty-one members of
this national consortium. It was initially
established in order to make the resources
of the International Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) at
Ann Arbor, Michigan available to Australian researchers who are interested in
using machine-readable social science
data. Data sets are brought to Australia
from ICPSR and other overseas sources,
and copies are made for the requesting
member and the ACSPRI office at the
Australian National University. The consortium keeps close contact with the Social Science Data Archives (also at the
Australian National University) which
was established in 1981 as a clearinghouse and collecting agency for similar
Australian-produced machine-readable
data sets. It now has over one hundred
Australian data sets, including census
special libraries

material. As ACSPRI and SSDA accumulate more data sets, both overseas and
domestic, their importance as a national
resource will increase not only for Australia but also for foreign researchers.
Other Uses of Technology

Several university libraries are now in
the process of establishing online public
access catalogs and beginning a retrospective conversion of their book stock.
Reference librarians have had very little
experience to date in using an online catalog for reference service or with education of readers concerning online public
access catalogs. It is an area of interest;
local surveys of user reaction to and interaction with OPAC's are being organized in several institutions, and most
reference staff are also monitoring the
situation in the U.S., where there has
been more experience with online catalogs.
Australian reader education librarians
are keen to experiment with computer
assisted instruction packages. The reference staff at the Australian National
University undergraduate library has developed a computer program for introducing users to the card catalog. It is
likely, however, that the use of computer
assisted instruction packages will increase as reference staff become more familiar with computers, as computing
equipment becomes more commonplace
in reference sections, and as software
packages become more readily available
commercially.
The use of microcomputers will certainly change the patterns of reference
service, but, as with computer assisted
instruction packages, the use of them is
still in its early stages. Like our reference
colleagues the world over, we can imagine many uses covering ILL, statistics
keeping, indexing, bibliographic compilation, organizing pamphlet collections,
etc.
Videotex and similar electronic systems for telereferencing are still new and
relatively untried in Australia. There has
been some experimentation in the agriwinter 1985

cultural sector by the Department of Agriculture in the State of Victoria with
videotex systems. To date there has been
little impact on the libraries by any videotex system, but the situation and the
possibilities are being closely observed,
and it would appear that there are opportunities for a variety of cooperative
projects using such an interactive system.
Some libraries are experimenting with a
localized interactive public information
system to be used for directional and
basic information inquiries at their information points. There are possibilities
in linking these to online circulation systems or online catalogs; if successful, one
can imagine that the mix of questions will
change, allowing reference staff more
time for non-directional inquiries.
Summary

Certainlv Australian reference librarians have been affected by technological
change, and online bibliographic retrieval
has been the area which has had the most
impact to date. Online services are being
integrated, albeit slowly and carefully,
with traditional reference services. This
had led to an increase in subject specialization on the part of reference librarians. Most staff are willing and able
to cope with technological advances,
even prepared to embrace them enthusiastically, but like our colleagues
overseas, actual advancements and enhancements have been hampered by the
lack of generous funding for experimentation, training (and retraining), and additional staffing. This is a mixed blessing.
A delay means we can take advantage
of overseas experience and, in many instances, lower costs for equipment. But
much more needs to be done on the local
scene, especially online bibliographic
coverage, and delay only exacerbates the
situation. Many special libraries, particularly those in the private sector, are able
to participate more actively in the online
revolution; they are not as likely to be
handicapped by the financial constraints
which operate on public and tertiary librarians, who also have the added bur-

dens of cost recovery and implementing
services to a wide variety of users.
Many Australian library projects and
applications involving computers are still
in their infancy: ABN, electronic mail,
videotex all hold promise for easier and
even more rapid communication in the
years to come. Thanks to technology, the
tyranny of distance in the information
sector is becoming less and less a negative
factor to national development.
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Moving a Medical Center
Library
Britain G. Roth
Geisinger Medical Center
Danville, Pennsylvania
The relocation of a medical center library collection
of 30,000 book and journal volumes and 600 audiovisuals is described. The planning and moving procedures
which facilitated the move are detailed. A bibliography
of the library literature concerning library moves is attached.

G

EISINGER MEDICAL CENTER,
a 556-bed tertiary care center located in Danville, Pennsylvania,
recently completed a major building project and physical reorganization. The library of the medical center was
scheduled to move twice in one year, first
to temporary quarters for eight months
and then to a newly constructed, centrally-located space. This paper outlines
our planning procedures and execution
of the two moves.
Planning to move 30,000 book and
journal volumes, 600 audiovisuals, and
our entire physical plant twice within one
year caused a number of problems. The
first step toward solving them was to see
how others had handled the space allocation and moving procedures for special
libraries. Unfortunately, the library literature primarily addresses moving and
space planning of university collections
which have larger budgets for moving,
more personnel, and a slack time in which
moves are planned. The literature did not
provide information pertinent to a
smaller library's needs.
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Our analysis showed that four issues
needed to be addressed: space planning,
avoidance of service disruptions, library
staff morale, and physical handling of
materials.
Space Planning

The need to function efficiently in our
temporary quarters and to provide for adequate growth for our collection in the
second relocation were primary concerns.
Before we defined space requirements for
the future collection, a weeding of the
journal and book collection was undertaken. We informed department heads of
the relocation plans and asked if they
would help us to weed the book collection. The journal collection was reviewed
for duplicates to be placed on exchange
and for titles to be dropped or added. The
periodicals holdings list for the library
was completely revised and updated and
became an important tool in our move.
Facilities which would provide educational space for studying and the
growth of our collection were designed

in close cooperation with the facilities
planning department of the medical center. The 1980 Planning Criteria for VAHHospifals became a key document in
justifying space requests and describing
functional relationships within the library. Temporary space was designed
with minimal renovations and somewhat
resembled a rabbit warren. The newly
constructed facilities were designed with
functional relations and traffic flow as a
primary consideration to provide space
for four to five years of expansion. The
layout of the library was aided by the
construction of auarter-inch to a foot
scale cutouts for every piece of equipment which was to be moved, including
photocopy machines, desks, chairs, carrels, files and shelving stacks. The cutouts allowed repeated rearrangement of
the library on the architectural blueprints.
Service disru~tions

The library, which opened in 1927, has
enjoyed an excellent reputation for providing service to medical center patrons.
The medical center staff of 3,500 FTEs
includes 187 full-time physicians; 190
residents and fellows; RNs, and administrative and allied health personnel. In
addition, the library serves a school of
nursing and nine allied health schools on
campus. There was no possibility of closing the library for any length of time.
The need to reduce services was recognized, however, and we began a program
to alert library patrons. We sent notices
of the planned library move to department heads, the library's monthly acquisitions newsletter and the medical
center's employee newsletter. Patrons
were encouraged to request literature
searches prior to the move's commencement and to expect some delays in document delivery.
The photocopy machines, interlibrary
loan area, and the terminals for database
searching were the last items moved to
the new locations. This allowed patrons
to continue coming to the old location
and kept them out of the way while we

-

-
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were unpacking. The telephone system
was connected to ring in both locations
with no changes in library numbers. Thus
communication between the library staff
and patrons continued while we were
moving, and service was not disrupted.
Both moves began on a Saturday to reduce interruptions in service, to avoid patient traffic, and to allow volunteers to
come during nonworking hours.

Staff morale
Library staff involvement is crucial to
the success of anv move. All em~lovees
were involved in spatial planning and in
the moving of a physical facility. The
cut-outs of furniture and shelving became a focal point for library staff meetings for months prior to both moves. The
suggestions for redesign and rearrangement which resulted from these meetings
could easily have been overlooked and
would have resulted in an inferior design.
During the moves, the library staff
served as team leaders for volunteers and
as resource people for the moving company personnel.
Each library staff member had specific
areas of responsibility and specific assignments. The design of and move to
the new space became a challenge to each
employee and made the inevitable disruDtiok easier to overcome. Followine;
the completion of our final move, an open
house was planned and hosted by the
librarv staff. This allowed the staff to
present the new quarters, to orient patrons, and to celebrate the accomplishment of the move.
A

.

-

Physical handling

The physical handling and move was
completed by salaried management/administrative volunteers from throughout
the medical center, by the library staff,
and by a local moving company. The
moving company had no prior experience
in the move of a library and were trained
by the library staff, who served as resource personnel throughout the move.
Multiple copies of the quarter-inch scale
special libraries

architectural plans were made and posted
at former and future quarters for quick
reference, and half-inch scale architectural plans showing the placement of furniture were posted outside each office.
The general stack layout and shelving order of books, journals, and audiovisuals
were shown with arrows on the scale
plans and key areas were labelled as to
where a certain title should start or end.
Collections and furniture were carefully
measured to ensure that each item would
fit in its designated area.
Each move day was planned to be
about 1 4 hours long. The process and
work teams were assigned to three major
areas: furniture, journals, and books or
audiovisuals.
Each piece of furniture was given a
label with an area number noted on it.
The area numbers corresponded to the
half-inch scale architectural plans posted
in the various areas or offices. Furniture
misplaced during transit could then easily be directed to the correct area for
placement.
Most of any medical library's collection consists of journals. Our primary
concerns were to k e e ~the collection in
proper alphabetical and chronological order and to allow for adequate growth
space. The periodical holdings list, which
had just been revised, was annotated
with the shelf measurements in linear
feet for each title held and with the space
needed for four years' growth. Total linear footage for journals was compiled
from this list and exact locations for journal runs were designated on the architectural drawings. Empty shelves were
assigned to allow for unexpected growth
of a iournal title, additions of new titles,
and as a margin for error. Multiple copies
were made of the annotated holdings list
and used as guides for the unpacking
crew.
As with the journals, the book and
audiovisual collection was measured,
empty shelves for future growth designated, and the linear footage was determined. Lavout of call numbers was noted
on the quarter-inch scale plans for reference by the reshelving crew.
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Heavy duty cardboard moving boxes,
originally designed to move legal files,
were purchased for the move of the
books, audiovisuals and journals. The
boxes were broken down (folded up and
stored) for reuse during the second move.
Materials were placed in the box spine
up, in the same order as they had been
on the shelves, allowing for easy reshelving by the unpacking crew. The moving
crew had to be continually reminded that
completely filling the boxes was not desired. Rolls of consecutive colored numbers were purchased for each of the three
types of material (audiovisuals, books,
journals) and affixed to each box as it
was loaded. Boxes were then stacked on
moving dolleys in reverse order to allow
for proper stacking at the receiving end.
The unpacking crew could easily tell by
referring to the numbered labels if they
were reshelving in the correct order, thus
eliminating some potential catastrophes.
This allowed for easy resolution of any
problems.
We wish to stress, however, that library personnel are needed to supervise
very closely the packing and unpacking
of all boxes and the reloading of shelves.
Even the most conscientious moving
crew prefers to move as quickly as possible, which can contribute to error. A
library supervisor posted at each end is
a great remedy against potential disaster.
Each move took four 14-hour days,
with minimal disruption to service and
to the overall library operations. Careful
planning, involvement, and communication with all medical center personnel
increased the visibilitv of the librarv and
resulted in an increased awareness of the
library and its collection.
Conclusion

The library manager must measure,
plan, involve all personnel, and keep inmind that no matter how much advance
preparation takes place, mistakes and
crises are an inevitable part of the process. However, potential problems can be
minimized if the procedures discussed are
enacted.
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Bibliometrics: From
Convention
Curiosity
Emilie C. White
Mississippi State University Libraries
Mississippi State, Mississippi
Bibliometrics is the measurement of books or compositional entities according t o methods that yield comparable results. Bibliometrics has led t o the formulation
of several specific empirical laws, such as Bradford's
Law of Scattering, that are mathematically cogent but
practically problematic. Theories and applications of
bibliometrics have particular appeal t o the fields of bibliography and indexing, and hence librarianship, because of the persistent need t o substantiate the
identification and retention of authors' works most frequently cited. Citation analysis with computer-produced indexes may be currently the most successful
use of bibliometrics, but the continual refinement of
computer capability promises the emergence of bibliometrics from peripheral areas of library research t o
a point of primary consideration i n collection management.

B

IBLIOMETRICS, the quantification of bibliographical data,
evolved from the efforts of early
twentieth-century documentalists to apply mathematical and statistical analyses
to bibliographical units. The validity of
data obtained through bibliometric studies continues to be debated despite general acceptance of the accuracy and
objectivity of bibliometric techniques.
The most basic bibliometric technique
still in use involves counting and categorizing publications by country of origin
and by field. Such a study was first presented in 1917 by F. J. Cole and Nellie
B. Eales in Science Progress. Their project
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analyzes publications in comparative
anatomy from 1543 to 1860 by simply
counting the number of titles, both books
and journal articles, and grouping them
by country. ( I )
In 1923, E. W. Hulme introduced the
term statistical bibliography. ( 2 ) He justified
his counting of journal articles and ranking of countries by their productivity
with the explanation, "To shed light on
the processes of written communication
and of the nature and course of development of a discipline (in so far as this
is displayed through written communication), by means of counting and analyzing the various facets of written

communication." (3) British librarian
Alan Pritchard is generally credited with
creating the term bibliornehics in 1969 to
replace sfafistical bibliography. ( 4 ) He broadens Hulme's definition with the explanation offered by L. M. Raisig in the
Bulletin of fhe Medical Library Association:
"[Tlhe assembling and interpretation of
statistics relating to books and periodicals
. . . to demonstrate historical movements,
to determine the national and universal
research use of books and journals, and
to ascertain in many local situations the
general use of books and journals." ( 5 )
For the historical record, G. R. Wittig
documents nine uses of the designation
bibliornefrics prior to Pritchard's article to
identify this relatively recent area of research.
Quantification and Qualification
After Pritchard's initial work, bibliometrics expanded in two dimensions,
quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative analyses of literature are exemplified
by the early statistical studies (Cole and
Eales, Hulme) culminating in the emergence of three basic bibliometric laws:
Lotka's Law (1926) predicting the productivity distribution of various authors;
Zipf's Law (1933) describing word-frequency rankings; and Bradford's Law of
Scattering (1934) describing the "distribution of documents (usually journals)
in a specific discipline or problem area."
(6) Qualitative applications of bibliometrics emphasize practical utilization of
research findings, five of which are especially useful for libraries:
Identifying a "core" literature;
Ranking publications in zones of diminishing importance;
Establishing "a transition point between
zones of higher and lower utility";
Tracing the spread of ideas as a study
of epidemics; and
Classifying segments of a literature
through interconnections of citations.
Susan Artandi includes two additional
qualitative functions: determining the
impact value of a given document and
locating criticisms of published results of

research and experiments. ( 7 ) Donohue
suggests that bibliometrics "may be pursued as a means of doing history" or it
may be used for direct application to reduce "the quantitative untidiness of
scientific documentation, information
systems and library service to a more orderly state of affairs capable of being rationally and economically planned and
organized." ( 8 )
In the area of quantitative analysis of
a literature, B. C. Brookes states that the
numerical aspects of bibliography have
five general objectives:
Design of more economic information
systems and networks;
Improvement of efficiency rates of information handling processes;
Identification and measurement of deficiencies in present bibliographical
services;
Prediction of publishing trends; and
Discovery and elucidation of empirical
laws that can provide a basis for developing a theory of information science.
(9)

The discovery of the empirical laws of
bibliometrics has resulted in a combination of the quantitative and qualitative
dimensions that has satisfied research
needs in both areas. Lotka's Law of Scientific Productivity was theorized first.
Based on the examination of two populations of chemists, the law states that
"the number of chemists publishing n papers is proportional to l / n Zin each, . . ."
resulting in the authorship of a large
number of documents by a small number
of writers. ( 1 0 ) Extending the "success
breeds success" theory, Derek de Solla
Price developed his own theory that "half
of the scientific papers are contributed
by the square root of the total number
of scientific authors." ( 11) Price asserts
further that "future citation successes
[are] determined statistically by the past
history of the cited paper; . . . A paper
that has been often cited is more likely
to be cited again." ( 1 2 )
Zipf's Law of the distribution of word
frequency is often linked with Bradford's
Law, and both together have been linked
to Lotka's Law. The Zipf Law describes
special libraries

the occurrence of words in text by a distribution similar to Lotka's: "[Ilf words
are ranked according to their frequency
of occurrence, the rth ranking word will
appear approximately a / r times, for some
constant A. . . . [Tlhe number of occurrences of the r most frequent words in
text is proportional to I n r." (13)Zipf
offers his own mathematical explanation
of his theory, which he reduces to the
simple suggestion that "the entire phenomenon of speech is presumably subject
to the Principle of Least Effort." It is interesting to note that Zipf's examples for
his study include Joyce's Ulysses, Beowulf,
and the Iliad, for which indexes and concordances are available. (14)
Bradford's Law

Bradford's Law of Scattering has received the greatest attention in library
literature. Its promulgator was British
bibliographer S. C. Bradford, interpreter
of the Universal Decimal Classification,
who projected his theory of the scattering
of the literature of a discipline and its
consequences in a chapter entitled "Documentary Chaos" in his treatise on documentation. Bradford established the fact
that at that time (early 1930s) "less than
half the useful scientific papers published are abstracted in the abstracting
periodicals." ( 1 5 ) This statement was
corroborated in 1965 by Price, who hypothesized that in any given year 35 percent of all existing papers are not cited
at all and that 49 percent are cited only
once, for reasons such as inadequate indexing and abstracting, and unavailability. (16)
The obvious deficiencies in bibliographic control, the limited scope and capabilities of abstracting agencies of that
time, and the reliance of one indexing
group upon another to catch articles that
have fallen through the net prompted
Bradford to "examine the extent to which
articles on a given subject actually occur
in periodicals devoted to quite other subjects." The breadth of the scattering intrigued Bradford, who finally reduced his
theory to a "law of distribution":
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[I]f scientific journals are arranged in order
of decreasing productivity of articles on a
given subject, they may be divided into a
nucleus of periodicals more particularly
devoted to the subject and several groups
or zones containing the same number of
articles as the nucleus, when the numbers
of periodicals in the nucleus and succeeding zones will be as : n: n 2 . . . .

Bradford's initial research was in the
subject areas of applied geophysics and
lubrication, fields selected because bibliographies on these subjects were compiled in the Science Library at South
Kensington, of which Bradford was
Keeper. Bradford concluded that in a
given subject area, periodicals can be categorized in three separate groups: those
producing more than four references a
year, those producing between two and
four references a year, and those producing one or fewer references a year.
The first group forms the nucleus of periodicals in a subject field and necessarily
contains more articles on that subiect
than periodicals that include articles on
related subjects. Bradford himself provides the least complicated explanation:
"The whole range of periodicals thus acts
as a family of successive generations of
diminishing kinship, each generation
being greater in number than the preceding, and each constituent of a generation producing inversely according to
its degree of remoteness." (17)
Reaction to Bradford's Law came
slowly after the publication of his research. Saracevik comments that the law
was a "curiositv" until the late 1960s.
when experimental observations revealed
its stability, flexibility, and relationship
to other laws of communication. Although Bradford completed his research
in the 1930s, apparently he did not present his findings as formulations until
1948. The initial problem with Bradford's
Law was explained late in the same year
by B. C. Vickery, who pointed out that
Bradford identified his theory with an
algebraic expression that "only predicts
the upper straight line portion of the observed curves." The misunderstanding of
Bradford produced a slightly different result when using Bradford's graph or his

formula, although overall results are approximately the same.
A similar complaint was published in
1972 by Elizabeth Wilkinson. She clarifies the problem through her own research, which
demonstrates
that
Bradford's formulations are not mathematically equivalent: "In theory Bradford
predicted the verbal formulation; in practice he observed the graphical formulation." f 18) The difficulties inherent in a
purely mathematical confinement of
Bradford's Law may result from the
uniqueness of the law itself, which stands
apart from conventional mathematical or
statistical ideas. B. C. Brookes suggests
that Bradford "may have initiated a new
branch of statistics-the statistics of individuality-which may also lead to an
extension of fundamental mathematical
ideas . . . in the social sciences." (19)
\

,

Applications of Bibliometrics
The described empirical laws have at
least three characteristics in common:
They are distributions that describe complex situations; the distributions persist
in all kinds of testing circumstances; and
all the distributions are almost equivalent. Combinations of the laws have also
presented opportunities for research.
Brookes established for the Bradford distribution a closer connection with the
Zipf distribution. The superimposition of
the Bradford distribution over the linear
Zipf distribution, which demonstrates
the emergence of more used and popular
items, may yield a technique to describe
the pattern of book use by library patrons. Applied to circulation data, these
formulations can support such policies as
shortened loan periods for heavily used
titles and the identification of a core collection. Brookes attests to the close adherence of documentation to Bradford's
Law as the method by which bibliographic control may be regained in research areas that are so random as to be
considered outside the scope of documentation.
At the basis of all bibliometric research
there is a collection of "document rep-

resentations," usually in the form of references to previous works or citations
from later publications. The compilation,
arrangement, tabulation, and analysis of
these document representations provide
the framework for the bibliometric study.
According to Narin and Moll, "The most
active area of modern bibliometrics is
concerned with citations." Boosted by
the computer with its data storage capabilities and the successful marketing of
citation indexes, research has proliferated
concerning the use and nature of citations.
Citation Analysis
Citations have their own origins in the
referencing pratices of researchers and
writers. The concept of identification of
the source of an idea or quotation developed during the Renaissance after the
invention of printing. In England, the
Copyright Act of 1709 provided protection of literary property and established
a precedent for the enactment of copyright laws in all countries, culminating in
1886 in the development of the principles
of international copyright. The precise
origin of the use of footnotes or references is obscure. The earliest example
provided in the Oxford English Dictionary is
William Savage's A Dictionary of fhe A r t of
Printing (1841), containing eighty-eight
"Bottom notes . . . also termed Footnotes." Earlier examples of notes resembling footnotes are the Rheims-Douai
Version of the Bible (1582); the English
translation of Pierre Bayle's Dicfionary
(1734-1741); and the Baskerville Bible
(1763). Notes in the margins function as
references in John Wolfe's 1582 printing
of Thomas Watson's Hekatompathia; or Passionafe Centurie of Looe. ( 2 0 )
From these earliest known references
to previous works, the practice of bibliographic citation has progressed to the
current uniform standards of providing
references and bibliographies for all recorded research. The primary function of
citation is to provide "a connection between two documents, one which cites
and the other which is cited. . . ." (21)
special libraries

Networks develop as half of the references in papers produced in a year refer
to recently published papers and half refer to much earlier papers. This characteristic demonstrates two different
"literature practices" and two different
needs of the researchers, a research front
depending upon the most recent works
and a separate dependence upon the "totality of the previous work."
Besides satisfying the exigencies of
copyright laws designed to assure appropriate credit assigned to the creator of any
work, citations are provided for ethical
and other reasons. Their dominant role
is the identification of earlier research,
but peripheral reasons include the following functions: recognizing pioneers;
crediting related work; identifying methodology; providing background reading;
substantiating claims; providing leads to
poorly indexed work; and authenticating
data.
Applications of Citation Analysis:

The utility of citation indexing became
apparent in 1873 with the first publication of Shepherd's Citations, which presented a "citator system" for listing of
legal precedents. The twentieth-century
standardization of bibliographic practices
has enhanced significantly the objectivity and reliability of citation indexing.
Since the early 1960s, Eugene Garfield
and others have seen great promise for
the future of citation indexing to show
journal use and impact, to organize collections of frequently used papers, to
evaluate "milestone" papers, to perform
historical and sociological studies, and to
obtain "definitive information" on the
growth of a literature. (22) Garfield's
persistence in his concept of the feasibility of analyzing and indexing citations
in all subject areas culminated in the 1961
publication of an experimental Science Citation Index by the Institute for Scientific
Information. IS1 has since published Social
Sciences Citation Index (1973) and A r k and
Humanities Citafion Index (1978). (23 )
Basic concepts of citation analysis that
provide for study and research include:
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direct citation. which establishes the relationship between documents and the
researchers who use them; bibliographic
coupling, "the relation of two documents
by virtue of their joint descent from the
t h i r d ; and co-citation, which occurs
when two citations are cited together.
The first recorded citation analysis was
a study by P. L. K.Gross and E. M. Gross
published in 1927. The researchers tabulated the references in 7?ze/ournal of the
American Chemical Society to establish citation frequency for other publications and
to determine journal subscription and
backfile purchase for the library at Pomona College.
In the early 1960s, M. M. Kessler of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology introduced the term bibliographic coupling. Kessler demonstrated coupling in a
computerized study of the references in
thirty-six volumes of the Physical Review.
This research emphasizes the advantage
of coupling units used as a retrieval tool
"independent of words and language"
and requiring no expertise or prior
knowledge for comprehension. H. G.
Small presents co-citation as a "form of
document coupling which shows the frequency with which two documents are
cited together." Significant differences
exist in patterns of co-citation and patterns of coupling. Citation patterns can
change over a period of time because of
dependence upon the citing authors. Bibliographic coupling is a "fixed and permanent relationship." The usefulness of
co-citation studies is evinced by the development of secondary indexes of
highly co-cited papers and the establishment of a "cluster" or core of earlier literature in a field, contributing to a profile
of the literature. ( 2 4 )
Classifications of Citation
Analysis.

Practical applications of citation analysis may be variously classified. Gupta
and Nagpal suggest three divisions: information and library-oriented studies,
such as rank order listings of journals,
use rates of library materials, and titles

to include in indexes, abstracts, and current awareness services; science-oriented
studies, including the half-life (calculable
obsolescence) of a literature, network determination through co-citation and clustering, and the informal communication
system ("invisible college") in the scientific disciplines; and management-oriented studies that vertain to the
evaluation of productivity in terms of citation analysis.
The third division, which concerns the
use of bibliometric analysis for evaluative
purposes, is probably the most controversial issue in the field. Evaluation can
take place at three levels: evaluation of
authors or institutions, evaluation of
journals, and evaluation of countries.
Warnings persist throughout the literature that citation frequency or any other
bibliometric measure should not be used
alone for evaluative purposes. Nevertheless, as Garfield points out, the necessity
for evaluation at all levels, despite the
difficulty and expense involved, and the
objective nature of citation analysis contribute to the growing interest in bibliometrics as an instrument of evaluation.
Although the validity of judgment at
the first level is an unsettled issue of disagreement and dispute, the acceptance of
the bibliometric method for evaluation at
the second and third levels is reflected in
the multitude of published studies on a
variety of literatures. On the second
level, evaluation of journals, the 1927
study of Gross and Gross initiated the
application of bibliometric techniques to
library acquisitions when they questioned the adequacy of the chemical library collection at Pomona College. The
correlation of high citation counts and
frequent use of journals continues to provide information to support the inclusion
of journal titles in a library collection.
Translated in terms of cost effectiveness.
data may indicate which journals, evaluated by their use, provide the best value
for the money, which journals may be
discarded, and which journals justify the
purchase of back runs. Use of the Bradford distribution has assisted in the construction of lists of core journals and in

selection decisions for journal subscriptions.
Beyond these primary functions, practical application of Bradford's Law has
been demonstrated in measuring areas
such as circulation of materials and composition of library patrons, as well as the
monograph-publisher relationship for a
subject literature. Collection development librarians are warned continuously
against the over-zealous use of Bradford's Law to evaluate quality for selection purposes. Dependence upon
Bradford's Law alone as a criterion mav
result in cost-effective acquisition in a
subject area, in terms of frequency of
book and journal use, but not necessarily
in the best coverage of the subject area
from all viewpoints.
Nevertheless, Robert Broadus addresses the question of quality and its
positive correlation to high citation
counts, noting that "over the last two
decades, tabulations of citations have
been used to measure the importance of
academic departments, but especially of
individual scholars and the contributions
they have made to their respective
fields." (25) On the third level, evaluation of countries, the appearance of computer-produced citation indexes assists in
the assessment of productivity over a
range of years and on an international
scale. One step beyond this third stage
is the "ultimate level of aggregation," at
which all publications are included in the
study of a specific discipline. (26)
Bibliometrics in Library Research

The most comprehensible research
studies involving the use of bibliometric
techniques have appeared as theses, dissertations, and journal articles on subjects
such as collection building, bibliographic
control, growth and maturity of a discipline reflected in its literature, and characteristics of the literature of a specific
discipline. The literature of librarianship
has been investigated with some surprising results. Tefko Saracevic surveyed
library literature to discover that it has
been largely self-contained. His report
special libraries

published in 1973 reveals a low rate of
interaction with the literatures of other
disciplines, except for the field of education. William Brace studied citations in
202 doctoral dissertations from ALA-accredited library schools, 1961 to 1970,
and observed five major characteristics of
the terminal degree literature:

0

0

Absence of a core literature or a core
group of authors;
Absence of a "middle core" in terms of
the Bradfordian distribution;
Frequency of appearance of titles outside
the discipline;
Correlations that suggest "a kind of specialization among the several library
schools"; and
An almost even division between monographic and journal literature.

As with any statistics producing technique, the accuracy of
the bibliometric analysis is
closely related to the integrity
of the interpretation.
Problems of Bibliometric Techniques:
As with any statistics-producing technique, the accuracy of the bibliometric
analysis is closely related to the integrity
of the interpretation. The degree of subjectivity in the researcher's choice of supporting documentation may vary, but is
usually influenced both by personal preference and availability of source material.
Accessibility of documents for research
is an undisputed advantage in the selection and use of titles, regardless of their
inclusion in bibliographies and indexes.
However, the secondary role of efficient
indexing services for any field cannot be
overlooked. The researcher's dependence
upon guides to a literature may result in
a high demand for some titles while other
titles of equal merit are not used because
they are unindexed and thus inaccessible.
Reliance upon bibliometric data alone
for evaluative purposes without consideration of the bibliographic control of a
discipline may indeed yield accurate statistics regarding the use of documents,
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but could produce misleading or erroneous judgments of the comprehensiveness of quality of the data collected.
Following the development of any new
statistical technique there is the tendency
to attempt universal application. For example, the proliferation of specialized citation indexes has encouraged the
application of citation analysis in more
general situations, sometimes with disappointing results. A small-scale online
bibliometrics project at the University of
South Dakota library in 1981-1982 assisted in the identification of periodical
titles for cancellation. Although three
methods were selected to produce supporting data, the success of the project
was marginal when compared to the time
consuming and costly computer manipulations that were required. (27)
Problems inherent in citation analysis
include multiple authorship and the
identification and listing of authors that
are not primary; self-citations, especially
in cases of multiple authorship; specific
identification of authors having the same
last names and initials; standard names
for authors with consistent use of given
names and intitials; different citation
patterns in different types of sources,
such as journals and monographs; implicit citations, where a major work may
be discussed in an article but not cited;
numerical variations from year to year;
varying rates of citations per publication
in different disciplines; and errors in the
citations themselves.
Conclusion

The complexities of bibliometrics have
become apparent as there have been
practical applications of the theories advanced by Bradford, Zipf, and Lotka. The
perfection of a testing situation seems
unlikely, even when retrieval and counting are computerized. The initial simplicity of the principles of bibliometrics
is complicated by variables that result
from traditional publication practices
which may change in the future but cannot be altered for historical analysis. Because of its primary application in the

library field, bibliometrics has generated
more interest in the fields of librarianship
and information science. The diversity of
academic backgrounds in these areas
promises research and application of bibliometrics to satisfy a wide range of possibilities of use.
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Characteristics of
Corporations
that Founded Libraries:
Carol Tenopir
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Honolulu, Hawaii
Eighteen corporations which founded special libraries are examined. Factors such as incorporation date,
net income, comments in Moody's Industrials and
changes in management are analyzed in order to isolate
factors which led the corporations to establish libraries. An extensive bibliography is appended.

T

HE DECADE between the founding of the Special Libraries Association in 1909 and the
recovery after World War I saw a tremendous growth in industry in the
United States, with a concomitant growth
and development of the corporate special
library. Anthony Kruzas' 1961 doctoral
dissertation (Development of Special Libraries
for Business and Industry, University of
Michigan) provides a comprehensive history of the founding of all types of US.
business and industrial special libraries.
He traced in detail how these libraries
were formed and did extensive research
to identify all company libraries founded
in the U.S. prior to 1940.
Kruzas identified 114 company librarThis paper is adapted from a presentation
at the 1 9 8 4 SLA Conference in N e w York.
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ies which were founded prior to 1910, 50
percent of which were founded between
1905 and 1909. Only 14 libraries associated with profit-seeking business were
listed in the Directory of Special Libraries in
1910, representing just 13 percent of the
directory listings. By 1921 there were 307
of these commercial or industrial libraries, constituting nearly 24 percent of the
listings in the new Special Libraries Directory.
These 307 special libraries included libraries in banks, consulting firms, public
utilities, accounting firms, and business
services, as well as industrial manufacturing firms.
If the manufacturing firms are separated from other commercial firms with
special libraries, a similar dramatic increase is found. The 1910 directory lists
onlv four libraries which are associated
witk industrial firms (General Electric
Company, Stone and Webster, Arthur D.
43

Little, and Franklin Manufacturing Company)-less than 4 percent of the total
listings. By 1921 the directory lists 77
libraries in 64 industrial firms-nearly 6
percent of the total 1,288 listings.
What Kruzas and other special library
historians do not address in detail is why
so many industrial libraries started during the period of 1910-1921, what led
certain companies to found libraries, and
what common characteristics were held
by these companies. Certain external factors such as the rise of literacy, the
growth of complex technical literature,
the impetus for industrial expansion during World War I, the principles of scientific management, and the birth of
research and development are cited as
obvious reasons for the great increase in
all types of corporate special libraries.
These external factors are non-quantifiable, however, and are difficult to
trace. This paper examines several internal factors within some manufacturing
corporations which formed special libraries between 1910 and 1921. These
internal factors allow a profile to be
drawn of the parent company and serve
to identify conditions in manufacturing
firms which are favorable for forming a
special library.

Scope
This study covers the decade 1910
through 1921, the period of initial rapid
growth of company libraries after the
Special Libraries Association was
founded. 1910 was chosen as the beginning date rather than 1909 (when the
Special Libraries Association was started)
because the first national directory of
special libraries was published and SLA's
journal Special Libraries began in 1910. The
closing date was chosen because the second national directory of special libraries
was published in 1921. The period encompasses several economic and social
trends including slow but steady growth
before the war, rapid industrial expansion during World War I, a short period
of slight depression after the war, and
economic and social recovery.

Only those libraries listed in the 1921
national Special Libraries Directory were considered for inclusion in the study, which
has the advantage of avoiding the problem of defining what constitutes a special
library. All libraries in the study had a
designated librarian and were established
libraries rather than merely a room full
of books. Inclusion in the directory implied a certain level of professional
awareness in the corporation.

All libraries in the study had
a designated librarian and
were established libraries
rather than merely a room full
of books.
Since the purpose of this study is to
examine the phenomenon of the growth
of libraries in industrial firms by examining quantifiable factors within companies which formed libraries, only
manufacturing or industrial company libraries listed in the directory were considered. Seventy-seven libraries of the
1,288 in the 1921 directory (6 percent)
were in manufacturing or industrial companies. Selection of these company libraries was further narrowed by
eliminating those libraries founded prior
to 1910. Two libraries were eliminated
from the study because their collections
were primarily fiction for leisure reading
by company workers (Gorham Manufacturing Company and Yale and Towne
Manufacturing Company). Several companies had two or more separate libraries
listed in the directory. Only the earliest
established library was considered in this
study because the existence of one successful library in a company might have
an effect on the founding of subsequent
libraries.
Companies for which financial data
were not available were also eliminated.
This redefined the scope of the study to
be an examination of publicly held corporate industrial libraries, rather than
any kind of company industrial libraries.
Even in the pertinent time period, pubspecial libraries

Table 1.
Net Income or Profits in
Year Library Founded

Corporations in Study

American Agricultural Chemical Co.
American Cotton Oil Co.
American Writing Paper Co.
Atlantic Refining Co.
Armour and Co.
Barrett Co. (American Coal Products Co.)
California Associated Raisin Co.
E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co.
Eastman Kodak Co.
Fleischmann Co.
General Motors Corporation
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Keith. George E. Co.
Republic Iron and Steel Co.
Scovill Manufacturing Co.
Texas Co.
' PROFITS
licly held corporations were required to
issue financial reports. Unincorporated or
privately held firms did not have to disclose any financial data and therefore
could not be included.
Finally, the remaining corporations
were narrowed down to those for which
enough financial information was available. Net income, sales or revenues, or
net profits for the year the company library was founded and up to four preceding years was the minimum amount
of data needed. If exact dollar figures
could not be found, the company was not
included.
The study is thus an examination of
internal factors in manufacturing or industrial corporations which founded research libraries between 1910 and 1921,
which are listed in the 1921 Directory of
Special Libraries, and for which financial
information is available. This study
group contained eighteen corporate libraries.
Study Group

The eighteen corporations in the study
group vary greatly in size and in what
they manufacture. Table 1lists the eightwinter 1985

7,300,000
1.500,000*
55,400,000
6,800,000'
27,000,000
9,500,000
796,100
49,300.000
14,000,000
33,000,000
567,300.000
3,400,000
3,100,000
26,000,000
13,800,000
2,000,000
7,800,000

een and shows their net income (or net
profits when net income was not available) in the year in which the corporate
library was founded. The figures are valuable by themselves only as an illustration of the variety in size of corporation.
Table 2 is a distribution of the corporations by subject headings assigned in
the 1921 Special Libraries Directory. This information is interesting only to illustrate
the variety of libraries in the study. These
subjects assignments are, according to the
directory, "somewhat arbitrary, some titles refering [sic] to library subject matter

TABLE 2
Subject

Agriculture and Food
Products
Arts and Crafts
Automotive Industry
Chemistry
Manufacturing
Oil and Oil Products
Rubber
Science and Technology

Number of
Libraries

3
1
1
3
5
3
1
1

and some to the type of institution maintaining the collection."
Consistent with the overall trend in
special libraries, a majority of the libraries in the study group were founded in
the later years of the time period. One
half of the libraries were founded between 1919 and 1921, after the close of
World War I. This seems either to lend
credence to the external causal element
mentioned by so many writers of the time
or merely to reflect the corresponding increase in the number of manufacturing
firms. An examination of the founding
dates of the corporations which formed
libraries will help resolve this issue.
Profiling the Corporations:

In order to draw a meaningful profile
of each parent corporation, certain internal factors needed to be selected. The
selection had to be based in part on the
practical constraints of what data were
available for the time period and what
data could be collected consistently for
all eighteen corporations. Chosen factors
needed to reveal the economic situation
and financial health of each corporation
at the time the library was formed and
show if any major changes preceded the
formation of the library.
The following internal factors were
chosen for analysis:
1. Incorporation date of company: if
the assumption is correct that more libraries were founded after World War
I merely because more corporations
were begun, it might follow that a ma.jority of the new libraries were
founded in newly formed companies.
Age of the study group companies at
the time they formed libraries was examined to test this assumption and to
establish a profile of mean age of corporations when they formed libraries.
Incorporation date rather than actual
founding date was used because only
incorporation data was consistently
available.
2. Net income (sales or revenues) or
net profit: net income is the most
meaningful economic figure available

for companies because it is less susceptible to adjustment than is net
profit and because it more accurately
reflects usable economic resources and
financial health than does gross income.
A meaningful comparison can be made
of each company's increase or decrease
in net income over a period of time prior
to the founding of the library. This provides an indication of relative corporate
economic health at the time of library
formation. It also allows a profile to be
drawn of mean increase or decrease in
income when corporations decide to form
a library. It would be expected that an
increase in income usually precedes library founding, but the size of that increase cannot be hypothesized.
A five-year period was examined
which included the year each library was
founded and four years prior. Although
this time period is arbitrary, it should be
sufficient to trace patterns in net income
changes which occurred before a company formed a library. It is purposely
longer than the duration of the war to
account for inconsistent fluctuations
caused by the unusual wartime economy.
Net income figures were not available
for two corporations in the study group.
It was decided to use net profits for these
companies. Although this figure is a more
subjective one, the increase or decrease
in net profits can still provide valuable
data comparable to increase or decrease
in net income.
3. Moody's comments: Moody lyj Indusfrials often included additional comments on a corporation if, in the
opinion of Moody's analysts, it posed
a notable risk or opportunity to investors. Fluctuations in a company's net
income or profits do not always reflect
the stock potential of that company,
and these comments serve to alert potential investors to situations which
may not be obvious from the financial
information. These comments were a
valuable part of a company's profile
and reflect the perceived potential for
growth in a company which forms a
library.
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4. Changes in upper management: It is
often speculated that a sympathetic
president or vice-president will establish a library where none existed before. If this is true, a change in upperlevel management should usually
precede the formation of a library.
In order to test this hypothesis changes
in chairman of the board, president or
vice-president in each corporation were
monitored for the five-year period. Also,
the addition of upper-level managers was
checked. Unfortunately, it was impossible to obtain data on what officers had
control over the library, but any changes
in upper level management could be expected to change some conditions in a
corporation.
An examination of these four factors
provides at least a beginning of a profile
of corporations at the time they formed
libraries and may help to explain why a
corporation begins a library when it does.

Methodology

Moody 's Analyses of Invesfments and Security
Rating Books, Part N commonly called
Moody's Industrials, was used as the primary source for all four factors. In some
cases when Moody's Industrials did not have
the complete data needed, annual reports
were available. Pergamon Press, Inc. publishes complete runs of annual reports on
microfilm for the current top 500 corporations in the United States. Annual
reports were especially useful for those
corporations which had early library
founding dates. Although in many cases
the 1914 Moody's includes financial data
several years prior to 1914, the annual
reports often go all the way back to the
company's incorporation date. Annual
reports were available for nine of the
eighteen corporations.
Net income or profit figures were recorded for each appropriate year for each
corporation. The first year in the fiveyear cycle became the base (year one)
figure. Percent of fluctuation from this
base figure was then calculated for each
succeeding year and averaged to provide
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a mean increase or decrease in net income
at the time the library was founded.
Names of upper level management
(chairman of the board, president, vicepresident) were recorded for all companies in their base year. Changes in personnel or addition or deletion of officers
were noted for the next four years. These
were available for only ten of the eighteen corporations in the study.
Analysis

Age of Corporation: Only one company (the California Associated Raisin
Company incorporated in 1912) was incorporated within the study period of
1910-1921. All other firms were in existence before the study period, and all
firms existed prior to the increase in the
number of companies brought about by
World War I. The assumption that more
libraries were founded merely because
more companies were founded is therefore not supported. More complex reasons for library beginnings must be
sought.
Changes in Net Income: Changes in
net income (or net profits) occurring for
the five-year period ending when the
corporate library was founded ranged
from a drop of 64 percent to an increase
of 1,580 percent, for a range of 1,644 percent. This extreme range can be explained
in part by the effects of World War I on
one company. The Scovill Manufacturing
Company, a brass manufacturing firm,
saw an increase of 2,833 percent in their
earnings in 1916, when the war began in
force in Europe. For the period 19141918, Scovill had an overall increase of
1,580 percent. (Their earnings dropped
again dramatically after the war was over,
when brass shell casings were no longer
in demand.) This figure skewed all of the
net income mean figures, as the next
highest increase was only 567 percent
(enjoyed by another war industry -EL
Dupont de Nemours Company). Modal
and median figures are therefore more
meaningful than mean figures throughout.
Interestingly, five of the corporations
showed a net decrease in income or prof-

its. Of these five, the median decrease
was 30 percent, illustrating that although
significant economic prosperity was
likely to occur before a company formed
a library, moderate economic problems
did not necessarily preclude formation of
a library.
Of the thirteen libraries which showed
an increase in net income or profits, the
median increase was 75 percent.
The majority of Moody's comments are
positive but, they are not overwhelmingly positive or negative. Many of these
companies apparently did not undergo
any change in their value as an investment.
Changes in Management: Although
names of upper level management were
not available for eight corporations in the
study group, changes were analyzed for
the remaining ten.
Seventy percent of the firms had some
change in upper level management prior
to the formation of the corporate library.
One firm (E.I. Dupont de Nemours) increased and decreased the number of its
vice-presidents several times prior to the
year the corporate library was formed,
ending with an increase to twelve vicepresidents.
These findings support the idea that
corporate libraries were founded when
there were upper level management
changes, but it is difficult to judge how
direct the relationship was.
Summary of Findings: The historical
profile of a corporation when it founded
a library during the period between 1910
and 1921 can now be drawn. The average
company had been incorporated for 21
years before starting its library, suggesting a certain level of maturity. It had been
enjoying a substantial, but not tremendous, increase in net income or profits of
approximately 70 percent in the years
when the decision to form a corporate
library was probably made.
Moody's Industrials analyzed the investment potential of the average corporation
as slightly better than neutral. Perhaps
the average corporation forming a library
was experiencing no substantial changes
in its stock potential because it was in a
prolonged period of relative stability.
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Finally, there is a 70 percent chance
that the corporation made a change in
upper level management prior to the formation of the library, probably at the
level of vice-president.
Table 3 summarizes this profile of an
industrial corporation founding a library
during the period of 1910-1921.
Conclusion and Suggestions for
Further Study

The historical corporate profile which
has been drawn in this study shows that
economic growth and change in upper
level management usually occurred in
corporations prior to the formation of a
corporate library. The corporations were
generally not newly formed, and probably the need for a library arose over a
period of time. Research which examines
the development of modern special libraries, such as that reported in New Special Libraries, suggests that these factors are
still present when a new business library
is formed.
It would be valuable to carry this historical study further in time, doing the
economic research necessary to draw a
profile of corporations founding libraries
from 1921 to the present. Financial information is more readily available in
more recent years, and a study of this
sort over an extended period of time
would allow a definitive profile of cor-

TABLE 3
Typical Corporate Profile
When Library Founded

Change in income
years
Moody's Comments
Change in management
Addition of officers

2 1 years (mean)
1 6 years (median)
69.5% (median
increase)
73%(modalincrease)
3.25 (slightly
positive)
Yes, probably at
Vice-president
level
Yes, added VicePresident
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porations when they found libraries to
be drawn. Beginning in the early 1950s,
research and development expenditures
are also available, allowing an historical
comparison to be made between library
development and research and development expenditures, similar to that done
for modern corporations by the Jacksons.
If changes in economic profiles over
time are found, those changes could perhaps be correlated with the fluctuations
in the U.S. economy. Such a pattern
would reveal how the economic condition of the country affects the formation
of corporate libraries and could be valuable in predicting future library development.
Once this enlarged historical profile is
complete, or now that a preliminary profile has been drawn for the period of
1910-1921, an obvious question is, how
do these corporations differ from corporations which did not form libraries?
This study does not attempt to create a
comparative profile of sample corporations without libraries. This is a logical
and relatively straightforward next step.
Research can help to answer what
types of corporations form libraries and
why libraries are formed when they are.
Such research will provide valuable insights into corporate library development
and will help predict further development of libraries within corporations.
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Army, 1953-54.
Member of SLA Since: 1956.
SLA Chapter(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: NY ChapterPresident, 1979/ 80; Treasurer, 1975/ 78; Social Science Group Chair, 1975/ 76; Union List
Revision Committee Chair, 1972/74; Nominating Committee Chair, 1981/82.
SLA Division(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships Held: International
Affairs Section, Social Science Division,
Chair, 1978/ 79; Social Science Division Bulletin Editor, 1974/ 77; International Affairs
Section Nominating Committee, 1984/ 85;
member of Social Science and Library Management Divisions.
SLA Association Level Activities: Treasurer, 1982/85; Education Committee Chair,
1978/ 79, Member, 1979/ 81; 1977 SLA Conference Committee.
Education: BA, Hunter College; MSLS, Columbia University; MBA, Pace University;
Doctoral candidate, School of Library Service,
Columbia University.

Education: B.A. Chestnut Hill College
1968; M.L.S. Columbia University, 1972.

Other Professional Memberships-hternational, National, or Statewide (ProvinceWide): ALA, ASIS, NY Library Association.

Other Professional Memberships-hternational, National, or Statewide (Province-

Honors: Phi Beta Kappa; Who's Who
Among American Women.
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Publications: Management in special libraries: a case study approach. Special Libraries
75:126-30. April 1984. With Ron Coplen.

What ever happened to that kid who got
the scholarship? Sperial Libraries 74:345-357.
October 1983. With Vivian D. Hewitt.

For Chapter Cabinet Chairmen-Elect
Honors: In Who's Who among American
Women.

.

Julie A. Macksey is Library information
scientist, Corporate Technical Library, The
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, MI. She received her BS, in Chemistry.
JONES

MACKSEY

Catherine A. Jones is Chief, Congressional Reference Division, Congressional Research Services, Library of Congress.
Past Employment: Assistant University Librarian for Reader Services-George Washington University, Washington, D.C.Associate Director-American Library Association, Washington, D.C. Office-LibraryExecutive Office of the President-Office of
Management and Budget.
Member of SLA Since: 1970.
SLA Chapter(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships Held: Chair, Hospitality Committee, President, Washington,
D.C. Chapter, Member, Washington, D.C.
Long-Range Planning Committee.
SLA Division(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships Held: Co-Chair
Newspaper Division Extra-Divisional Activities Committee.
SLA Association Level Activities: Chair,
Government Relations Committee.
Education: B.S. University of Alabama,
MLS Catholic University of America, M.A. in
Government George Washington University.
Other Professional Memberships-International, National, or Statewide (ProvinceWide): President, Catholic University Alumni
Assn.
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Past Employment: Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corp., Technical Information Center, Pleasanton, CA, 1967-80, Head Librarian,
information specialist. San Jose State University, Grad. School of Library Science, Instructor, evening classes, "Literature of the
Sciences", 1973-76.
Member of SLA Since: 1966.
SLA Chapter(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships Held: Western Michigan Chapter: Program chair / President-elect,
1983-84; Co-Chaired I-day conf., "Technology for the Electronic Library", KalamazooHilton Center, 4/ 15/ 82; Chairman, nominating committee, 1981-82; member, nominating committee 1980-81. San Francisco Bay
Region Chapter: Bylaws & Procedures Chair,
1979-80; President, 1978-79; Vice President
& Membership Chair, 1977-78; Program
Chair, 1975-76; Hospitality Chair, 1974-75;
Recruitment Chair, 1971-72, 1972-73.
SLA Division(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships Held: Currently
member of the Pharmaceutical Division,
1980- ; Sci-Tech member, 1967- ;Chemistry division member, 1967-73; Metals/materials member, 1973-79.
SLA Association Level Activities (Specify
any Committee Chairmanships): Program
chairman for Metals / Materials division, 1971
Annual Conference, San Francisco Chairman,
ad-hoc committee investigating membership
composition of Groups within Chapters,
1978-79 for the Chapter Cabinet.
Education: Webster College, Webster
Groves, MO, BS in Chemistry (1963) San Jose
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State University, San Jose, CA, MS in Library
Science (1969).

Other Professional Memberships-International, National, or Stahvide (Province-

Wide): American Chemical Society, 1960-79;
American Society for Information Science,
1967-79, Chapter secretary, 1970-71; Beta
phi M ~ 1969,

For Division Cabinet Chairman-Elect
Committee, chairman (1983/84); Nominating
Committee, chairman (1984/85).
Division Cabinet-Division Cabinet Committee on Divisions, chairman (1982/83); Division Cabinet Committee on Division
Cooperation (1982/83); Joint Cabinet Program Planners Manual Committee, chairman
(1984/85).
Library Management Division-Member.
MILLER

STElNlNGER

Harold W. Miller is manager, information services, Touche Ross & Co., New York.
Past Employment: Library Intern, Baker
Library, Harvard University Libraries Intern
Program (1964/65); Library Intern, School of
International Affairs Library, Columbia University Libraries (1965/66); Library Assistant-Reference,
Equitable Life Assurance
Society (1966/67); Chief Librarian, Touche
Ross & Co. (1967/82), Head, Central Files Department (1975/82), Manager, Information
Services (1982 to date).

SLA Association Level Activities: Tellers
Committee, chairman (1978-79); Copyright
Law Implementation Committee, 1978/84.
Council of National Library & Information
Associations, Inc., Adhoc Committee on
Copyright Law Practice and Implementation,
SLA alternate representative, 1980/83.
Education: Bowling Green State University, B.A. (1963); University of Kentucky,
M.A. (1964); Columbia University, M.L.S.
(1967).
Other Professional Memberships: American Society for Information Science; Association
of
Records
Managers
and
Administrators; New York Library Club.

Member of SLA Since: 1967.
SLA Chapter(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: New York
Chapter-Downtown
Luncheon Group,
chairman (1968-69); Business & Finance
Group Chairman-elect (1969-70), chairman
(1970-71); Business & Finance Group Nominating Committee, chairman (1972-73); New
York Chapter All-day Seminar "Plus 15",
program chairman, panel moderator (October,
1972); Director Awards (1984/86).
SLA Division(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: Business & Finance
Division-Business
Libraries
Roundtable, moderator, Atlanta Conference
(1981); Chairman-elect (1981/82); Chairman
(1982/83); Regional Conference Planning
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Honors: Phi Alpha Theta (history honorary
society).
Publications: "Biography and the British
Royal Family in the Twentieth Century,"
SCEPTRE (Journal of the Royalty Collectors
Association of North America), Fall, 1984.

Ellen Steininger is Manager, Information
Services, Burson-Marsteller, Chicago, IL.
Education: University of Illinois, Urbana,
IL
M.S., 1968. Major: Library Science
Thiel College, Greenville, PA
B.A., 1966. Major: History

Experience: 1984 to date. Manager, Information Services, Burson-Marsteller, One East
Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60601
1968-1983. Librarian, Marsteller Inc. One
East Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60601
Professional Activities: Member, Special
Libraries Association, 1968 to date.
Chairman, Illinois Chapter, Special Libraries Association-1985 IFLA Reception Committee, 1984-1985.
Member, IFLA Committee on Transportation and Tours, 1985 Conference, 1984-1985.
Instructor, Education Workshop, "Budgeting Principles for Information Services," Illinois Chapter, Special Libraries Association,
1984.

Deputy Chairman, 1983 Conference, Special Libraries Association, 1981-1983.
Chairman, Public Relations Task Force,
Special Libraries Association, 1982.
Member, Advisory Board, Design Index,
1982-1983.

Chairman, Special Projects Committee, 11linois Chapter, Special Libraries Association,
1982-1983.

President-elect, President, Director, Illinois
Chapter. Special Libraries Association, 1979-

Chairman, Nominating Committee, Illinois
Chapter, Special Libraries Association, 1978
and Member, 1977.
Instructor, American Marketing Association, Workshop on Industrial Marketing, 1977
and 1978.
Member, Board of Directors, Advertising
and Marketing Division, Special Libraries Association, 1976-1978.
Chairman, Advertising and Marketing Division, Special Libraries Association, 19751976.

Chair, Auditing Committee, Illinois Chapter, Special Libraries Association, 1976-1977.
Treasurer, Illinois Chapter, Special Libraries
Association, 1973-1975.
Chairman, Membership Committee, Advertising and Marketing Division, Special Libraries Association, 1974-1975.
Program Chairman and Local Representative, Food Division, Special Libraries Association, 1975.
Chairman, Membership Committee, Illinois
Chapter, Special Libraries Association, 19701971.

Voting Representative, Illinois Regional Library Council, 1972 to 1980.

1981.

Member, Membership Directory Committee Illinois Chapter, Special Libraries Association, 1978-1980.
Secretary, Food and Nutrition Division,
Special Libraries Association, 1977-1978.

Publications: Illinois Libraries, March 1980.
"An Advertising and Public Relations Agency
Library ."
Business Marketing, January 1981. "A Do-ItYourself Reference Library."

For Directors ( 1 985/88)

DYSART

MATARAZZO

Jane I. Dysart is manager, information
resources, Royal Bank of Canada, Toronto,
Ont .
Past Employment: Librarian, Canadian

PANCAKE

PETRU

Standards Association; Librarian, Toronto
Dominion Bank Library; Student Librarian,
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce Information Centre.
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Member of SLA Since: 1973.
SLA Chapter(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: Toronto Chapter: Student Liaison (1974-75), Program
Chairman (1975-77), President (978-79),
Representative to Seneca College Advisory
Council since 1982.
SLA Division(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: Business & Finance Division: Membership Chairman
(1979-80). Library Management Division, Information Technology-Online Section.

SLA Association Level Activities: Joint
Chapter/Division Cabinets Archives Study
Committee (1978-79), Chapter Cabinet
Chairman Elect (1980-81), Chapter Cabinet
Chairman (1981-82), Chairman, 1985 Winnipeg Conference Program Committee (198385).
Education: BSc (1972) University of Toronto, MLS (1974) Faculty of Library and Information Science.
Other Professional Memberships-International, National, or Statewide (Provincewide): Canadian Library Association: Representative to University of Toronto Faculty
of Library and Information Science Faculty
Council (1979-81) Canadian Association of
Special Libraries and Information Services.
Honors: Special Libraries Association, Toronto Chapter Member of the Year Award
1981.
Publications: Banking and Finance Collections in
Canada in Special Collections, Vol. 2 No. 3,
Spring 1983.
James M. Matarazzo is associate dean &
professor, Simmons College Graduate School
of Library and Information Science.
Past Employment: Assistant Science Librarian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
1965-67;
Documents
Librarian,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 196768; Serials Librarian, Documents Librarian,
and Head of Technical Reports, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1968-69, Simmons College Graduate School of Library and
Information Science, 1969-.
Member of SLA Since: 1965.
SLA Chapteds) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: Boston Chapter
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SLA: Chair, Membership Committee, 196770; Chair, Education Committee, 1970-73;
Director, 1973-75; President, 1979-81.

SLA Division(s) and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: Chairman-Elect,
Chapter Cabinet, 1983-84; Chairman Chapter
Cabinet, 1984-85.
SLA Association Level Activities: Student
Relations Officer, 1974-76; Representative to
the Library Binding Institute, 1971-74; Special Committee on Continuing Education,
1976; Faculty Advisor, Simmons, SLA Student
Group, 1971-76, 1979.t
Education: Boston College, B.S., 1963,
M.A., 1972; Simmons College, MS., 1965;
University of Pittsburgh, Ph.D., 1979.
Other Professional Memberships-lnternational, National, or Statewide (Provincewide): American Library Association, Council; New England Library Association; Association of American Library Schools.
Honors: Scholarship, Boston College; Marian & Jasper Whiting Foundation Fellowship;
Teaching Fellow, University of Pittsburgh,
SLA Professional Award, 1983.
Publications: Closing the Corporate Library: Case
Studies in the Decision-Making Process, New York:
Special Libraries Association, 1981.
Scientific, Engineering and Medical Societies: Publications in Print. 4th ed. New York: R. R.
Bowker Company, 1981.
"How to Shape the Company Library Image," SLA Library Management Bulletin, 7(no.
2):5-6 (Fall 1983).
Edwina H. (Didi) Pancake is director,
Science and Engineering Library, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA.
Past Employment: 1969/73 Information
Specialist, 1973/74 Acting Director, Science/
Technology Information Center, University
of Virginia.
Member of SLA Since: 1969.
SLA Chapter(s1 and Offices and Committee Chairmanships held: Virginia Chapter: 1970/71 Chairman Public Relations
Committee; 1971/73 & 1975/76 Editor of
VASLA Bulletin; 1973/74 President-Elect;
1974/75 President; 1978/79 Chairman Nominating Committee; 1979/80 Membership
Committee.

SLA Division(s) and Offices and Comrnittee Chairmanships held: Science-Technology, Information Technology, Library
Management, and Publishing Divisions. Activities in Sci-Tech Division: 1976/77 Chairman Membership Committee; 1977/78
Chairman-Elect of Division; 1978/79 Chairman of Division.
SLA Association Level Activities: 1974/75
Chairman Joint Cabinets Study Committee on
Subject-Oriented Groups; 1979/80 Chapter
Cabinet Chairman-Elect; 1980/81 Chapter
Cabinet Chairman; 1981/83 Chairman 1983
New Orleans Conference Program Committee; 1983/84 Chapter Cabinet Chairman.
Education: B.S. in biology, Baylor University, 1967.
M.L.S. University of Texas at Austin, 1969.
Other Professional Memberships-International, National, or Statewide (Provincewide): Virginia Library Association: 1976/77
Chairman Nominating Committee. Virginia
Microfilm Association (1970/73): 1970/71
Secretary/Treasurer, 1971/73 Elected member of Executive Board.
Honors: 1967/68 NDEA Fellowship in Library Science.
Publications: In process, due Dec. 1984: Index to VASLA Bulletin 1971-1976.

.

William C. Petru is manager of libraries,
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA.
Past Employment: 1956-59, Cataloger,
Free Library of Philadelphia, PA; 1959-61,
Technical Information Specialist, General
Electric Co., Missiles and Space Vehicles
Dept., Philadelphia, PA; 1961-66, Supervisor
of Library Services, United Technology Center, Division of United Aircraft Corp., Sunnyvale, CA; 1966-83, Assistant Manager of

Libraries, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
CA.; 1984-to date, Manager of Libraries,
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA.

Member of SLA Since: 1959.
SLA Chapter Offices and Committee
Chairmanships held: Currently a member of
the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter and
the San Andreas Chapter. In the San Francisco
Bay Region Chapter, was Chair of following
committees: Program, Non-Serial Publications, Consultation, Nominating, Recruitment, Publicity; Chapter President-Elect,
1971-72 and Chapter President, 1972-73.
SLA Division Offices and Committee
Chairmanships held: Currently a member of
Library Management Division (LMD), Information Technology Division (ITE), and Publishing Division (PUB). In PUB: Chair,
Awards, Membership, Program; Chair / Elect
of Division, 1981-82; Chair of Division,
1982-83. In LMD: Chair, Special Projects. In
ITE: Chair, Tellers, Projects.
SLA Association Level Activities: Conference Program Committee 1979, Honolulu;
Conference Program Committee 1984, New
York; Nominating Committee member, 1980;
H.W. Wilson Award Committee member,
1978-81 (Chair, 1980-81); Scholarship Committee member 1974-77 (Chair, 1975-76,
1976-77); Government Relations Committee
member, 1981-82; Publications Committee
member, 1983-85 (Chair, 1984-85).

Education: B.S., 1951, Millersville University, Millersville, PA; M.S.L.S., 1956, Drexel
University, Philadelphia, PA.
Other Professional Memberships: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers;
Association for Computing Machinery; Cooperative Library Agency for Systems and
Services (CLASS), Advisory Council Convenor, Special Libraries Segment, 1979-81.
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Actions of the Board of Directors
October 25-26, 1984

The Fall Meeting of the SLA Board of Directors is
primarily a budgetary meeting during which the draft
budget for the next fisral year is discussed, amended,
and finally adopted. In October 1984, the Board met
at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in New York City. The
followina actions and discussions took place.

Finances-The Executive Director reported
on the status of Association Finances for the
1984 fiscal year. The 1984 Annual Conference, the continuing education program, and
the Special Libraries program are once again expected to be chiefly responsible for the generation of a surplus in the 1984 General Fund
Budget.
The Board discussed a tentative list of
priorities for allocation of 1984 surplus income. Foremost on the list was funding of a
membership needs assessment. Other priorities are projects identified for funding in 1985
in SLA's Long-Range Plan, the Computer
Fund, the Special Programs Fund, SLA support of the 1985 conference of the International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA), the Reserve Fund, and the
Building Fund. Board action on this priorities
list is expected at SLA's 1985 Winter Meeting,
when the extent of the projected surplus will
be known.
The Executive Director brought the Board
up-to-date on the annual cost of maintaining
a single SLA membership. In 1984 the cost
per member is $84.32, or $29.32 above the
annual dues amount ($55.00) collected from
each Member. The projected cost per member
for FY 1985 is $90.63, or $35.52 above the
annual dues. The Association relies on nondues sources of income (e.g., Annual Conference income) to subsidize membership services. However, as the gap between dues
income and expenses for membership services
widens, the membership will have to consider
a dues increase for the generation of the additional income needed to maintain services
at their current level or to support new services.
The Board voted to appoint Weber Lipshie
& Company as the Association's auditors for
the 1984 fiscal year. Weber Lipshie has served
as the Association's auditor since 1979.
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Budget for FY 1985-The Board approved a
General Fund budget for FY 1985 after a careful review of the draft budget. Budgets for
the Subsidiary Funds were also approved.
The approved budget for the General Fund
projects $1,300 surplus income for FY 1985
($1,649,200 income less $1,647,900 expenses).
Several Board actions of interest to the general
membership are reflected in the approved
budget. These are highlighted throughout the
remainder of this report.
Long-Range Plan Funding-The Board discussed the action and operational plans that
the Long-Range Planning Committee and the
staff have developed to support the Association's Long-Range Plan. The recommendation of the Committee that $28,850 be
allocated in the 1985 budget to implement
1985 long-range plan activities was approved.
Among the long-range plan activities to be
funded in 1985 are: (I)aggressive promotion
of SLA's continuing education programs, (2)
development of a public relations program
and strategy using a public relations firm as
a consultant, (3) development of a campaign
to promote the benefits of SLA membership,
(4) participation in the library school accreditation process, and (5) enhancement of the
training program for chapter and division officers.
The Board approved a two-part future role
for the Long-Range Planning Committee: ( 1 )
to monitor the activities approved under the
Long-Range Plan for the current year of the
Plan, and (2)to annually revise the Plan as
needed to reflect the changing environment
of the library and information profession and
the needs of Association members.
Chapter and Division Allotments-No
change in the formulas for determining chapter and division allotments was recommended
by the officers of the Chapter and Division
Cabinets. Hence, the 1984 annual allotment
for each chapter with more than 117 members
will be $5.25 per member; chapters with 117
members or less will receive $500 plus $1.00
for each member.
Divisions will receive $4.50 per member or
$500, whichever amount is greater. The 1985

allotments will be issued in mid-February. Allotments will be based on the units total membership as of December 31.
Funding Requests of SLA CommitteesEach SLA committee and representative has
a budget of $50.00 to cover miscellaneous expenses. At the Fall Meeting, several committees requested additional funds to support
anticipated administrative costs or to underwrite special projects or activities being
planned for 1985. The Board approved the
following requests:
Annual Conference Program Committee
(1986, Boston)-$100 to cover administrative costs.
Cataloging and Access Committee$100 for miscellaneous expenses related
to the Committee's conference program
costs.
Consultation Service Committee$1,300 for preparation of a list of SLA
members who are consultants and compilation of case histories of consultation
experience. These funds will be available
after the Committee submits for Board
approval a plan and a budget for their
expenditure.
Copyright Law Implementation Committee-$450 for the Committee's administrative and travel costs.
Finance Committee-$400 for travel expenses of Finance Committee members
who must travel more than 250 miles
one way to attend Committee meetings.
Networking Committee-$1,100
to
cover the costs of the program the Committee is planning for the 1985 Annual
Conference.
Positive Action Program for Minority
Groups Committee-$100 to cover administrative costs.
Scholarship Committee-$145 for the
Committee's administrative costs.

In order to balance the 1985 General
Fund budget, the Board deferred a $10,000
transfer to the Computer Fund. The transfer
had been mandated by a previous Board action. To complete the conversion from SLA's
data processing operations from the IBM
System/3 to the new IBM System/36, the
Board authorized the expenditure of $25,000
from the Computer Fund.
Candidates for Association Office-The
Board received the Nominating Committee's
slate of candidates for the Association's 1985
election:
President-Elect

Jack Leister
Frank Spaulding
Treasurer
Ellen Miller
Muriel Regan
Catherine A. Jones
Chapter Cabinet
Chair-Elect
Julie A. Macksey
Division Cabinet
Harold W. Miller
Chair-Elect
Ellen Steininger
Directors
Jane I. Dysart
James M.
Matarazzo
Edwina (Didi)
Pancake
William C. Petru
Biographies of the candidates appear elsewhere in this issue of Spen'al Libraries.
The Board approved the membership of the
Nominating Committee for the Association's
1986 Election as presented by the two senior
Directors (Frank Spaulding and Mary Lou
Stursa): Jean Deuss (Chair), Betty A. Bassett,
Virginia N. Anderson, James L. Olsen, Jr.,
Marilyn Stark.
Chapter and Division Affairs-The Board
rejected a proposal from the Pacific Northwest
Chapter and the Western Canada Provisional
Chapter for the inclusion of the province of
British Columbia in geographical
boundaries
of both chapters. Board members, James Matarazzo, Mary Lou Stursa, and Jim Tchobanoff, were appointed to a special committee to
arbitrate the boundary dispute between the
two chapters.
The Chapter Guidelines will be revised to clarify the requirement that chapters may not
have overlapping boundaries.
Two staff recommendations with implications for chapter and division finances received Board approval: the institution of midyear financial reports, and the establishment
of a pooled money market fund for chapter/
division surplus funds. Both topics will be
-

Association Office Operations-The Board
authorized $300 in the 1985 budget for extension of the Association's Director's and
Officers liability insurance to cover the Executive Director, the Associate Executive Director, and the three staff directors.
Two actions of the Board enhanced the Association's employee benefits package: (1) Effective 1985, Martin Luther King's birthday
(January 15) will be observed as an Association holiday. (2) The Association will increase
its coverage of the cost of the staff long-term
disability insurance plan by 25%, from 50 %
to 75%.

-
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discussed in the meetings of the Chapter and
Division Cabinets at the Association's 1985
Winter Meeting.
Legal Concerns-The Board adopted a resolution for the indemnification of the officers
and directors who serve on the SLA Board.
Other legal matters discussed at the meeting
were requirements for the incorporation of
SLA in Canada, and a T i and Legal Primer for
SLA units.
Special Programs Fund Grants-The Board
evaluated five project proposals for Special
Programs Fund grants. A total of $2,600 was
available to fund worthy submissions.
The funding of one proposal was approved:
Miriam H. Tees was granted $1,465 for her
project, "Graduate Education for Special Librarianship." The study will survey prominent special librarians to determine what
knowledge and skills they expect recent library school graduates to have when they enter the employ of a special library.
Inter-Association Activities-The Board accepted an invitation of the President of Documentation Abstracts, Inc. (DA) to appoint

one or two SLA representatives to the DA
Board of Directors. The DA Board advises the
publisher of Information Science Abstracts (ISA) as
to the ISA's content and coverage and other
useful services for the information profession.
Miscellaneous -A policy statement outlining goals and objectives for the Association
Office Information Resources Center (IRC)
was adopted. The statement will serve as a
guideline for service and as an evaluative tool
to measure IRC staff performance.
The Board approved the distribution of one
complimentary copy of the Association's directory, Who's W h o in Special Libraries, to each
SLA Student Group faculty advisor.
The Board approved the extension of SLA
Member registration rates for the 1985 SLA/
CASLIS (Canadian Association of Special Libraries and Information Services) Conference
to Full and Associate Members of the Association of Canadian Map Libraries.
Winter Meeting-The next meeting of the
SLA Board of Directors will be held in conjunction with the Association's 1985 Winter
Meeting in Philadelphia, January 30-February 1, 1985.

NOTE: While the quarterly format for Special Libraries remains unchanged, we decided for the sake of
clarity to rename our issues Winter (formerly January),
Spring (formerly April), Summer (formerly July) and Fall
(formerly October) beginning with this issue, the first
of 1985.
-G.A.D.
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The Information Specialist:
A Bridge to the New
Communications

June 8-13, 1985
Winnipeg, Canada
64
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The 76th Annual Conference of the Special Libraries Association will take place June
8-13, 1985 in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
The Canadian Association of Special Libraries
and Information Services (a division of the
Canadian Library Association) is the cosponsor of this conference. The major issues and
trends facing the profession of librarianship
in today's world will be examined from both
the Canadian and the American point of view.
The joint planning efforts of both SLA and
CASLIS have resulted in a unique conference
that will prove to be an enriching experience
for all who attend.
The theme for the 76th Annual Conference
is The Information Specialist: A Bridge to
the New Communications. Librarians have
always been information specialists. During
the 1985 Conference the role of the information specialist as a bridge or interface with
the emerging forms of communication and
technology will be addressed in many ways
and multiple formats.
The SLA/CASLIS conference will feature
valuable continuing education seminars and
workshops to enhance professional growth.
Expert speakers have been scheduled to present the general and division sessions. Social
events are also being scheduled to provide fun
and a chance for you to relax with your colleagues at the end of a long conference day.
Plan to join us next June.
CASLIS (Canadian Association of Special
Libraries and Information Services) is a Division of the Canadian Library Association.
CLA's divisional structure is designed to promote member participation in type-of-library
activities, to provide for the exchange of ideas
and experiences and to promote library service
in specific fields. CASLIS is the Division
which represents the concerns of the special
library community as well as independent information consultants. The objectives of
CASLIS are to support the objectives of the
Canadian Library Association; to unite special
libraries personnel, information specialists,
documentalists and other interested parties in
furthering and improving special library service throughout Canada; to provide for the
exchange of ideas and experience among
members; and to coordinate with internal and
external groups and organizations in the advancement of special librarianship and special
library and information services. In order to
facilitate the personal contact required to meet
these objectives, five local chapters have been
formed. The strength of CASLIS as an organization in rooted in the membership activities of the chapters. The 1985 CLA conference
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will be held in Calgary, Alberta immediately
following the joint SLA/CASLIS Winnipeg
Conference and the members of SLA are invited to come to Calgary.

Eight Good Reasons Why You Wouldn't
Want to Miss the Winnipeg Conference
Professional Development Programs. The
SLA Conference features over 40 professional
development programs. These programs are
designed to meet the needs of both new and
experienced special librarians and information
managers.
The programs include 18 continuing education courses that offer something for everyone. They cover topics such as "Effective
Supervisory Skills," "Marketing Management
and Information Services," "Cost Benefit
Analysis," "Creative Conflict Management,"
and "The Microcomputer and Library Operations." These courses provide the skills to
assist you in effectively managing information within your organization.
Division Programs: Business and Learning. All SLA divisions will hold business
meetings during the conference. This will give
you the opportunity to find out what is happening within your division and to voice your
opinion on future decisions. Many divisions
will also sponsor educational sessions that will
be technical in nature and cover areas of special interest to the division.
Product Knowledge: The Product and Service Exhibits. Like many others, your profession has changed dramatically over the past
10 years, and it probably will continue to
change at an increasing rate in the future. To
a large extent, these changes are due to the
development of new products and services.
The product and service exhibits are an integral part of the SLA/CASLIS Conference.
Over 200 organizations will be represented.
These exhibits will help you to look ahead
and to see a bit of what the future may bring.
General Sessions. The two general sessions
planned for the Winnipeg Conference are entitled "The High Tech Revolution" and "The
New Communications: Variety and Impact."
These timely issues will be addressed by wellknown experts who will provide the insight
that will enable attendees to foresee how
these trends will affect them in both their
professional and personal lives.

Meeting Your Peers. It has been said many
times that people are our greatest resource.
Many excellent and practical ideas can be
learned by talking with your peers. At the
SLA/CASLIS Conference you will have the
opportunity to meet and discuss professional
matters with thousands of the best teachers
in your field-your peers.

This year's conference will feature 18 continuing education courses. Throughout their
existence they have earned an excellent reputation, and have become a highly respected
resource in the information management
profession. Participants will earn 0.6 Continuing Education Units and a certificate upon
completion of each course.

Employment Clearinghouse and Career
Advisory Service. The SLA Employment
Clearinghouse is a free service available to all
conference registrants and employers.
Through this service, prospective employees
and employers are brought together to discuss
future employment.
If you have any questions about the special
librarianship and information management
field in general, or your career in particular,
take advantage of the SLA Career Advisory
Service. Experienced SLA members will serve
as counselors to help you find the answers
you need. Both services are confidential.

Middle Management Institute
The Middle Management Institute Certificate Program is the second phase of SLA's
Continuing Education Program. The objectives of the Middle Management Institute
Certificate Program include:
Developing the skills and tools of management;
Sharpening decision-making skills;
Providing practical training in specific
areas of management;
Helping participants to understand organizational behavior, including the refationships of various departments to
one another and their relationship to the
corporate entity;
Stimulating new ideas through interaction among participants representing a
variety of organizational structures.

Field Trips. Over 15 field trips sponsored
by SLA and many of the divisions have been
scheduled for this year's conference. Some
will allow you to visit a place of special interest to your division. Others will allow you
to learn about the geographic area and its history. And some are just for your pleasure and
enjoyment.
Cost. SLA works hard to help its members
get the best value for their money. Seminars,
field trips, and special events are planned so
that attendees receive the most for each dollar
spent. SLA has used its group-buying power
to arrange special low prices on hotels and
airfares. Take advantage of this service by
staying in a designated conference hotel and
by using SLA's official travel coordinator.
Conference Programs
Continuing Education Courses
SLA Continuing Education Courses have
been instrumental in providing special librarians and information managers with a wealth
of knowledge. SLA's ~ o n r i n u i nEducation
~
Program is designed to meet the changing
needs of information specialists by preparing
them for new duties and responsibilities in
such areas as management, communication,
and library automation techniques. Knowledgeable specialists have been chosen to lead
the courses, basing their instruction on expertise they have acquired through personal
experience and academic credentials.

.

The institute is a 75-hour sequence divided
into 5 programs. Each program is a 15-hour,
2%-day session. The participants will earn an
SLA Management Certificate and 7.5 CEUs.
In order to obtain a certificate, each participant must complete the 5 programs within
the allotted 24-month period.
The framework for the 5 programs is:
1) management skills; 2) analytical tools; 3 ) human
resources; 4) marketing and public relations; 5) materials and machines. Each of these units will
consist of a number of related topics. Human
Resources will be offered during the Winnipeg Conference.
For further details on all Conference
Professional Development Activities, refer to
your Conference Registration Packet which
will be mailed to all SLA members in March
1985, or contact: Professional Development
Specialist, Special Libraries Association, 235
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003
(212)477-9250.

Visit the Exhibits
Over 200 exhibits will be displayed at this
year's annual conference. These exhibits will
be staffed by knowledgeable people representing the manufacturers and suppliers you
should know about. Each exhibit is a rich
resource not only for you but for those of
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your colleagues for managers who are unable
to come to Winnipeg themselves. Exhibitor
representatives will be there to answer any
questions you may have about their products
or services.
The exhibits will provide you with information on such products as:
a
a
a

a

a

Library software
data processing equipment
microforms and microform equipment
library furniture
information storage and retrieval equipment
office furniture and equipment
audiovisual materials and equipment
copying and duplicating equipment
specialized books and periodicals
films

You will also learn about such services
as:
publishers
government information services
library binders
subscription agencies
book jobbers
a indexing and abstracting services
alerting and search services
database search services
In Winnipeg this year the Exhibit Area will
be on the 3rd floor of the Winnipeg Convention Centre. The Exhibits will be open Sunday
through Wednesday. Special events also are
planned for the Exhibit Area, including an
opening Reception. Make plans to come.
a

8. You can save enormous amounts of time
by not having to arrange appointments
with each vendor wanting to visit your
library.
9. You can talk to exhibitors about their
products and make suggestions for improvements or alternate uses.
10. You can help SLA keep present exhibitors
happy and attract future exhibitors by
filling the exhibit hall-that's good for
you and good for your Association.
Do not forget to express your thanks to
those who support your Association.
If you are unable to register for the program
sessions of the Conference, but are interested
in examining the various products and services, write for a complimentary exhibit hall
pass and specify the number of persons attending. Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the: Manager, Conference &
Exhibits, Special Libraries Association, 235
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003.

0

Remember! The products and services
displayed at the Annual Conference can enrich your educational experience ten ways.
Here's how:
1. You can keep abreast of newly released
information, products, and services.
2. You can increase your professional competencies and those of your staff.
3. You can improve your purchasing management and budget development.
4. You can learn of developments on the
horizon.
5. You can compare products and services
of various exhibitors more effectively.
6 . You can develop a list of exhibitors (personal contacts are better than a letter)
who supply information products in your
area of specialization.
7. You can influence new a.
~ ~ l i c a t i oof
n sinformation technology by informing appropriate exhibitors of the needs of your
clientele

-
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Winnipeg Hotels. Conference housing for
the 1985 annual meeting will be a departure
from our traditional pattern of using only one
or two large hotels. SLA has rooms reserved
in 15 hotels located throughout Winnipeg.
Within this group of hotels you can find a
wide variety of both hotel styles and room
rates. The cost of a single room will range
from 50 to 75 Canadian dollars per night.
Most of these hotels are located in the downtown area within walking distance of the
Winnipeg Convention Centre where the major meetings and social events will occur.
Shuttle bus service will be provided for attendees utilizing the four hotels outside the
downtown area.
Registration. Registration will take place in
the Winnipeg Convention Centre. Advance
registration for the SLA/CASLIS Conference
is strongly encouraged to avoid long, timeconsuming lines and save you money. The
registration fees for the conference are as follows:
'Member Advance (by May 1)
'Member One Day
"Member On Site (after May 1)
Nonmember Advance (by May
1)
Nonmember One Day
Nonmember On Site (after
May 1)
Student/Retired/
Accompanying Person

$

95.00
65.00
125.00
1 10.00
75.00
145.00
45.00

* SLA member rates apply to SLA, CASLIS,
ASIS, ARLIS/NA, AALL and ACML members.
Please note that all advance registration
pavments must be in US dollars onlv. However, during the Winnipeg conference both
Canadian and US dollars will be acce~tedfor
payment at the then-prevailing exchange rate.

All CASLIS and SLA members will receive
full registration and ticket informatin in the
Preliminary Program which will be mailed to
you in March.

JOIN US IN LWNVZ'EG FOR SLA 2 76th
ANNUAL CONFERENCE!
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Sleeper Winnipeg Wins Peg on
Traveler Scoreboard
Winnipeg is hardly a household destination. Yet, snow or shine, this provincial capital
of Manitoba has countless treats and surprises
in store for first-time-even repeat-visitors.
Michelin's initial Green Guide to Canada,
which came out last year, puts Winnipeg right
up there with Victoria, the Gasp6 Peninsula,
Quebec and Toronto as 3-star ("worth the
money") sights, the book's top rating.

Freewheeling with Jean Simmons
Three stars also are awarded specifically to
the Manitoba Museum of Man & Nature and
to its highlight exhibit, the Nonsuch, a reconstructed &masted ketch anchored in an
also reconstructed 17th-century Thames
River wharf.
The original Nonsuch sailed from England
to Hudson Bay in 1668 in search of furs and
led to the establishment of the Hudson's Bay
Company, an important chapter in Winnipeg's history. The replica was built in England
in 1969 to celebrate the 300th anniversary of
the company, and she sailed 8,700 miles before berthing in Winnipeg alongside authentic-looking wooden houses and an inn.
Museum goers can climb aboard to speculate
on what both 17th and 20th century seamen
must have experienced.
Part of the Manitoba Centennial Centre
(which also includes a planetarium and a concert hall, home of the Winnipeg Symphony
Orchestra), the Museum of Man and Nature
is a place to spend several hours getting oriented to the city's role.
Man's relationship with his environment is
examined through dioramas, reconstructions,
specimens, gaphics and audio-visual presentations in seven major galleries: Orientation,
Earth History, Arctic-Subarctic,

Grasslands, Boreal Forest, Urban and Nonsuch. Guests are met by a realistic diorama of
a Metis (mixed blood) hunter closing in on a
wild-eyed buffalo. Other attention getters
follow in rapid order.
Known as the Gateway to the West, Winnipeg is 63 miles north of the United States
border, equidistant from the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and on a line with the Minnesota/
North Dakota line. A Winnipegger, so the
story goes, once described the city as "a
hundred and fifty dollars away from anything." He went on to say the town fathers
figured they'd just have to build a cultural
oasis of their own. And so they did, with the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet as keystone.
Another cultural pride is the striking Winnipeg Museum of Fine Arts, founded in 1912
and housed in the Civic Auditorium before
moving into its present building in 1972. Gustavo da Roza, a young Portuguese architect
from Hong Kong, who was on the faculty at
the University of Manitoba School of Architecture, was chosen in a competition open to
all architects registered in Canada. The architect described his plans thus: "The loadbearing walls of dressed Manitoba limestone
are used to affirm and crystallize the character
of this northern prairie environment. The
form of the building points north, inspired by
the shape of the site. This affords the individual an opportunity to associate with and
participate in the aspirations of our cultural
development. . ."
Visitors enter a 2-story foyer of Manitoba
Tyndall stone, which contains works of art
(part of 26,000 square feet of display area),
gift shop and auditorium. The third floor has
nine galleries, and on the fourth floor is the
outdoor sculpture garden. The Permanent
Collection includes the Lord and Lady Gort
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Room, housing fine 15th and 16th-century
panel paintings, almost all of ecclesiastic origin. The overall collection of 10,000 works
of art contains the largest collection of Inuit
(or Eskimo) art in the Western World. Lunch
is served in a pleasant rooftop restaurant or
a cafeteria.
Inuit Art also plays a large role in the city's
private galleries, such as the Upstairs Gallery
(actually downstairs at 266 Edmonton St.)
presided over by enthusiastic Faye Settler,
who has been closely associated for a number
of years with the work of the inland Baker
Lake community to the north. She carries
many examples of individual artists' creative
drawings in colored pencils, wall hangings,
tapestries and sculptures.
Heart of the city's recreational facilities is
all-year Assiniboine Park, the main entrance
of which is marked by a statue of a Red River
Oxcart, a 2-wheeled wooden vehicle that once
carried immigrants across the prairies. Strewn
over the 376 acres (second in Canada only to
Stanley Park in Vancouver) are lawns that in
summer serve for cricket matches and other
sports but in winter become cross-country ski
runs; the duck pond turns into a skating rink.
Other features include a photogenic Britishlooking Pavilion containing food stands, a free
zoo, bike paths, a little train, carriage rides,
an English garden and picnic areas.
Deer crossing signs attest to a herd of 200deer in Assiniboine Forest. Golf is available
just across the way.
Nearby is one of the city's finest old residential areas, treelined Wellington Crescent,
which is closed off on pleasant Sundays for
the exclusive use of bicyclists.
Particularly popular with visitors is St.
Boniface, the French section, where about
60,000 of the city's 600,000 residents reside.
High point is the Cathedrile de Saint Boniface,
the fifth building to occupy the site. The last
one was built in 1972, incorporating the previous one, which was destroyed by fire in
1972, as the facade. Joy and Light is the theme
of the structure, which utilizes natural sunlight.
Next to the cathedral is the year-round St.
Boniface Museum building, erected in 1846
for the Grey Nuns, first institutional establishment in Western Canada. It also is the
largest oak construction in North America and
the oldest building in Winnipeg. Found in the
old convent are scenes of early life and a corner dedicated to Louis Riel mementos. The

controversial Riel, a protector of France and
Metis rights and called the father of Manitoba, led two armed rebellions and was
hanged as a traitor. But his home, the Riel
House, was restored to look as it did in 1886
and opened to the public by Parks Canada in
1980. It can be visited daily from mid-May
to mid-October at no charge. Riel is buried
in the churchyard of St. Boniface.
Striking architecture is found in many other
buildings, old and new. In the suburbs is architect Etienne Gaboury's futuristic, rosyhued Winnipeg Mint, where visitors can
watch coins being minted.
Downtown, the Legislative Building of
Classic Creek design has a dome topped by
Manitoba's most prominent landmark, the
naked Golden Boy. This 5-ton, 13'/, ft bronze
statue holds a sheaf of wheat and an eternal
torch. Inside the handsome building, opened
on July 15, 1920, the 50th anniversary of
Manitoba's entrance to Confederation, are
other sculptures and art works, including two
huge bronze buffaloes flanking the main
staircase.
Some other interesting structures: the VIA
rail station, which had the same architects as
Grand Central Station; the Federal Building,
larger on top than bottom, and the 32-story
Richardson Building, the city's tallest, with
an observation gallery open in the summer.
Pedestrians are subject to a $56 fine for
crossing the busy, wide intersection of Portage
and Main, which has the dubious honor of
being the windiest corner in Canada. Instead,
they must take an underground concourse, a
real maze of corridors, shops, restaurant and
the like. The thoroughfares were supposedly
designed to accommodate 10 wooden Red
River carts traveling side by side.
Among other attractions are Old Market
Square Heritage District, scene of shops, restaurants and weekend open-air markets; Dalnavert, the Sir Hugh John MacDonald House
Museum, built in 1895 for the only son of
Canada's first prime minister and restored by
the Manitoba with its handcrafted articles on
display and for sale, and the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre.
Water always has played an important role
in Winnipeg, whose Indian name means
"muddy waters." (Manitoba also is an Indian
name, "God Who Whispers & Speaks"). The
city straddles two rivers, the Red and the Assiniboine. Agriculture came into its own with
the first outbound shipment of wheat in 1876.
Prior to that was the fur trade era, brought
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back to life in the only stone fort still intact
from the period. Now Lower Fort Garry National Historic Park, it lies 19 miles to the
north at Selkirk, alongside the Red River before it flows into huge Lake Winnipeg. A
complex of some 20 buildings related to the
provisioning of the Hudson's Bay Company
trading operation has been restored to the
years between 1835-1875, each one to a different date. This popular attraction is open
daily from mid-May to mid-October, although the historic grounds are open all year.
A tour logically begins at the visitor reception area for an audiovisual presentation and
proceeds through the East Gate to see the Big
House, restored and furnished to 1852 when
the company's Associate Governor Eden Colvile and his wife were in residence. Costumed
animators portray the governor and his servants, greeting residents as they arrive to discuss the affairs of the settlement. Visitors are
expected to play along with the conversations
of yester-year. Among other highlights is the
Furloft-Saleshop Building (built in 1832 of
local limestone, restored to 1865, and housing
a saleshop, storage room for trade goods and
produce, and a well-stocked fur loft), an original York boat brought from Norway House
in 1935 and once used to transport furs.
All that is left of Upper Fort Garry, the
Hudson's Bay Company's earlier trading post,
is a gate, now the site of a small architectural
dig close to the Fort Garry Hotel. Built in 1911
by CN Railway, the latter is considered the
last grand railway hotel in European chateau
style. It is now owned by a Winnipeg investment firm.
Other principal hotels include the Westin
Hotel Winnipeg (former Winnipeg Inn), the
Holiday Inn (city's largest hotel with 410
rooms and meeting facilities handling from 40
to 1,000), the Marlborough Inn (recommended as having good food and service) and
the Northstar Inn, among others. A Hilton is
under construction.

The city is a thriving center for group meetings and the Winnipeg Convention Centre can
host conventions of up to 7,000 delegates.
The city has some 700 restaurants, said to
be the most per capita of any place in Canada.
With 26 nationalities represented, the choice
is almost unlimited. Unique rather t h m tasty
in my opinion is Bungees, an Indian restaurant
serving food prepared from recipes passed
down from early days, including bannock
bread, Arctic tea, a wild rice pudding, saskatoons (berries), smoked buffalo, smoked
Winnipeg goldeye, buffalo, rabbit, pheasant,
partridge and quail.
The best time to get a sampling of ethnic
food and drink is during Folklorama, Winnipeg's Festival of Nations, held every August. A single passport ($6 in 1982), valid for
the week and good for two visits to each of
about 40 pavilions, is all that is needed.
Awaiting at every stop are edible and potable
samples, folk singers and dancers, books, pictures and crafts on display. Special buses
travel between the pavilions, which are spread
throughout the city.
As for regular sightseeing, two companies
offer river cruises and sightseeing on British
double-decker buses, generally from midMay to October. The Rouge Line has afternoon, sunset and moonlight cruises on the
M S . River Rouge, a heritage cruise to Lower
Fort Garry on the M.S. Winnipeg, combination bus and ship tour, and morning and afternoon sightseeing bus tours. Together with
VIA Rail the company has an all-year tour
designed especially for train passengers during their several-hour stop on the trans-Canada route. The Gray Line has similar schedules
but its cruises are on the M S . Paddlewheel
Queen and M.S. Paddlewheel Princess.
Now are you ready for Winnipeg? Winnipeg is ready for you!!
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5 0 t h IFLA General Conference
August 1984
Nairobi, Kenya
Pat Molholt
The International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions met on the African continent last August for the first time
in its conference history. A large banner
stretched across Nairobi's main street welcomed IFLA participants to the city and the
conference. It heralded a warm and sincere
welcome to a unique and sometimes sobering
conference.
The meeting, sponsored by the Kenya Library Association, was attended by some 600
representatives from 78 countries. The venue
made possible participation by representatives from a number of African nations. The
Kenyan press took note of the week-long
event and published articles on a daily basistreatment the conference does not often enjoy.
The theme of the conference was "The Basis of Library and Information Services for
National Development," both timely and appropriate for the first meeting of IFLA on African soil. In her opening address, IFLA
President Else Granheim laid out some of the
challenges facing libraries and librarians in
countries such as Kenya. She noted the lack
of books in vernacular languages to describe
the indigenous culture, the limited market for
such materials due to illiteracy, and the lack
of foreign currency with which to purchase
sufficient quantities of paper for printing.
In a stirring speech, the Vice-president of
Kenya, The Honorable Mwai Kibaki, outlined
the library problems facing developing countries. He cited four major issues: the cost of
production of reading materials; the cost of
books from outside Africa; the complications
inherent in the process of moving from an
oral tradition to a print environment and on
to more sophisticated storage mechanisms;
and the problems associated with using tra-

ditional libraries. Regarding the last point, Mr.
Kibaki pointed out that it is not useful for the
vast majority of people to borrow books because there is no electricity by which to read
them. Furthermore, if a book is taken home
there is a 50 percent chance it will be destroyed because the physical conditions in
homes are detrimental to books. How, he
asked, can we hope to reach the primarily
rural audience, for whom traditional library
services are not useful? He characterized the
Kenyan nation as being at a critical juncture,
changing from an oral tradition to the need
for printed history. Other countries, he lamented, have undergone this transition so
long ago as to have forgotten the steps necessary to handle it smoothly. With these admonitions delivered, the participants listened
to their African colleagues with renewed concern.
Virtually all divisions, sections and roundtables held the usual array of business and
program meetings. In some cases the papers
and topics were specificallygeared to concerns
of developing countries; in other cases participants' questions brought out a level of
reality not usually encountered at library conferences.
There was still opportunity for celebration
and relaxation. Traditional with IFLA conferences is the round of tours available to
attendees. This year, of course, presented
more than the normal harvest of sights. Kenya
has some of the most beautiful game preserves
and national park areas in Africa. Participants
were able to tour both the Amboseli and the
Masai-Mara Game Reserves, the latter on the
border of the Serengeti Park in Tanzania. The
effects of a three-year drought were evident,
particularly among the herds of cattle feeding
off the parched land. The native animals in
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the Reserves seem, thus far, to be faring somewhat better.
The conference was housed in the new
Kenyatta Conference Center. The conical African hut-style roof of the amphitheatre, and
the tower of office and special-purpose rooms
form a striking silhouette on the Nairobi skyline. One could enjoy dinner in a revolving
tower-top restaurant, viewing the city and
surrounding country-side. The city has a long
history of greeting visitors. Its population is
diverse and its galleries of native art reflect
the many facets of the country and its people.
Of interest, even fascination, to many atten-

dees were the open market and neighboring
market building. Attendees practiced the art
of bargaining with varying success!
IFLA will hold its next meeting August 1824, 1985 in Chicago. The theme will be "Libraries and the Universal Availability of Information", a topic conducive to many
interpretations and rich discussions.
The conference is being organized by representatives from the American library and
information community. SLA's representative
on U.S. Organizing Committee is Pat Molholt,
immediate past-president of SLA.
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Reviews
Symposium on Western European Studies
and North American Research Libraries
(1983: University of Minnesota)
The state of western European studies:
implications for collection development/
Anthony M . Angiletta, Martha L. Brogan,
Clara M. Lovett, Charles S. Fineman, editors.
N e w York: Haworth Press, c1984. xxi, 273 p.
ISBN 0866563547: $29.95
The Symposium on Western European Studies
and North American Research Libraries, held in
Minneapolis in May 1983, was intended as a forum
for scholars and librarians interested in Western
Europe. Because Western European studies are less
focused than other area studies and are for the most
part taken for granted, the sizeable inroads made
by inflation and cutbacks in library budgets in recent years have largely gone unredressed. Also perceived are a lack of interaction among librarians
and researchers concerned with Western Europe,
and a dearth of organizations and centers which
might serve to focus and articulate concerns.
The essays in this volume, which represent about
half of the papers presented at the Symposium, are
divided into three groups. Papers in the first section,
entitled "The State of Western European Studies",
outline current research trends and give insights
into the state of publishing in selected Western
European countries and fields of study. The second
section, on collection development, deals with
questions of selection, and collection growth and
evaluation. The final section concerns bibliographic
control. The essays themselves range from descriptions of specific projects to surveys of current conditions in publishing and research to predictions of
likely future trends. Also included are the records
of the Symposium-program, participants, sponsors, and resolutions.
The emphasis is on university and research libraries, and on the humanities and social sciences.
Many of the essays will be of interest and use to
other types of libraries, however, particularly those
papers which deal with publishing conditions, selection, and cataloging. Agnes Peterson's paper on
anticipating future research needs deserves special
attention. It is a brave attempt to come to grips
with the crystal-ball aspect of collection building.
Those essays which deal more specifically with university situations also contain information of general interest and deserve to be read by a wider
public. John Turner's paper on British studies, for
example, is a fascinating study of the kinds of social
science topics which are likely to be addressed in
the next twenty or thirty years.
This is an exceptionally well-edited volume.
Both Clara Lovett's introduction and Martha Brogan's afterword show that a great deal of thought

and care went into its arrangement. The papers have
been shorn of the rough edges that too often mar
the transition from oral to written presentation, and
are lively and engrossing. Taken together, they provide an informative and thought-provoking overview of the current state of Western European
studies and its possible future directions.
The material in this book was also published as
CoNection Dmelopment, v.6, no.1/2, Spring/Summer
1984.

Helga Borck
Collection Management & Development
Division,
New York Public Library (Research Libraries)

Accounting for Librarians: and other notfor-profit managers b y G . Stevenson Smith;
Chicago, American Library Association, 1984.
ISBN 0-8389-0385-1. ix, 470 p. LC83-11896.
$50 cloth
Charles Meadow of Dialog Information Services
makes the observation that the professions of librarianship and accounting are really very similar.
Central to each is the assighing of funny little numbers, L.C. or U.D.C. class numbers in one case;
budget or ledger codes in the other, to chunks of
information so that like things will group together
and so that information can be retrieved. The intriguing phenomenon, he muses, is that each
profession finds the comparison odious.
Would that the latter point be not so, and would
that there be better communications between the
two fields. Business information systems whose
primary customers are typically accountants are frequently reinventing wheels that (to mix metaphors)
have long been in the armamentarium of librarianship, and librarians in turn are far too often unsophisticated financially. This book is a very useful
contribution toward ameliorating the second problem.
It is principally the vocabulary and the conventions of accounting that are alien. Smith's book is
an excellent exposition of that vocabulary and those
conventions in the not-for-profit context. This
book is not a review of how to read a balance sheet,
nor how to compute a quick ratio; it is just what
it says it is-accounting for not-for-profit managers.
This book is thorough, careful, and methodical,
in the classic tradition of accounting/librarianship.
The examples are excellent, and there are very useful question/answer sections and exercises to test
your comprehension as you proceed through the
book. Anyone who goes through this book carefully
should feel very much at ease with accounting in
a not-for-profit environment.

-
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The only non-trivial quibble this reviewer had
is that, as in so many accounting text books, the
author introduces debits and credits in the context
of the firm's assets, which is of course thoroughly
logical from an accountant's point of view, but it
is also quite opposite to the sense in which the lay
person perceives those terms, as in: "Your credit
rating is . . ." or "I'll credit your account . . ." Debits
increase asset accounts and decrease liability accounts, while credits decrease asset accounts and
increase liability accounts. The minor imagery of
debit / credit terminology should be explained
clearly, and unfortunately the book fails to do so.
With that one exception, the book is very well
written. This reviewer recommends it enthusiastically to all not-for-profit managers.
Michael E.D. Koenig
Columbia University School
of Library Service

Hospital Library Management, edited by
Jana Bradley, Ruth Holst, a n d Judith Messerle. Chicago, Medical Library Association,
1983, xiii, 412 pages. $67.50. ISBN: 0-91217615-6.
The effective administration of a hospital library
requires an understanding of the issues and skills
involved in providing biomedical information. The
hospital librarian performs many functions: serving
the institution's information needs, applying technology, communicating with the hospital administration, and working within regional and national
networks of information centers. The era when a
hospital library was used exclusively by the physician and staffed by an individual trained in-house
has passed. The scientific, technological, and sociopolitical developments that have enabled the librarian to provide this wide range of services have
also placed greater demands on managerial skills.
Hospital Library Management provides a comprehensive
and practical guide to these issues and practices
involved in hospital librarianship today.
The book is organized into four sections: the role
and function of the hospital library, provision of
library services, management issues, and special
types of services. In a typical section, "Managing
Library Services," there are chapters on the librarian's administrative role, planning and evaluation,
budgeting, promoting the library, and cooperation
among libraries. Each chapter begins with a brief
outline that allows the practitioner to scan the contents for areas of interest. This is followed by a
general orientation statement and practical step-bystep advice on how to perform specific functions.
Thus, the chapter on "Planning and Evaluating Library Services" gives instructions on how to assess
needs, set objectives, determine priorities, establish
policy, and conduct long-range plans and evaluations. The book covers just about everything that
one would want to know about managing a hospital
library in a systematic way.
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Hospital Library Management is a practical guide for
the hospital librarian, is a sequel to Bloomquist's
Library Practice in Hospitals (1972). The updated version reflects several recent developments: establishment of the library as an integral part of the
hospital, adaptation of some new technologies by
health science libraries, and participation in large
cooperative networks. In reviewing Bradley's edition, one has the feeling that while the basic functions of hospital libraries have not changed during
the past ten years, they have become more complex,
e.g. the use of the MEDLARS system and its subsets
along with the number and variety of other databases. Hospital Libray Management does an admirable
job in bringing us up-to-date.
Bradley indicates in the Introduction that her
goal is to "provide specific ideas on what to do and
how to do it." As a practical guide to daily operations Hospital Library Management is an invaluable
tool for hospital libraries of all sizes. It is comprehensive and it is indexed, illustrated, and documented with care. The editors are to be commended
for their excellent work and for organizing chapters
of diverse material into a cohesive publication.

Linda Salisbury, Reference Librarian
Washington University
School of Medicine Library
St. Louis, MO.

Managing the Special Library: Strategies for
Success Within the Larger Organization. By
Herbert S. White. Knowledge Industry Publications, Inc., 1984. 152p. $36.50 hardcover,
$27.50 paperback.
There are many good qualities and many points
well-taken in this book. There are also many problems.
I am uncertain what the purpose or focus of the
book is intended to be. In the preface White indicates that the book is "aimed primarily at individuals who are already special librarians and who
have not had the opportunity to contemplate what
they do and why they do i t . . . [and] other librarians
who are interested in this field and might want to
consider making a lateral career change. Finally it
is aimed at library and information science school
students, particularly those at the master's level. It
represents the curriculum developed over a period
of eight years of teaching a course in special libraries
and information centers, and it should prove useful
as a textbook."
I'm confused already. How do you propose to
write one book that will be so many diverse things
for so many different people? How can it address
at once working professional librarians, other librarians wanting to know about special libraries,
and students? White's text attempts to cover too
many things for too many persons for too many
reasons. There are probably three books (or possibly
articles) that could evolve from these goals, but to
satisfy all three in one book creates too many prob-

lems for the reader. Why would an already practicing librarian need to read a book to "know what
they do and why they do it"? For definition purposes I am more comfortable with its usefulness as
a "textbook."
In the preface White also indicates that "the book
makes no attempt at bibliographic completeness or
even bibliographic adequacy." Truer words do not
exist. Time and again White makes such statements
as "as Matarazzo has pointed out," "Edward Strables reports that," "Bradford . . . postulated in the
1930's that, "a number of independent studies" and
"operations research studies tell us that. . . ."
How can this important leader in our field prepare a textbook in such a sloppy and shoddy manner? The haphazard and off-the-cuff presentation
of some of the material certainly gives credence to
the fact that "it represents the cumculum developed over a period of eight years of teaching."
Editorial style (or the lack of it) aside, what of
the content? The twelve chapters cover basic information in such areas as "What are Special Libraries and Information Centers!" "Evolution and
Development," "Acquiring and Distributing Library Materials." "The Budget Process," "Management Communication," "Technology and Special
Libraries of the Future," and others. Yet White does
not include bibliographies at the end of chapters
but rather "suggested additional readings." Sometimes the reports or outside sources mentioned are
in the reading list, sometimes they are not. There
is also a selected bibliography at the end of the
book.

The volume's subtitle (Strategies for Success
Within the Larger Organization) helps the reader
understand where the text is going. White comes
down hard on special librarians for being indifferent. He does, in each chapter, give indications of
how this indifference might be handled, but this
reader was very concerned with so many negative
comments about the profession (e.g., "low levels of
sewice," "passive and reactive libraries"). White
attempts to show ways of resolving these problems,
but I would have hoped for a more positive attitude
about our profession. While there will always be
some persons in any profession who do not fit what
we would hope to be our standard, most of the
librarians this writer has known have been positive,
active (not reactive) and resourceful.
There is much basic information here. For the
beginner, this book presents good background information. For the recent library school graduate,
it might be helpful as a textbook. For the librarian
considering a lateral move, the book has some basic
and historical information, but I am not sure that
if I were contemplating a lateral move I would read
a book to help get there.
Every librarian understands the necessity of
learning good bibliographic citations. If we do not
know them, how can we help others? In the end
this failing bothers me enough to not recommend
the book. Why would a person of such high caliber
and recognition be so careless in putting out what
should have been a much better documented book?

Ron Coplen,
New York City
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NEW FROM NOYES
Available Early 1985

I

ADHESIVES FOR WOOD-Research, Applications, and Needs
edited by Robert H. Gillespie: ISBN 0-8155-0997-9; $36.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, EXPERT SYSTEMS, COMPUTER VISION. AND NATURAL LANGUAGE
PROCESSING
bv William B. Gevarter: ISBN 0-8155-0994-4: $36.
CONCRETE ADMIXTURES HANDBOOK-Properties, Science, and Technology
edited by V.S. Ramachandran: ISBN 0-8155-0981-2; $72.
CONTEMPORARY BIOMATERIALS
Material and Host Response, Clinical Applications, New Technology and Legal Aspects
edited by John W. Baretos and Murray Eden: ISBN 0-8155-0980-4; $84.
COSMETIC AND TOILETRY FORMULATIONS
by Ernest W. Flick: ISBN 0-8155-0995-2; $64.
DESIGN AND FABRICATION O F CONVENTIONAL AND UNCONVENTIONAL SUPERCONDUCTORS
by E.W. Callings: ISBN 0-8155-0989-8; $32.
EMULSIONS AND EMULSIFIER APPLICATIONS-Recent Developments
edited by S. Torrey: ISBN 0-8155-0985-5; $48.
EVALUATION OF REMEDIAL ACTION UNIT OPERATIONS AT HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL SITES
by John Ehrenfeld and Jeffrey Bass: ISBN 0-8155-0998-7: $39.
FI.EXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS HANDBOOK
S\.aem, D~v~sdon.
The Charles Stark D r a ~ e r
oreoared bv the staff of the Automauon and Manaeement
iadorator;, mc.: ISBN 0-8155-0983.9; $48.
FRACTURE IN CERAMIC MATERIALS-Toughening Mechanisms, Machinina Damage, Shock
edited by A.G. Evans: ISBN 0-8155-1005-5; $42.
FUNDAMENTALS OF HEAT TRANSFER FOR PROCESS ENGINEERING
by David Azbel: ISBN 0-81550982-0; $36.
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDE
by J.H. Guswa et al: ISBN 0-8155-0999-5; $48.
HANDBOOK OF LAND TREATMENT SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND MUNICIPAL WASTES
by Sherwood C. Reed and Ronald W. Crites: ISBN 0-8155-0991-X: $45.
HE.\T TRAVSFER APPLICATIONS IN PROCESS ESGINEERIN(;
b y David Azbel: ISBN 0-8156.0996-0: $39.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND COMPETITION-Robotics, Computers,
Telecommunications, &miconductors
edited by J.K. Paul: ISBN 0-8155-0988-X; $42.
IDENTIFYING RESEARCH AREAS IN THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY TO 1995
edited by Robert F. Cotellessa: ISBN 0-8155-1008-X; $32.
ION MIXING AND SURFACE LAYER ALLOYINORecent Advances
edited by M-A. Nicolet and S.T. Picraux: ISBN 0-8155-1006-3; $32.
LOGISTICS O F UNDERGROUND COAL MINING
hy James J. Hanslovan and R~chardG. V~rovsky. lSHS 0-8155-09936,$32
PLASMA PROCESSING OF MATERIALS
edited by H.J. Oskam: lSBN 0-8155-1003-9; $36.
POST-ACCIDENT PROCEDURES FOR CHEMICALS AND PROPELLANTS
by Deborah K. Shaver and Robert L. Berkowitz: ISBN 0-8155-0986-3; $32.
PULVERIZED COAL COMBUSTION-Recent Developments
by Stanley Singer: ISBN 0-8155-09928; $32.
RADIATION EFFECTS ON AND DOSE ENHANCEMENT OF ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
by J.R. Srour e t al: ISBN 08155-1007-1; $32.
SILICON MATERIAL PREPARATION AND ECONOMICAL WAFERING METHODS
edited by R a l ~ hLutwack and Andrew Morr~ron. ISBS 0 8155.0990-1: $54
THERMAL
SYSTEMS FOR MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
by H.L. Hickman, Jr. et al: ISBN 0-8155-1001-2; $56.
TRANSDERMAL AND RELATED DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS
e d ~ l e dby D.A .Jones. ISBN 0-8155-0984.7. $45
THIHALOMETHANL REDUCTION IN DRINKING WATEK
Technologies, Costs, Effectiveness, Monitoring, Compliance
edited by Gordon Culp: ISBN 0-8155-1002.0; $42.
ULTRASTRUCTURE PROCESSING OF ADVANCED STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
edited by L.L. Hench: ISBN 0-8155-1004-7; $36.
VADOSE ZONE MONITORING FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES
by L.G. Everett, L.G. Wilson and E.W. Hoylman: ISBN 0-8155.1000-4; $36.
YEAST MOLECULAR BIOLOGY-RECOMBINANT DNA-Recent Advances
edited by Michael S. Esposito: ISBN 0-8155-0987-1; $35.
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PERLINETM:
Because your information
is too valuable to play games wlth.
I'EIILINETMIS a scr~alsmanagcmcnt system that
addresses the special needs o f spcclal libraries. It IS
c o ~ i i p r c h e n s i vand
~ u n ~ i i a t c h c din capablllty,
accommodatrng virtually every scrlals control f u n c t ~ o n
iron1 chcck~ng-m,routing, and ordcrlng, t o
nianagc~ncntrcportlng and fund accounting. Uscrfriendly, I'EKLINETMc l l ~ i ~ i n a t cvendor
s
lock-111 and
puts yo11 111 c o ~ i i p l c t ccolltrol o f your ow11 data.
Available w ~ t ho r wlthout hardware, i t IS Ideal for
nctworkllig in both inter- and intra-conipany
applications. A varlety o f standard packages make
I'EKLINETM c o ~ t ~ f f c . c t ~
for.smal1,
ve
m c d ~ u mand
, large
vo1u111~
mformation centers.

Cost Savings.
Reduces the use o f c x p c n s ~ v ct e l c c o n i n l u ~ i ~ c a c ~ and
ons
processing charges.
I'rlnts reports, analyzes data w ~ t h o u textra conncctlon
charges o r processing fees.
Security.
Assures coniplctc privacy d h o l d l l ~ g n~o; coliipctltors
wlll k n o w your collection.
Place5 security c n t ~ r c l yIn thc hands o f the uscr.
Flexibility.
Kcduccs dependency o n your 111' I>cpartmc1it by
p r o v l d ~ n gan easy to use computer with few, ~fany,
environmental restraints.
G I \ yo11
~ necessary local control, security, and
freedom to handle matcrlal from ~ n i ~ l t l psuppliers.
lc
(;ivcs users coniplctc control over a11 ilitcrt~aldata.
E11mi1latc.sd o w n t i m e and L I I I ~ ~ ~ tclcphonc
I J ~ ~ C
links.
Custom Tailoring.
Meets any local rcqulrcnlcnts for format a t i d o r
terminology.
L>istlnctlons between scrlals and n ~ o n o g r a p h sarc
nladc by tllC uscr.
Not Vendor Tied.
H ~ ~ n c i l corders
s
and receipts to and from any vendor.

BLACKWELL
LIBRARY
SYSTEMS, Inc.

aamm
(a

310EastShorclioad
<;reat Neck,
- 4

For irec cicscriptlvc literature o r a I'EIILINETM
cicnio~istration,and lniormatlon about UC)OKLINETM,
o u r 11cw n l o n o g r q h ~ cacqulsltlons systcn1, wrltc o r
call: (X(K)) 045-5395, In N e w York, call: (516) 406-5418,
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YOUR SEARCH FOR THE
BEST ElVGlNEEREDDATABASE
TERMINAL ENDS HERE.
DIGITAL'S CORRESPONDENT,
As moreand more bus1
nesses rely on the mmed~ate
access to data bases for their
success and growth we are wit
nesslng a ver~tableexplos~on
~n
thedatabase market Thespring
1984 issue of the D~rectoryof On
lme Databases complled by
CUADRA Assoc~ates,reports the
addlt~onof over 2 000 new data
basel~st~ngs
between1979 and
1983 The list of databases spans
the range from ABlilNFORM for
use by bus~nessexecutlvesto
theZOOLOGlCAL RECORD
that provldesworldw~decover
age of zoolog~call~teratureAccording to Llnk Data Resources
what was a 1 b~lllondollar lndustry In1982 1s projected totrlple
In slze by 1987

The mcreaseddemands
by buslnessfor databases
have placed an ever increasing demand on the terminals
that access that ~nforrnation.
These terminals must be fast.
They must be rel~able.They musl
beflexible.And they must dellver
h~gh-qualityresults.
D~gltal'sDECwriter Corre.
spondent " teleprinter has been
so comprehensivelyengineered

that I! more than sat~sfiesall these rapid-fire 150 characters per
second for true 1200baud perexact~nqrequirements
formance That'safullfour tlmes
faster than what you can expect
from any other portable teleprinter All that speed means that
you can save up to 75% on your
If your busmess requlres
dial-up phone l~necharges And
an occas~onaldatabase search, can save up to 75% on comand even more~fyou reafre
puter connect time as well
quent user cost can become
THE QUAU7'Y
a very mportant factor Slmple
arllhmet~ctells you the faster you OF THEENGINEERING
access the data the more money DETERMINES
you save Put another way, w~th THE UALITY
OF T$E P € R N ) ~ ~ K I .
greater speed you can perform
Because your data IS meant
more datasearchesforthe
to be read,shared and perhaps
sameamount of money
Digtalk Correspondenttele- stored for later reference,it must
printer features a bldlrect~onal be, above all else, leg~ble.
The Correspondentteleprinthead which printsout a

prlnter has been eng~n~ered
\uth exactly that ~nm qd
Its9-w~repr~ntheadproduces
an extremely cr~sp,reaclable out
put that does not put a slraln on
your eyes. Original prntoutsare
s'o clearly legible that yoi~can
run them on thecopler niachne
vd~thexcept~onalresults. It pr~nts
true descenders,so a "y' w~ll
rever be mistaken for a ' v" or a
1 for an "I:' If someof your Information needsto be high ~ghted,
you can recelvecorrespandence quality bold pr~ntat 80
characters per second.
And it prlntson pla~npaper,
for increased legib~lityat a reduced cost.

Or ct ,I r

3

bu can also select can I( cess a database whelht1r certa~nlyat the I Y of* e s'

8drereri cl aracter s~zes,and

;t

you re at nome or on the road
the or~nttermin,is I ria~e.r~r
o
~ r iUJ~ct ' ,i reriarkablel32
~ n wae n you are on the road
colurnris p t l ~ r e
you I1 fnd the Correspondent
BESTENGINEERED
NliANS
And the Correspondenttele- telepr~ntereasy to take along
mnterscommand oftheor~nted
oackaae
TOAWN.
-. ~tksuchacom~act
The Corresaondenttelt
word doesn't stop there.~~here that ~thkes upjust&outt<e
printer likeevery D g t a hard
are 10 d~fferentnational character same amount of space as an
sets bu~lt1 x 0it, as well as APL.
average typewriter and we~ghs ware and software product IS
eng~neeredto conform to an
One other format is p a r k
under LO Ibs F~nallytheresan
ularly helpful for present~ng
EIA RS232 C ser~alport that lets overall comput~ngstrategy Th~s
complex informationIn an eas~ly you connect d~rectlywith a host means that our products are englreered to work together easily
understandableway. The Corcomputer
responden; teleprinter prlnts bit
W~thsuch h~gh-performance and expand econom~caliyOnly
prov~desyou w~thas nmap graphcsfor a h~gh-impact standardsfor speed pr~ntqua1 D~g~tal
visual presentationof charts,
~tyand versat~lityof formats and gle Integratedcomput~ngstrat
graphs and formulas.
communication ~t1s l~ttlewonder egy d~rectfrom desktop to data
center.
For more informationand
the nameof the Author~zed
Termrnals D~stributoror D~gital
Representative near you, call,
The Correspondenttele1-800-DIGITAL,extens~on700
pr~nterkflex~b~lity
of formats is
Or write Dig~talEquipment
The Correspondenttelematched by ~tsflex~bilityof comCorporation, 2 Mount Royal
punter offersyou a prlntout ver- mun~catlons
opt~ons.A bu~lt-in
Avenue, UP01-5,Marlboro.
satility that does not lock you Into 30011200 baud modem lets you
MA01752.
any predeterminedformat.
d~ald~rectlythrough the keyYou can set marglns at the
board. W~ththemodem, you
that the Correspondentteleto3, bottom,left and r~ght,and
can store 125 characters of your printer is held in high esteem by
choosefrom 132 hor~zontaland most frequently used phone
experts In the data search field.
168 vert~caltabs to customizea numbersand d~al
them by slm- Jefi Pemberton editor of ONpr ntout for your spec~ficrequire- ply hltt~ngas~nglekey A bu~lt-~n LINE states, ' l have been do~ng
ments.Paragraphsof ~nforma- acoustic coupler can accommo- on-l~ne
searches smce 1969 and
tion can appear In column form. datealmost any phone, so you
the DECwriterCorrespondentIS
<,.,I

-

PERLINE"library management system

User support
with the emphasis on
A systctn IS only as reliable as what 1s behind I[,
and Blackwell Library Systems, Inc., backs up ~ t s
PEHLINETHsystem with tralnlng, d o c u ~ n c n t a t ~ o n
and customer scrvlce. Plus ~ t an
s ~ n t e l l ~ g e system
nt
that automatically tracks errors, thereby enablmg
users to readily d ~ a g n o s cproblcnls that might arrsc.

and tailoring the system for local
rcquirctncnts.
A tralmng database is standard w
the installed PEKLINETMsystc111.

uncxpla~ned.It covers stcp by
step opcratlon, 5ystc.m dcwgn, sy5tcm c a p a b ~ l ~ t y
and ph~losophy.Also, for bundled 5ystenls.
con~plctc,dcta~lcdl l l d l l ~ a rlrc
l ~ p r o v ~ d ~for
d
hard~varernmltenancc .rnd operation.
T h e I'EHLINETMs y \ t c ~15~backed
~
up at all tlmcs. Full ass~stancc,
~ n c l u d ~ nsoitwarc
g
and hardware
problem-solv~ng,is prov~dcd,and
all Inqulrlo wdl be p r o ~ ~ l p t l y
addressed. Systc.111designers and

Report Writer activ~tics.
Blackwell L ~ b r a r ySystems
t r a m n g 1s performed by librar
w ~ t hscr~alsopcratlon
experience.

Documentation
C o m r~ l- e -t esoftware
documentat~on
~ ~
is supplied w ~ t hthe I'EKLINETMS ~ S ~ ~ IThi\
I I .
consists o f a “Getting Started" packet and a
deta~ledInstructlon manual. T h e " G c t t ~ n gStarted"
i n f o r n ~ a t ~ opacket
n
defines the contents o f all files,
spells out local control parameters, and contains
samples. T h e all-encompassing Instructlon nlanual

A

BLACKWELL
LIBRARY
SYSTEMS, Inc.
310 E d \ r Shore l b l d
(;rc,lt N c c ~ N
. Y 11023. U S A
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The FundamentalReference.
Psychol ical Abstracts
1985 Edition at
1983 Prices!
Earns its"B
P ace

chology and the Wil Scibnoes,
as well as the behavioral issues in law,education. At under $12a week, how can your
library afford to be without it?
Psychological Abstracts 1985, is more
than a cost-effectiveadjunct to your online services. . . helping to keep expensive
searches and needless print-outsto a minimum. . . freeing library staff for other responsibilities. . .putting basic research
practices back in the hands of the library
user.
The monthly issues answer the needfor unassisted access to the published literature
demanded by the rigors of today's academic and professionaldisciplines with:
more abstract entries than ever before
an annual index
monthly and quarterly interim indexes
thorough author and subject listing
journal publishers'namesand addresses

winter 1985

A Special Offer
Now. new and current PA subscribers can
receive a second copy of PA at 50% off!
Keep these volumes at the reference desk
to save steps and time, near your computer to refer to abstracts located onscreen, or forward them to one of the
other campus libraries or departments.
Everyone benefits. Especially your library
budget. Place your order today through
your-subscription service or by writing
Ps~cholo~ical
Abstracts. American
~sychologi&l Association, 1400 N. Uhle St.
Arlington, VA 22201
1985 PA subscription, $600. Second
subscription, when sent to same address
as new or current subscription, $300.

2 7A

Swets.. . an attractive,
many facetted and transparent
subscription service.
We would be pleased to send you
our lnformative brochure as well as
detailed documentation of our services.
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NEW COMPUTER BOOKS FROM

Artificial
Intelligence

ADDISON-WESLEY
Aho, Sethi & Ullman: COMPILERS (April)
Charniak & McDermott: INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICAL
INTELLIGENCE (Januarv)
Cox: OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING (February)

Eugene C h a r n ~ a k
Drew McDermou

Perry: WRITING MAINTAINABLE C PROGRAMS (Februarv)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.

S I ~ ~ ICorporate
I ' ~
Libraries
and Special L~brananstor 22 Years

l2OO Boston Post Road, P.O. Box 570
Gullford, Connecticut Oh437
(203) 453-5117

1 Learn
PUBLISHERS WE DISCOUNT
NOT ALL FVBLISHERSHAVE BEEN LISTED

ACADEMIC PRESS
4C I
*DOISON W I S L I I
AISC
AIITECH HOUSE
-"TON
TITE
BUliDlNG NEWS
CAMBRIDGE UN PR
CHILTON

lb%
5%
15%
1%

ll(i
15%

PENNH,ELL
PCRBAUON
PLENUM
PRENTICE H / I L ~

10%

PROF ENO PEG PRO'
OED

15%

6%
6%

KNOWLEDGE
LAWRENCE IRLBAUM

~
~
~
UCGRAWHILLWANDmOIS
MGANS
MlT?REI
MOTOROLA
NURACH

2m
5%
20%
IbX

10%

:

5%
75%
5%

HALITEAD
OUL6 PUB
H A W l R ROW

1%
5%
16

'"IMAN

I
:
;

DICTIONARIES
LIIGtTAL?RII
DILITHIUM
ELSEVER N Y
ENGINEERINCPRES

rare

2w
5%
5%

10%

CODE B O O I S
COMPUTEmSCIENCI
CRWTSMI\N
DlXILR

o n

HAIDEN
HRW
IEEE
INDUSTRIAL PRESS
INTEL
JAWS

6%!
IS%
5%

:z
15%

TEXABINST8UMINTS
VliNNUITiiAND

'ILoG

oruronr some Ma*, -I# ha..

.

%nor, d,.roun,

LIBRARY ACCOUNTSIORDERING
Call 8" ordenor .r"d In pvr~hanord.,,~,
Uw our ON LINE (MODEM1ordnlng

ON LINE IMODEMI 0RDERs.c~ilustor phonenumbor
No c h a w 10 Llban~rexcept tor phona
CIeS 'On T l r n ~alro."a,labl.
'

6%

~

IYBtX
TAB

OXFDRDUNPREEI

DELIVERY

20%

RII\
RESTOY .eWARD
%MI~

:b~~~kC~VEnL/IG
: , ~ ~ ~ o W N

I n n a k o r d e r 1 2d.y.
Out of n a k books2 4 ~ e = L $
RUSH order$ lodays to 2 w m ~ r
. O w lmosheiwr of books tn nmk at ALL tlmn

16%
IS1

2m

(1"s

~:~I~~~,","CONDuCCoI
NOIES
5%
OSBOIINE

'0..

1%

"OURDON

10"
75%

~

2m
lo*

~

L

,a
2 a

10%
10%

< 0%
15%

15%
1Da

Gathering &
Brokering
For a Fee

1

A Set of 2 Audio Cassette Tapes
for only $31.95 (includes Shipping)
From Sue Rugge, President
Information on Demand, Inc.
Send to: Sue Rugge, 1626 Chestnut,
Berkeley, CA 94702

lNVOlClNG
W. blll whrn ,h,OPLd
Inma", crpd,, for llbrarls

NONTECHNICAL TITLES
we can 0bt.l" plpu1.r tltle. W l f h orme woo*
turn around ,,me IZW,
Dl-"""

."b,.n

Name

Address

to ch-.

City State Zip
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Currency
without the cost.

[he cost of keeping a Union List current can be prohibitive. The staff hours alone are enough to make the
best funded libraries cringe. Unless
is there to
help.

axon

Our Union List incorporates the perfect combination
of online maintenance and offline products. Data conversion takes 1-4 months. You can add holdings
without full cataloging of records. And Union List is
fully compatible with your local system.
Now you can generate the up-to-date information you
want as hard copy, tape, or microfiche. More frequently and accurately than previously possible. And at
reduced cost.
Let the savings begin. The call's on us.
800 225-6055 or 617 329-3350 collect

ON THE FRONTIER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
The Faxon Company, Inc.

15 Southwest Park

Westwood. MA 02090
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FASTER.
CiAPrn.

DESIGNING & SPACE PLANNING

Feb. 14-15, '85 - Washington DC
April 4-5, '85 - New York City

Only Information on Demand offers
you a fast, reliable service for NTlS
reports, 1971 to the present:
Immediate delivery. IOD fills and
ships orders within 3 to 5 days.
2% savings. AD, PB, NASA and
DOE reports. At 2% less than
the NTlS price.
First class mail or UPS delivery
at no extra charge.

Oct. 3-4, '85 - San Francisco

Fee: $275

Authors: PLANNING THE
ELECTRONIC
OFFICE, McGraw-Hill, 1983

INFORMATION ON DEMAND, INC.
P.O. Box 9550
Berkeley, California 94709
(800) 227-0750,(415) 644-4500
Associated with the Pergamon
Group of Com~anies

AARONCOHENASSOC.
RFD 1. Box 636. Teatown Road
Croton-on-Hudson N Y 10520

NCLIS/SLA TASK FORCE REPORT

MAPPING YOUR BUSINESS

The R o l e o f the Special L i b r a r y i n N e t w o r k s a n d
Cooperatives
Executive Summary a n d Recommendations
1984 32 p 1 I S B N 0-871 11-310-4 / $5

Barbara Shupe, M a p Librarian. S U N Y Stony B r o o k
Colette O'Connell, Engineering Librarian. Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute
193 .' 96 p. i ISBN 0-871 11-3074 L C 83-14729 S14.50
Map, contaln a ucalth of untapped ~nformarwnfor buuness
profe\\~ondls on populauon ~ncome. sales, markel~ng.
communlcattons The authors d~scussthe pract~cal,useful
~ n f o r m a t ~ omaps
n
dtsplay, and they descrlbe the numerous
depos~tor~es
that store them They also supply a comprehens~ve
I I \ ~of federal, state and m u n u p a l map sources, as well as map
pubhshers, distrtbulors and jobbers

on the role of the specla1 hbrary In networks and cooperat~ves.
Contalnlng forewords by the cha~rmanof NCI.IS and the
president of SLA. as well as a chart d~splayingthe recommendat~ons implementation schedule prepared by the ta5k
force, this booklet prov~deslibrarians with the informat~on
they'll need t o prepare themselvesand their library for changes
In the world of Information.

W H O 5 WHO IN SPECIAL LIBRARIES
198411985
December 1984 ; Approx. 416 p. ; ISSN 0278-842X
softcover iS16.W
The 1984iH5 edit~onof Who\ Who m S p r ~ i o I.ihror,r,
l
has
been redes~gnedto make 11 an even more valuable sourcebook
The dtreclory now prov~desa complete l ~ s t ~ nofg members
under subject ~nterest.phone number5 for q u c k reference. and
an employer mdex. The alphabet~caland geographtc Itsta of
members have been retamed toserveas handy cross-references.
Who'r Who now supplles you w ~ t h~nformationto make

conlacl-auicklv.easilv.directlv
. . -

Write for our publ~cat~ons
catalog, whlch conta~n, a complete
llsl of the ~ n f o r m a t ~ oresources
n
ava~lablefrom SLA
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READINGS IN TECHNOLOGY
Nancy M . Viggiano, E d i t o r
1984 8 204 p
I S B N 0-871 11-297-3 / $16.50
I f you want to know where we are and where wearegomg. t h ~ s
1s the book for you Reahngs ~n Te(hno1ogi glves tnstght into
the Impact of technology on soc~ety.tells how t o manage
technology and the change 11 1s brtng~ng,and prov~desthe
background everyone needs on systems
Followmg an ~ n t r o d u c t ~ oby
n SLA's executive d~rector,noted
spec~altstsd~scusssuch topics as success factors. the teleltbrary. microcomputers costs and benefits, database development and user evaluat~ons, nonb~bhographtc databases.
uttl~ttesand much more You will need t h ~ sbook tn your
l~brary
O'de'

Special Libraries Association
215 Park Avenue South. New York. NY 10003
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OCLC UPDATE
LS12000 Micro Seriesavailable for small libraries
without large system prices.

"There is no comparable system for small
libraries that can match LS12000's price and
comprehensive features including true keyword access and separately searchable locatlons."-Dr. Richard Dkk, Director of Local
Systems and Microcomputer Applications.

The new LSl2000 Micro Series provides economically designed systems for small libraries, specialized subcollections or libraries
needing "starter systems" with upward compatibility. Cost-saving standard profiles are currently available for medical, legal, corporate,
academic and public libraries.
The LS12000 Micro Series incorporates
powerful functions and features you'd expect to
find in much larger systems-complete integrated
software with keyword access, Winchester disk
technology, and a fast, reliable backup system.
It's sized right. . .with micro or minicomputer
options that will support up to 30 terminals.
It's priced right. . .because you acquire only
the capacity you really need.
Because it operates in a standard office environment, the system requires no costly computer room preparation.
Because it uses the same data format as the
LS12000 automated system for large libraries,
conversion is much easier as your needs and
budget grow.
The LS/2000 Micro Series presently has an
online public access catalog, circulation control,
bibliographic and authority file maintenance-with
full serials control available in 1985. Big system
convenience and efficiency at a small system
price from the leader in library automation. . .

6565 Frantz Road, Dublin, Ohio 4301 7-0702
614-764-6000

special libraries

For future reference,
The Wall Street Journal
gives you the past.
Sometimes, the best way to get a fix on the future is to
take a hard look at the past. For your reference needs,
Dow Jones presents The Dow Jones Reference
Services featuring m e Wall Street Journal and Barron S
in index form.
Eie Wall Street Journal Index is available in softcover monthly and hardcover annual editions,
highlighting both corporate and general news. An
index of BarronS is included in the annual hardcover
edition.
For much more information on any or all of the
multifaceted Dow Jones Reference
Services, call 212-285-8350 or
THE WALL STRER JWWL
send in the coupon below.

DOW JONES
FREFERENCE SERVICES
For more information on the Dow Jones Reference Services, send this coupon to
22 Cortlandt %vet. New X x k , NY IooOi'.
Organuat~on

Name
Address

City

Telephone No. (
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INFO/DOC conquers a world of information.
Wrlte Phone Telex or Onl~neOrder INFODOC and you re on your way
L ~ g hyears
t
In advance of most search companies INFO/DOC offers a
range of unlque ~nvaluableservlces at down to-earth fees As our name
~rnplleswe research, retneve and del~verboth ~nformatlonanddocuments
And we do ~tat speeds you may f ~ n dclose to cosmlc Thanks to our locatron computers and expertise the countless resources of Washlogton
D C are available to us ~mmed~ately
Add~t~onally
through our satellite
comrnunlcatlon lmk the rest of the world IS qulckly at our flngertlps
We furnlsh U S government publ~cat~ons
docume.nts Freedom of
lnformat~onItems domestlc and fore~gnpatents and lrterature We are
author~zedd~strlbutorsfor Nat~onalTechn~callnformat~onServlce products
and Government P r ~ n t ~ nOfflce
g
publ~cat~ons
We can prov~demllltary
federal and lndustr~alspec~f~cat~ons
and standards datmg back to 1946
And needless to say we enjoy access to the L~brary
of Congress Nat~onal
L~braryof Medlclne government agencles and departments busmess
organ~zatlonstrade assoc~at~ons
and professional socletles
Call us for further ~nformat~on
We welcome all lnqulrres and accept
VISA Mastercard and Amer~canExpress lnvest~gatethe advantages of
INFO/DOC And take a g~antstep toward a new hor~zon
INFORMATION

DOCUMENTATION

Box 17109 Dulles International Airport Washington, D.C. 20041
Tel: 800-336-0800 or (703) 979-5363
Online: ORDER INFODOC
Telex: 90-3042 (INFO DOC)
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The odds
are stacked
in your favor
that we have
the back issues
you need.
EARTH SCIENCES
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING

We maintain a comprehensive inventory in o u r w a r e h o u s e that s p a n s
many years of back issues a s well a s
up-to-date issues.
Our customer service staff isanxious
to answer your telephone or written
requests. And now you can even access us through the FAXON-LINXnetwork under "Jaeger'l For a copy of our
current catalog and brochure please
write or fill-out and mail the coupon.
O r call Toll Free 1-800-453-0011. In
New York State 516-543-1500.

MANAGEMENT
MATHEMATICS
MARINE BIOLOGY

bo Au5l1n Houle\ard C ornrnach N Y 11725
I'hone i C ode 5lbl 543 1500 T t l t X 968 189
Cahle Addre\\ 1Ath.lAGS C O M M A C K

.
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AID-EX

A N O N 6 THOSE SERVE0 l V A* -EX
ADS
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES
ALCON LABS
ALLIS-CHALMERS
ALTOS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
AMDAHL
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
AMERICAN MOTORS
AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
AMPEX
APPLE COMPUTER
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
ARC0 SOLAR
ATARI
AVERY LABEL
BANK OF AMERICA
BARNES-HIND
BATTELLE
RFCHTEI
-.. -.
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS
BELL HELICOPTER
BENDIX
BLUE CROSS
BOEING
BURROUGHS
CALFORNIA MICROWAVE
CESSNA
CHEVRON
CLOROX
COBlLT
COLLINS RADIO
COLORADO SCH M M S
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING
COMMODORE
COMPUTER SCIENCES
COOPER LABS
CORDIS DOW
CORDOVA CHEMICAL
CROCKER BANK
CROWN ZELLERBACH
DIABLO SYSTEMS
DIAMOND S W M R O C K
DIGITAL EOUIPMENT
DRESSER INDUSTRIES
DU PONT
E-SYSTEMS
EASTMAN RODAK
EPRI
ENVlROTECH

JOY
KASFR

TRANSLATORS FOR INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT,
THE UNIVERSITIES SINCE 1957

TRANSWONS
FROM/INTO ALL MAJOR LANGUAGES
WE SERVE THE WORLD'S INDUSTRY
Your technical/promotionaI/legal industrial literature
and documentation (articles, books, reports, proposals, specs, ads, brochures, scripts, catalogues,
manuals, contracts) trandatod:
t INTO EUGLISH from any other major language by
subject-qualified skilled professional industrial
translators working into their native English (one
example: our internationally respected team of
expert Japanese-to-Englishtranslators)-or
FROM ENGLISH into any other major language,
again by subject-qualified skilled professional
industrialtranslators working into their respective
native languages.
ALL MAJOR FIELDS* Basic sciences All industrial/military/biomed sectors Legal Banking/
finance/insurance Textbook publishing.
AD-EX serves hundreds of leadingcompanies in
aerospace, modern military technology, industrial and consumer electronics, computer
(hardware/software) manufacture, robotics,
nuclear engineering, state-of-the-art biomed/
pharmaceutical research and marketing, financial services, industrial law, and related fieldsplus their law firms and ad agencies.
EQUIPPEDTO DO THE JOB RIGHT Strategically
based production center in the heart of the San
Francisco Peninsula's "Silicon Valley"- hightechnology world capital* Tight editorial quality
control of all translator output Up-to-the-minute
translators' reference libraw- (uniaue
.
. in the business) Multilingual word-processors, phototypesetting High-speedworldwide communications
(telefax, telex, data transmission).
Tell us what you need. Call (collect), telex, or write to:

*

*

+

FWlTSUG A L L 0 WINERY
GENENTECH
GENERAL ELECTRIC
GFNERAl MOTORS

GILLETT~ -

-

GRANGER ASSOCIATES
GREYHOUND
p
. Tc
-,-

GULF OIL
GULFSTREAM AMERICAN
HACH CHEMICAL
HARRIS

HEWLETTPACKARD
HIL TON HO TEL S
HITACHI
HONEYWELL
HOOVER INSTITUTION
HOUDAILLE
HUGHES AIRCRAFT
HYATTHOTELS
BM
INGERSOLL RAND
INUAC
INTEL
INTERNATIONAL ENGRNG
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
INTERNATIONAL PAPER
INTERNATIONAL RICE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ITEK
ITT

.

AD-EX T R A l # W T I @ B # I B T B R l A T l @ l A L / V 8 A

525 Yiddlefidd Road. Suite 150. Menlo Park. CaWfornia 94025, USA
Telwhone (415) 854-6732 Telex 17-1425 8 Telefax (415) 325-8428

O Send more

mlormalmn
II1T e l e p h o n e i t e l e i l t e l e l a x me nmmedlately at

(number)
My name

Tltle

comOany
name
Street

or P O Box

Clly
Telephone

State
TNex

ZIP-

LUCASFILM
MATTEL
MEASUREX
MEMOREX
MERCK
MICRO PRO
MlTSUBlSHl
MOBlL
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
NASA
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
NIKE
NORTH STAR COMPUTERS
NORTHROP
NUCLEAR METALS
OGILVY 6 MATHER
OLlVErrl
OMARK
OPTICAL COATING LABS
OSBORNE COMPUTER
OTIS ENGINEERING
PACCAR
PARSONS-BRINCKERHOFF
PENN POWER 6 LIGHT
PERKIN-ELMER
PHILADELPHIA NATL BANK
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM
PLESSEY
PORSCHE
PORT OF OAKLAND
PORT OF SEATTLE
PPG
PRECISION MONOLITHICS
QUME
RAYCHEM
RAMHEON
RELIANCE ELECV!IC
A-H-ROBINS
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
ROLM
SAFEWAY
SAGA
SANDIA LABORATORIES
SCM
s c o n FORESMAN
SHELL
SHUGART ASSOCIATES
SIEMENS
SlGNETlCS
SMITH ULINE
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
SOH10 PETROLEUM
SOLAR TURBINES
SOUTHLAND CORPORATION
SRI INTERNATIONAL
STANDARD OIL OF CALIF
STANFORD LINEAR
ACCELERATOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STONE b WEBSTER
SUNSTRAND
SYNTEX
SWA
TANDEM COMPUTERS
TEKTRONIX

TELEOYNE
TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TEXAS NUCLEAR
TEXASGlll F
J WALTER THOMPSON
TRACOR
TRAVELERS
TRW
UNION CARBIDE
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
U S ARMY ENGINEERS
U S BUREAU OF MINES
U S DEPT OF ENERGY
U S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
U S NAVY
UNlV OF CALIFORNIA
UNlV OF PENNSYLVANIA
VARIAN ASSOCIATES
VERBATIM
VISA
WANG
WATKINS-JO~~N~O~
WELLS FARGO
WORLD BANK

Type of busmess
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It's High Time
You Tried BRS
Look What's Waiting For You!
82 databases-37 available exclusively from
BRS-give you access to timely, unique
information.
Convenient grouping of databases by
major subject categories provides you
with a breadth of online information.
Simple interactivelanguage makes BRS easy
to learn and use, whether you're an online
searching pro or a first-time user.
Available when and where you need it,
home or work, 22 hours even/ working day,
plus weekend and holiday hours.
Wide choice of access plans lets you tailor
your usage to your budget.

Return the coupon for tlrnely information
on this powerful, online search service.

An I T G Company

------------------------------

WS The I Learned Morel
0 Please send details on BRS services, rates and
access plans.

-

NAMF
. .. ..-

COMPANY/INSTI~TION

I'm Ready10 Sign Up NOWI
0 Pleose send me the necessary forms.

ADDRESS

Mall to: BRS. 1200 Rwte 7. Latham, NY 12110

TELEPHONE
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Those of us who work with serials at OCLC
appreciate Mr. Terrence J. O'Malley's article (Union
Listing Via OCLC's Serials Control Subsystem"
(Special Libraries, April 1984). I think that readers of
Special Libraries would be interested in recent changes
in CONSER and OCLC activities that have occurred since Mr. O'Malley's article and that improve both the quality of serials cataloging and
increase the effectiveness of the Union List component of the Serials Control Subsystem.
Improvement in the quality of serials cataloging
results in part from new CONSER procedures that
enable participants to authenticate serial records in
the OLUC. Like records authenticated by the Library of Congress (LC), CONSER authenticated
records meet the national and international standards and practices agreed upon by CONSER participants and documented in the CONSER Manual
and the M A R C Serial Editing Guide. This procedure
allows for the input of more authenticated records
and the authentication of previously unauthenticated records.
CONSER has also implemented a procedure allowing CONSER participants to modify LC authenticated records, which heretofore were locked
to participants. Using a CONSER editing authorization issued by OCLC, participants can modify
Fields to reflect changes to a serial; e.g., adding a
closing date and linking note to a title that has
ceased publication. Those participants who elect to
participate in this activity can update serial records
in a more timely fashion.
The improved quality of serial records is also due
to the many OCLC member libraries who submit
Change Requests. By implementing the new CONSER procedures and by using Change Requests and
documentation supplied by users, the Online Data
Quality Control Section (ODQCS) at OCLC can
now modify authenticated records. ODQCS need
no longer submit these requests to LC. Special projects by member libraries also play an important
role. For example, within the past year ODQCS has
worked closely with the University of Maryland at
Baltimore Health Sciences Library in its efforts to
enhance hundreds of health and science serial rec-

ords, many of which were unmodified, tape-loaded
records.
OCLC has implemented new system software
that enables ODQCS to delete duplicate records
and to move holdings from the duplicate to the
retained record. Using this program, ODQCS deleted approximately 15,000 duplicate records from
September 1983 to August 1984. Duplicate reports
are received from both CONSER and member libraries and are processed within a week of receipt
at OCLC. Special projects like the Pittsburgh Regional Library Center (PRLC) project that identified
duplicate QPR records and the ongoing ARL/
NFAIS Abstracting and Indexing Project enable
OCLC to systematically delete many duplicate records.
OCLC has categorized several types of duplicates
that result from CONSER activity or member requests to modify serial records. When modifications
to records result in the collapsing of several records
onto one or the splitting of one record into several,
OCLC reports these modifications in a new online
Union List Change Report. Any user with a serials
control authorization may access this report by
searching OCLC no. 10258107.
The older Union List Change Report, OCLC no.
2500016, is reserved exclusively for reporting title
cessation. Reports are compiled from change requests processed within ODQCS and reports submitted by union list members. Both online reports
are updated weekly.
These activities have resulted in an increase in
the number of authenticated serial records, and improvement in the quality of serial records, a more
timely updating of records, a decrease in the number of duplicates, and an improved link between
serials cataloging and union listing. With the COoperation of CONSER participants and member libraries, OCLC will continue to strive to improve
both the quality of serials cataloging and the effectiveness of Union List component of the Serial
Control Subsystem.

Todd Butler
CONSER Liaison
Online Data Quality Control Section
Marketing & User Services Division

special libraries

"The latest and most complete computer dictionary. . ."

DlCTlONNAlRE INFORMATIQUE
Anglais-Fran~ais
Franqais-Anglais

Renee Fishet
Eyrolles Publisher

Available in:
New York

(212) 673-7400
(212) 757-7628
Los Angeles (213) 475-0658
(213) 489-7963
San Francisco (415)474-0626
San Diego
(619) 450-1696

Professional Tone
Today I received my October 1984 issue of Special
Libraries. It contained such a fabulous collection of
appropriate articles that I did something I had never
done before: I sat down and read (yes, I mean read,
not scanned) each article completely! That sets a
record for me in my 35 years of special librarianship.
Of course I realize that in the future there may be
articles which hold minimum to me and thus will
not read them too carefully, but this one (this issue)
had a professional tone I had rarely experienced
before. In fact, the articles generated three letters
to authors, which too is a record for me. Keep up
the good work!

Robert G . Krupp
Maplewood, N.J.
SLA Anniversary Paperweight
I'm eagerly awaiting the amval of my SLA Anniversary Paperweight, which I intend to display
proudly on my desk. For to me, SLA represents
both a personal and professional bond. It was to
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SLA that I turned, soon out of Columbia in wartime
New York City, and was warmly welcomed into
the fold by SLA's first paid Executive Secretary,
Mrs. Kathleen Stebbins. It was through her good
graces that I was guided from academic librarianship to special librarianship as a specialist in the
Office of War Information. No challenge was too
great for SLA, Mrs. Stebbins stressed to me when
she helped me transfer from the East Coast to the
West with all kinds of leads to the wonderful SLA
Southern California Chapter. I was immediately put
to work preparing for SLA's fortieth [anniversary]
in 1949 handling publicity for the conference in
LA. And it was as an SLAer that I transferred my
industrial experiences back to academia almost a
quarter of a century ago when I came to UCLA.
SLA has been an important part of my life these
many years; I feel that I shall be coming full circle
with the 75th anniversary paperweight-the symbol of professionalism as we know it in SLA!

Sherry Terzian
Director, Mental Health
Information Service
Neuropsychiatric Institute

UCLA
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Need
instant access
to technical
holdings?automate
with TECHLIB.

Science has advanced since
Merlin dabbled in alchemy.
But the wizardry is still in
TECHLIB-the BASIS technical library system.
TECHLIB runs on most
mainframe and minicomputers. 11 has menus for
easy learning and use. It
also satisfies advanced users.
And it can be custom fit for
you.
TECHLIB p ~ ~holdings
ts
at
your fingertips. You gain
control of circulation. Issue
timely overdue notices.
Update from MARC tape or
direct input. Process acquisitions and manage serial$-

all automatically. Battelle
even maintains TECHLIB for
you.
TECHLlB i s fast, easy, and
cost-efficient. So, why not
go on line with TECHLIB?
Call for a brochure today.

Battelle
Sottware Product\ C e n t ~ r
505 K ~ n g
Avenue
Colurnhu\, O h l o 43201-269 3

Gale Research Co.
-

New Reference Books Published and Distributed by Gale
Call or Write for Our Complete Catalog
S t a t i s t ~ c a l Yearbook of C h ~ n a1 9 8 3 .
Research a ~ coverlng
d
the 32-year p e r ~ o d
u p to and ~ n c l u d ~ n1982
g
These never
before-published stat~stlcsp r o v ~ d eauthorltatlve tables for key natlonal l n d ~ c a t o r s
key r e g ~ o n ailn d ~ c a t o r sand key ~ n d ~ c a t o r s
for such sectors as a g r ~ c u l t u r e Industry
and transportat~onP u b l ~ s h e d
by E c o n o m ~ c
l n f o r m a t ~ o na n d A g e n c y A v a ~ l a b l eIn
N o r t h A m e r ~ c af r o m Gale $60 00 (SO)

Europa Year Book 1984. The baslc source
of detalled ~ n f o r m a t l o nof every country
and some 1 500 ~ n t e r n a t ~ o n a
organlzal
t ~ o n sPubllshed by Europa Ava~lablefrom
Gale 2 vols $210 OO1set (SO)
Industrial Research in the United Kingdom.
10th ed Prov~desdetallson1 000 ~ n d u s t r ~ a l
research f ~ r m s 2 000 univers~ty laboratorles and 400 research-orlented assoclations P u b l ~ s h e db y L o n g m a n D l s t r ~ b u t e d
~n the U S and Canada e x c l u s ~ v e l yby
Gale $195 00 (SO)

Encycloped~aof Occupational Health and
Safety 3rd ed R e f l e c t ~ n gthe progress
made In the f ~ e l dslnce 1971 the bulk of
t h ~ swork conslsts of 1 150 a r t ~ c l e sthat
cover s p e c ~ f ~toplcs
c
and occupations as
well as general subjects 400 photographs
and d ~ a g r a m sPubllshed by l n t e r n a t ~ o n a l
Labor O f f ~ c eA v a ~ l a b l efrom Gale 2 vols
$155 00 set (SO)

Medical Research Centres. 6th ed Comp r e h e n s ~ v eworld d ~ r e c t o r yof more than
In some 100 countrles
11 000 l a b o r a t o r ~ e s
P u b l ~ s h e db y L o n g m a n D ~ s t r ~ b u t e~n
d
N o r t h A m e r ~ c a e x c l u s ~ v eby
l y Gale 2 v o l s
5350 00 set (SO)

International Consultants Directory 1984.
4th ed D e t a ~ l e de n t r ~ e sfor some 3 000
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